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TO OUR READERS

PROMPTLY - ECONOMICALLY - ,SATISFACTORY
By THEO. PRESSER.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
•years as a publisher, have revolutionized
the music-deaJing trade.
It will nav every one interested in any manner to
investigate at first hand the liberal system and
policy followed by this house in its efforts to

growth of his intimate knowledge as a teacher

of

their needs, and perfected during twenty
Publish Modern Teaching Material;
XoGive the Best Discounts Possible in Every Case;
Tn Allow the Most Satisfactory Terms;
..
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A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS
HARMONY

A HISTORY OF MUSIC
For Classes and for Private Reading
By W. J. BALTZELL
Price, $1.75
Contributions from leading American
writers. Includes the most approved ideas
[t^h^^EST^TEXT^&OO^on^the^ subject

FIRST STUDIES IN MUSIC BIOGRAPHY
A Children's History of the Classical Period

Standard Graded Course of
Studies for the Piano
W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades.
lO Books. $1.00 each
^i‘f3 *w,
progressively arranged, careful
fingered, phrased and annotated.
SELECTED " CZERNY ” STUDIES
A Graded Course
* " -* ind Fing
Edited, ^A n n
EMi^LIEBLING

COURSE IN HARMONY. Geo. I

'paderttoski, Jos-ff'i ?nd Liszt and usee

PRACTICAL HARMONY. Hoi
In Two Parts, each

THE LESCHETIZKY METHOD OF PIANO
TECHNIC
"The Modern Pianist."
Price. $1.50
EXERCISES IN EXTENSION
Rv Isidore Phillip
Price, 75 Cents

COUNTERPOINT
By Dr. H. A. Clarke.
By Homer A. Norris.
By E. E. Ayres.

THEODORE

IMPORTANT WORKS

ORGAN

VOICE
Technic and Art of Singing
FREDERIC W. ROOT
METHODICAL SIGHT SINGING. 2
INTRODUCTORY LESSONS IN' ' ' ’
THIRTY-TWO ELEMENT ARYsONG
STUDIES. 3 Keys, each.50
SCALES AND VARIOUS EXERC1SES. High or Low Voice, each .60
TWELVE ANALYTICAL STUDIES . 1.00
EXERCISES IN THE SYNTHETIC
METHOD ...75
The StandardGraded Course of Singing
H w GREENE
icn
Four Grades, Four Books, each
Studio Use
For Consei

FIRST PARLOR PIECES . .
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM ....
MUSICAL PICTURES (Plano or
Organ).
FIRST RECITAL PIECES.
THE TWO PIANISTS (Plano Duets) 1
MASTER PIECES . 1
ALBUM OF LYRIC PIECES....
MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES 1
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR
FIRST ORADE.
FIRST DANCE ALBUM (Revised) .

PRESSER,

1712

STRICH & ZEIDLER
Manufacturers of Artistic Grand and Upright Pianos.

REED ORGAN METHOD
CHAS. W. LANDON.
Price. $1.50
SCHOOL OF REED ORGAN PLAYING
mpiled
Chas. W. Landon
$1.00 ei
Four

THE ORGAN PLAYER.
Pipe Organ Collection
ed by P. W. Orem
Price. $1.50

CHESTNUT
|“h I
1

A TEXT-BOOK. Dr. H. A. Clarke . $1

TOUCH AND TECHNIC
Dr. WM. MASON
Four Books
$1.00 Each

|V|
1

STREET,

First Steps in Piano Study
Compiled by Theo. Prei
most widely used beginners’
ook. Price, $i.oo.
DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF PIANO
WORKS
Edward Baxter Perry
50 Standard Compositions analyzed.
A work for every music lover. Price, $1.50
DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
Dr. Hugo Riemann
Price, $4.50
The latest Encyclopaedia of Music

PHILADELPHIA,

THE EDITOR’S COLUMN

COMING ARTICLES.
The death of Dr. William Mason, and the
consequent Mason issue of last month, obliged
us to postpone many excellent features that
we have had in store for you.
Among these, the one in which the greater
Subscription, $1.50 per year. ingrle Copies, 15 Ce
-......
Foreign Postage, 72 ce
number of you will be interested, is “How I
Liberal premiums and cash deductions a •e allowed for obEarned My Musical Education.” This tells of
taining subscriptions.
the struggles and successes of students, and
better than that, it gives the personal experi¬
Itemlttoncea should be made by post-office or express
money orders bank check or draft, or registered
ences of some musicians to whom Fortune has
letter. United States postage stumps are always
been kind simply because they would not per¬
received for cash. Money sent In letters •- *—
mit Fortune to be anything else. You will be
arrival aD<3 W6 are not resP°nslble for
DISCONTINUANCE.—If
interested in reading how an organist who
the jou
left i
commands a salary of $3,000 started his life
within
as a “hand” in a woolen mill, and also how a
highly successful teacher practiced before and
t for r
after office hours until his irascible neighbor
you will
complained to the authorities. The contrib¬
ild up, whl<
ns a receipt for
o.lptlon.
utors are Homer Norris, William C. Carl,
manuscripts.—All manuscripts
publlcaMUSICAL PREMIUMS.
" 3 Intended for tmbllcaRobert Braine, John Philip Sousa, E. E.
■ :niil rcssn! | ) THE ETUDE, 1712
For one new subscription, not your own, we
Truette, Perlee V. Jervis and Emil Liebling, all '
---.-— be written on one side
t only. Contributions on topics conwill give: “First Steps in Pianoforte Study”
fine musicians and all practical writers.
"'•’“tc-tencliing and music-study are
or
“First
Parlor
Pieces
for
the
Piano;”
“Gib¬
One of the most attractive and instructive
r-• -— -bat are not available will be re¬
turned.
bon’s Catechism” or two grades of “Mathews’
articles that has come to us recently is Mr
ADVERTISING RATES will be
a application.
Standard Graded Course.”
Forms close on 10th of each month
Arthur Elson’s “What the Masters of Music
ceedlng month’s Issue.
• For two subscriptions: A six months’ sub¬
Have Accomplished in Old Age.” You will
THEODORE PRESSER,
scription to The Etude, or “First Recital
read every word of this and learn something
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, I
Pieces for the Piano," or “Masterpieces for
from every line.
Entered atit Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter.
the Piano,” or five grades of “Mathews’ Stand¬
Those of our readers who have thought
ard
Graded
Course.”
,
. .
about organizing an Amateur Orchestra will
For three subscriptions our most popular
find just the kind of information they desire
premium is one year’s subscription to The
in Mr. Charles Skilton’s article.
article, “The Amateur
Etude, or “The Organ Player.” by Orem; or
Orchestra.” He tells just what you should do
“Leschetizky Method of Playing,” or “Descrip¬
and the best way to do it.
tive Analyses of Piano Works,” E. B. Perry;
"THE ETUDE”
October, J908.
Mr. Gustav Becker has prepared at our
“The Reed Organ Method,” by Landon; or
solicitation an article upon “The Meaning of
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
“History of Music,” by Baltzell.
Applause.” So many people are deceived by
Editorial . 021
For four subscriptions: “Touch and Tech¬
conventional applause, and it will be good for
When to Practice.Louis C. Heinze 622
nic,
by
Dr.
Mason,
in
four
volumes;
or
Ivey-Notes.P. j_ Vargas 622
you to read the opinions of a teacher who has
Irofitahle Physical Exercises tor Piano
Mendelssohn’s “Songs Without Words,” cloth
conducted many students’ recitals
Students.Dr. W. R. C. Latson 623
bound; or a music satchel or music roll.
Stephen Heller is one of the most important
Experience.Philip Davieson 624
For five subscriptions: Riemann, “Diction¬
About the Metronome... Warner If. Hawkins 624
figures in the field of musical education The
Six Rules for Pianists.I. J. Paderewski 624
ary (Encyclopedia) of Music and Musicians,”
remarkable
tunefulness and “playableness” of
Paul Wachs.
095
or a Maelzel metronome with bell.
his
pieces make them very valuable material
Beginning the Season Under Proper Auspices
Our premium list contains almost every¬
„
E. von Musseiman 626
for the young teacher. Mr. E. R. Kroeger, the
How the Masters Waited and Worked for
thing of value to the teacher or musician. To
well-known teacher, reviews the life of Heller
Success.carl O. Schmidt 627
anyone who is interested, in obtaining sheet
and, better still, tells us about the pieces you
Directing Our Pupils’ Thoughts,
music for the giving of subscriptions our offers
Julia, Augusta Plumb 628
will find most valuable in your work as a
How to Play Chopin. .Vladimir de Pachmann 620
are very liberal; we should be pleased to cor¬
student, music lover or teacher.
Studio Experience. 629
respond on the subject.
Letters from Our Readers... 630
Among other articles previously announced,
Live Hints for Ambitious Students
but which have not appeared at the time I am
F. H. Cocking 631
McCLURE’S MAGAZINE
FOR 1909.
writing to
you, are “Sugar
Coating h,xercise
Exercise
—-°
•-j—>
uusai coating
Important Musical Activities Abroad,
1
he
new
clubbing
arrangements
for
1909
are
Work,
by Perlee V. Jervis; “How the Masters
„
. ,
Arthur Elson 631
IIow to Learn Quickly.Madame Pupln 631
being consummated. The price of “McClure’s
Waited and Worked for Success,” by Carl G
Teachers’ Round Table.A’. J. Corey 632
Magazine” will be increased after October
Schmidt; “How to Play Chopin by de Pach
The Musical Magazine and the Student,
,
A. M. Nichols 633
ithed.PrJCe f°r The Etude and “McClure’s”
™an: “Profitable Physical Exercises for Piano
Hints on Etude Music. . .Preston Ware Orem 634
will be $260; but up until October 25th the
Students,” by Dr. Latson; “The Value of the
Voice Department, edited by Horace P. Dibble 659
price will be $2.00. We would advise any of
Phonograph in Voice Teaching,” to which
Organ Department. 002
our subscribers- who
inost of the best known voice teachers of the
Violin Department, edited by Robert Braine 664
- desire
-— . to
^ obtain “Me“Mc¬
Children's Department. 600
Clure s Magazine” for the next year, or who
day have contributed.
What a Little Child Can Do. .Helena Maguire 666
desire to renew their subscriptions, to do so
In fact, we have so many splendid articles in
Useful Mistakes..Florence Leonard 666
before
the
high
rate
goes
The B Sharp Club.Nellie Camaron 667
effect on
preparation that we hardly know which to
October 25th.
Ideas for Club Workers. .. .Mrs. John Oliver 668
mention first. All of the foregoing articles
Certainty in Skips and Leaps. . .Alvis Braun 670
'Hhh clubbing arrangements for next year
wil1 .aPPeaj
nnMr
this and succeeding issues.
Avoiding Drudgery in Teaching,
will be particularly valuable and liberal. They
Nothing will be left undone > maintain the
Edward M. Young 670
Publisher's Notes . 679
are not quite in condition to announce ii
position of The Etude and to continually seek
Questions and Answe; s and Recital Programs 674
month’s
issue,
but
the
November
issue
will
improvements.
We
want such a paper as you
Testimonials . e7g
contain full information on the subject We
Professional Directory. 075
can take to your musical friends and say.
The World of Music. ” 070
hpwever, would like to say this, that this office
Here is a paper that is worth ten or twelve
The Self-Assertive Pupil./■'. H. Morton 678
can supply all periodicals that any of our sub¬
,!”1.eST lts cosfi ^ *s one °f the few things
Staccato and Legato. ... (579
scribers desire at as low a price, if not lower,
that I cannot afford to be without.” That is
than can be obtained through any agent or
MUSIC.
and we are doing our level best to
agency; an Etude subscription must be inFarandole .R. Puano 635
eluded, and r agree to duplicate any offer
The Sailor Boy's Dream (4 hands)
THE MUSIC OF THE “NEAR FUTURE ”
„
W. Le Hache 638
Dance at Avignon.Leo Oehmler 642
it would be- hard
- '
improve The Etude
L Elegant Mazurka .Paul Wachs 644
music from the standpoint of its suitability for
Anniversary March (Pipe Organ)
our readers needs. The pieces have never
_ . „
J- Lawrence Erb 646
magazine clubbing offers.
Caprice Espagnol.Henry Weuts 648
tbnlw iCt
'!,lth°Ut the most careful and
Cavatina (Violin and Piano).J. Raff 650
Our clubbing offers have been advertised
thoughtful consideration of experts with a life¬
Joyful Strains.. ...O M Schoebel 652
extensively in the past few issues of The
time experience in this work. They know
Violet Eyes.Oeo. L. Spaulding 653
Etude, and a large number of our readers
Close to Thee (Vocal).c. S. Briggs G54
Not Less Than This (Vocal).H. H. Pike 655
Tender Little Flower (Vocal).
offered them to obtain the magazine “they
the'S™
?{ this ^ar and
„ ,
Armand de C. Barili 656
desired at special combination oricea. A
„,;u u
?..y „ls.vei7, bnght The music
March of the Buglers..Ch. Streig 658
will be more effective than ever The new
cular listing all of these offers will be s
department of “Self-Help Hinis for the
any address upon request.
Player is meeting with great appreciation.

MUSIC
supply house of THEO. PRESSER, the out¬

613

Thousands of - teachers recommend every
new pupil to subscribe to The Etude. A great
many teachers send The Etude to-every one
of their pupils and charge it in their regular
bill. The value of The Etude in the hands of
pupils is inestimable to the teacher. The
pupil’s interest in music is constantly aug¬
mented, general musical culture is spread, and
from the point of view of actual material bene¬
fit every issue contains from 12 to IS new and'
standard compositions carefully selected, so
that every class will be supplied with some¬
thing to their taste at all times.
Where it is desired, we are very willing to
return some payment to the person who rec¬
ommends or solicits a subscription for us.
Sample copies are free for this purpose,
and we should be pleased to send our premium
list to any who will ask for it.

are SUPPLIED with everything needed in their work

The unique but reasonable methods of the music

ETUDE

Ms*sasssr*"•

PA.

^ are noted for Purity, Power, and Resonance of Tone; Responsiveness of Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship,
■ and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

132d Street and Alexander Avenue, NEW YORK
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The ETUDE
E. T. Pauli Music Co.’s
Best Publications!!!

614
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By H. R. PALMER
414,000 Sold
A systematic and clear explanation of theELS® “wi°ll

Juvenile Album

^nritaining upwards of 3500 terms and

SfSS™‘wj““»'D“»

March Album

. 25c
Price, heavy paper covers
Boards .

MUSICAL ESSENTIALS
By HAROLD B. N1ARYOTT

In linen covers

LANDON’S first steps
IN HARMONY
By CHARLES W. LANDON

Musical Essentials embraces everything from
the rudiments of Music Notation to the study
of Musical Form. The elementary portion is so
plain that one who has no knowledge whatever
of music can understand its precepts, while the
progression of the study is so consistent, step
by step, as to make the acquirement of a prac¬
tical and theoretical knowledge of music a mat¬
ter of regardful application only.

Price, heavy paper covers

75c

$1.00

A demonstration of modern ideas of harmony
teaching in especially clear and lu°
Every rule is abundantly illustrated with nota
tion and all written work has a system of e plicit guiding hints embodied in the exercises
showing not only what to do, but just where
and when it is to be done. Undoubtedly the
easiest method in existence, and unusually
thorough.
Bound in boards.SOc

TO READERS OF “THE ETUDE”

GRIMM’S MUSICAL
WRITING BOOKS

See if the Following Interests You

By CARL W. GRIMM
A practical method of learning the Principles
and notation of the science of music. In these
music writing books Mr. Grimm successfully
delineates from an abundance of knowledge and
a one experience; ana with an accurate grasp
of a fubject which he easily makes interesting
as weU as instructive. The series of four books
makes a complete method of easily and practr
rally learning the music notation of all time
and kind with air interesting study of music
history and of biography-in fact, s quite a
thorough system of musical education. Four
volumes.
Paper, each

who use a good grade of popular music will finder!'
piece in the following named selection to be the b
that can be had.
MAGNIFICENT TITLES. ELEGANT EDITIONS.
SPLENDID MUSIC. EASY SELLERS. ALWAY
GIVE SATISFACTION. NOTHING BETTER
The Following Lists Contain All of
E. T. Pauli’s March Compositions:

25c
rdl Gras March Two-Step. Special \

LEFT HAND ETUDES

ZIECFELD PIANO
TECHNICS

By AUGUST W. HOFFMANN

By DR. F. ZIECFELD
The hook holds in compact form all that need
be taught to insure that training of the hand
essential to an early and easy virtuosity. The
hook provides for the necessary fundamental
work and embraces all that is needed for the
gymnastics of the fingers and essential to a
thorough training and control of the hand.
The plates and illustrations, which have been
prepared with unusual care, illustrate the
proper position of the hand, wrist and finders.
Bound in flexible cloth.

S'-50

Price

SUCCESSFUL BOOKS
FOR CHILDREN
By JESSIE L. GAYNOR
The author is noted for her rare teaching
qualities, particularly with the young, and these
studies are exceptionally meritorious in their
plan of arrangement, clearness of demonstra¬
tion and aptness of illustration.
First Pedal Studies, Price

50c

Miniature Melodies, Price.

60c

Melody Pictures, Price

60c

Published by

The unusual way in which results are reached
largely enhances the value of the exercises and
awakens a lively Interest in piano study. The
studies are eminently useful and practical, and
will prove acceptable indeed, as there are so
few left hand studies of the middle grade.
A cardinal feature of the “Hoffmann Left
Hand Studies” is that they are short. Two

Price, each.75c

NEVIN’S SONGS WITH¬
OUT WORDS FOR
PIANO SOLO
The iavorite songs of Ethelbert Nevin tran¬
scribed lor Piano
By CHARLES GILBERT SPROS
Nevin is here revealed in a new form hj
series of transcriptions of his exquisite soi
made in a masterly and appreciative man
and depicting pictures with mood, color i
sentiment, perfect In each case, and each
in turn being absolutely unique and utt«
unlike any other, even from the same \
Price.si.;

FAMOUS PRACTICAL
PIANO STUDIES
By WILSON C. SMITH
These unique and very practical studies aw
based upon the plan of speclaiUaUon ^h
volume containing studies for a particular pur
pose. They are attractive and pleasing and ac¬
complish the purpose for which thej are de¬
signed, with great satisfaction and profit to
teacher and pupil.
Five Minute Studies, Op. 63. Two
books, each.■’•
Thematic Octave Studies, Op. 68.
One book..
'•
Chromatic Studies, Op. 69. Two
books, each.'
Transposition Studies, Op. 70. One
book.

KNEISEL COLLECTION
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Selections trom the Masters Old and New

lu Fox (Little Trooper^. Galloping hoi

Thi MidiiVtfht Fipr.” The great rui

a splendid^hiatorical sketch...!.
greatest and best inarch. Ready September 15, 190
7 BEAUTIFUL WALTZES
Cupid's Awakening. Magnificent set ot waltzed!!
“
^ MemorleA^peciaHy fine sey>f waltzes.....
frltcK"Whlria Wfii^Tnfcte,’ elves,'■
-Delight Waitzes. Specially recommended!!
7 NOVELTY PIECES
Plantation Echoet
re Flies.
iy Rye (Intern

Edited by FRANZ KNEISEL

A notable Issue for violinists are these real'!
superb books, a gathering Into practical ami

FOR FOUR HANDS
Price, 50 Cents
A compilation, unique of its kind, con¬
taining in all seventeen marches of various
styles, splendidly arranged for four-hand
playing, including two-steps, military
marches and grand marches in goodly pronnrf’nn All march rhythms are exempli*> * a o
times. Vafield, Including 2-t
mted, classic.
modern and popular. Every numbt
gem. This will prove — - 1 "
ful duet albums e-

Well-known Fables Set
to Music

Six Poems After Heine

Keyboard Chart

VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
Verses by Jessica Moore
Music by Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 50 Cents
Mr. Spaulding’s work is too well known
to call for extended comment. But this
particular volume is unique of its kind. It
consists of sixteen little pieces which may
be.played or sung^ each piece taking^its title
mg been versified and
n appropriate
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
and original melody.
“—3 all lie
in the first or early secuuu graue, ana aisCompiled by L. KOHLER
play the same freshness of melody and
attractive musical qualities as are to be Vo,« 1
Price, 75 Cents
found m the composer’s well-known “Tunes
This valuable work contains fifteen com¬
and Rhymes for the Playroom,” and other pete
sonatas, selected from the most popuThis volurm
ar works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven,
ave sonatas by each composer. While the
compilation is by L. KOhler, oui
foIlov,„
„
‘
-*■
lodel — ’’
Edition.”
has been prepared._
This collection is
itional value.’ T*
It -nay be used x
’ (KOhler)

Sonata Album

New Songs Without
Words

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Preparatory to those of Mendelssohn
RICHARD FERBER
Price, 75 Cents
This volume is of rare educational im¬
portance consisting of a beautiful set of
modern lyrics (fifteen in number) for the
pianoforte, which, in addition to being ur
usually interesting and attractive in them
seives may be used as a preparation for
the “Sones Without Words” of Mendelsother classical works of similar grade and scop<
These pieces are all
of the earlier gradeis, easier than those of
Mendelssohn.
They are all melodious, ex------.-./
and harmonious, well contrasted In
rnythm and musical content. The use of
pieces of this character with pupils of in¬
termediate grade tends to develop taste and
musical perception. This set should prove
a welcome addition to the teaching reper-

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER

Women’s Club Collection

Part Songs and Choruses
OPERETTA FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Price, 35 Cents
Text by JESSICA MOORE
This is an invaluable collection for the
Music by GEO. L. SPAULDING
““ “^ciuhs, choruses and high schools. It
Price, 50 Cents
One of the best operettas for young
h and without
people ever written. It is by the authors incidental solos. The ni
of the very successful "Day in Flowerdom” well assorted, in
■y style and suitable for
(now in its second edition), a work which all occasions.
uuu
it will unquestionably equal, if not surpass, moderate diflieulty, all being highly effective.
in popularity. The “Isle of Jewels” Is suit¬ Many standard and popular composers are
able for production at any season of the represented, a number of the pieces having
It is easily rehearsed and staged, h“cn specially composed and arranged. It
—_ cannot fall to please and interest bof- s unquestionably
uonably tthe best collection of the
audience and participants.
The text i
'“.y and amusing and the music is full o
•kle and go. Several of the number
perfect little gems, worthy a place Ii
any light opera. As the characters pet Chronology of Musical History
sonify various popular jewels, the oppoi
Price, 25 Cents
“ties d pIctul'esque staging can readil;
This useful little work contains brief
mention, in chronological order, of every
event in musical history, from the very
earliest times. It will form a useful ad¬
junct, in the nature of a ready reference
" k, to any musical history. It should be
the hands of all music students and
By EDW. MACDOWELL
teachers and a copy should be found in
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
every library. The book is gotten up comOp. 31
Price, 81.00 pactly in neat and substantial form.
This is one of the great American com¬
poser s most celebrated works, having
its numbers the well-known “Scot¬
tish lone Picture” and “A Memory”’ Each
of the six pieces has for its mottb one of
Price, 25 Cents
Heine’s poems, of which the music, written
, ,erV useful adjunct in elementary
in Mr. McDowell’s
in¬ *
aptly illustrate
The pieces are of teaching. This chart is in small and con¬
medium
a graded from mod¬ venient form, compact and substantial
-__ length and
„„„ are
(made of heavy cardboard), yet it serves
erately difficult to difllcult. AH are char- every
purpose of much larger and more
acterized jiy poetic grace and originality
““"lphcated diagrams. It is intended to
(^conception, and wilfamply repay’
”’,ar the keys at right angles, extending
tmr,
!„ .v— middle 0f t]je
In addition to the two mentioned above
” The“ char
reproducthe remaining numbers are “By the Fisher- keyboard.
of
the keyboard
ans Hut,” “Love in a Post-chi ' ’’
each key and the notation for the same
lepherd Boy is a King” and “]
being designed chiefly to teach the relation¬
Our edition is a handsome on
ship between these. In addition there are
prepared and carefully revised.
diagrams of note values and of key sig¬
natures. This chart may also be use” '
Presser Collection No. Ill

tiie^t’uV

Presser Collection No. 110

First Pianoforte
Instructor
C. CZERNY
3P- 599
Price, 50 Cents
This volume is constantly In use among
teachers, being one of Czerny’s most ele¬
mentary works. It may be used with
pupils who have just passed the rudimen¬
tary stage, the first few studies in the book
being the five-finger position, written in
whole and half nStes only. Op 599 contains in all 100 studies arranged in pro¬
gressive order and covering all phases of
j£9hni9 *n an attractive manner.
.new* edition has been prepared in our
usual painstaking manner. It will be found
satisfactory in all respects.

IN

permanent form of violin master pieces, some
old, some modern, some familiar, others rareIn three volumes.

The Isle of Jewels

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
CARL REINECKE
Price, 75 Cents
A splendid set of teaching pieces, twenty
in all, by the veteran composer and teacher.
These pieces are qualified to be ranked with
Schumann’s “Album for the Young,” Mendclssohn’s “ICinderstiicke” and Tschaikowsky's "Album for the Young.” They are di¬
versified in style, melodicalTy and rhythmic¬
ally Interesting, displaying the highest
musicianship. The use of pieces of this
type will be followed by the most gratify¬
ing results. They tend to develop taste,
style and musical understanding on the part
of pupils. This volume Is handsomely
gotten up and substantially bound..

New Pronouncing Pocket

PALMER’S PIANO PRIMER

New Publications

Juvenile Song Book
Our endeavor __
in making up this volume
has been to produce a~
all purposes
children’s
i put, and with his end in
for children, none of these songs ever hav¬
ing appeared in any other collection. A
number of the songs were specially com¬
posed or arranged for this work. All the
action songs have complete directions for
"''rformance. There are songs for boys, for
■is, for young children, for larger chiluren. The text throughout is bright and
interesting, the music melodious and spark¬

ling. The piano accompaniments are all
pnstr and effective.
VOL. IV. JUST ISSUED

Standard Compositions

FOR THE
HE PIANO
J—Grade
Vol. Ill—Third Grade
Vol. II Se cond Grade Vol. IV-Fourth Grade
Price 50 Cents Each
Graded and Compiled by
W. S. B. MATHEWS
The first four volumes of this series are now
ready. Each volume is intended to be used with
tr.';,iCOir?.Spondinfr,gr,!!de, of Mathews’ Standard
Graded Course and all other graded courses. All
K- piece8 m these volumes have been selected
the greatest care. They have been thoroughly
„„ dmactual teaching and many of them have
passed through several editions in sheet music
•
addition to their pleasing musical qualiS h tlhC pl®CCS are of £enmne educational value

PRESS

FOR SALE AT LOW ADVANCE PRICES
F- W., Guide for the Male Voice.
LANDON. CHAS. W., Kindergarten Method
PACHER, Octave Studies.
for Teacher and Pupils.
MOSCHELLES, Op. 70. Characteristic CONCONE,
Op. 30. For the piano, for the
Cultivation of Singing Tono
. Twelve Melodic
IRGMTJLLER, Op. lOo.
Brilliant and
Melodious Studies.

SEND FOR BULLETINSCHOOL OF TECHNIC, I. Philipp.
BASGHINSKY p7- J5-e Fir-St Lessons.
ASCMdS! hknds A Y6ar ID LIle °f the
VELOCITY STUDIES Geza Horvath
ANTHEM DEVOTION.
Horvath.

Each.SI-00

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY ir

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.
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ANTHEM
COLLECTIONS

PUBLICATIONS OF G. SCHIRMER: NEW YORK

AT THE
Pieces Worth

Playing-Second

Series

lines as the first

ST&Iul^ Nirjinir^tmg^Pwtpaid
POPULAR INSTRUMENTAL PIECES
The Dixie Rag (B«t Rag-time Two-Step in years)
A New England Sleigh Ride (Splendid New
Descriptive March)
Maid of the Mist Waltze* (Very Pretty and Im¬
mensely Popular)
__
_. , _ .
Rag of the Free March (Fine School March)
Crushed Violets Waltzes (Very Pretty)
A Trip to Niagara Falls (Descriptive March—
Tremendously Popular)
College Days Waltzes 'Pretty)
„
On to Victory March (Fine for School)
Dancing Topsy (The Best of all “ Bam Dances )
Dreams of Home Waltzes (Fine) _
The Demon’s Laugh (Grand Galop de Concert), 25c
Old Glory March ■ Fine Rhythm •
, .
.
Dawn of Love Reverie (Kathryn Bayley s Latest)
Angels’ Voices Reverie (Very Pretty)
Evening Thoughts Reverie(More Popular than ever)

ive'immbera will'seud -rostpaid for » cents.
K EBEBLE Ml SIC CO., 86 West Are, BUFFALO, N. 1.

SMALLEST PRICE
POSSIBLE

Just Published:
THE

High School of Piano=Playing The Chopin Technic

MODEL ANTHEMS
Containing 26 Selections

New Rosev Folio

G. V. MECKEL, 845 Eighth Ave., NEW YORK

New Supplement to Teachers’
Book ol Samples, ,90a W
.
This is the second Supplement toourwi y

ANTHEM REPERT10RE

s3Sssr»«^F£ISS
teaching piece^ all excellent,Jo not k w

anthem worship

and "bUcations win be wel 1 repaid for asking
us for all ol these thematics.

miserere
From 11 Trovatore—Grade 2
a Travlala (PI.1) from Verdi’s Opera.Gr.3

BSMKfcttSne.W

;n
important aaauio

By

cainn Classics, and

Containing 20 Selections

HENRY LEVEY
P“rt "* t»«1A^oPr^rks!r0m *“e C,ass,C8 aud f™“*
Complete, Flexible Cloth, net *3.00

ANTHEM DEVOTION
Price, 25 cts. each postpaid; $1.80
per dozen not postpaid. A sample

This is a work of incontestable and permanent
value
It embraces in compact form the es¬
sentials of modern virtuoso technique, and
embodies the teachings of that incomparable
pedagogue, Theodor Kullak (with whom the
composer studied), supplemented by more than
thirty-five years earnest independent investi-

:i)Gr-2

C CO.

THE B. F. WOOD

JBR.

and systematic use of
ft i Z? School of Piano-Playing,” cannot
ail to lead the student from the most modest
beginnings of piano-playing to the highest
summit of modern virtuosity.

A. TERES PUBLISHING CO., DEP’T A
KONINSKY MUSIC CO.

FREE TO
TEACHERS

A Handy Pocket Ledger

A Series of Daily Studies Based on Difficult Passages
taken from the Preludes and Etudes
of Fr. Chopin
by

Eugenio Pirani

Containing 23 Selections

Containing 17 Selections

New List of “Edition Wood”

617

“Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts d

Net $1.00

Mr. Levey, while leaving the order in which
the exercises are to be studied to the discretion
of the individual teacher, has insisted on one of
the most important modern essentials of proper
technical development, i. e., the transposition
with utilization of the same fingering, of each
exercise into all the keys. As anything ap¬
proaching entire completeness in the presenta¬
tion of the detail of tne Chopin technic would
have been out of the question, the author has
in all cases chosen figures that present the tech¬
nical difficulties of the great composers’ music
in tfieir most characteristic and varied form.

THEODORE PRESSER

The Dying Shepherd.
By /V.

K.

VIRGIL:

I, pifflASKSiA’i

=Virgil Method—Foundation Exercises
BOOKS I and II, Each $3.00; Cloth 25 cts. Extra

Gurlitt Album

STEP BY STEP-A Text Book in Piano Playing for Teachers,
Players and Students. Price $2.00
EDUCATION IN MUSIC—A Book for Teachers.

Price 25 cts.

Building, NEW YORK
The

Comprehensive

Scale

and Arpeggio Manual
Walter Macfarren,

Price, $1.50

YOUTHFUL DIVERSION

for the pianoforte
Introducing Well-known Children’, Melodie.
GEO. L. SPAULDING

Scribner’s Musical Literature List
Handel

Album

Y°U V,™ find whu

Wp you imerejl you „d give yoo plcjsure I,

SCRIBNER’S MUSICAL LITERATURE LIST

HARMONY TEST BOOKS

HARMONY BLANK BOOKS
•i.ssftass

,’000 °f the be!i b°°i’ “

Copious Annotations, by

IN THREE BOOKS

PRICE 90 CENTS EACH

VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical lit
erature of the pianoforte.
This work represents a
diligent sifting and carefiil selection of material from
t* Trks°f Cuzerny>. deluding all the popX
lv mr*’ toSetheJ.Wlth many less known, but
has been°nf f,, les’ , ^r‘ Liebling’s editorial
r-ter frdm Kdlrt. most, e.xact and Painstaking
DOtn tfte technical and interpretative
s are of real practical value and
:loselv BTadeH u,
rle yolumes, which are care’ rane-e in diffl’rlif studle® being arranged in progres,
s
aimculty from the early second to the sev-

his worksf andrSevenm?n0Sthelen1!?rftUdy
a smal> Portion of
bers there are manv stndiVu ,„u^ure £enera,*y used opus nument day. But in oracSt, ar? unne,cessary in the pres-

'°'°”"d

best studies of all gradeA^^00^'*^0? IS *° present.hisvery
general use
The snrrecc „*,!!■ ,Ve a,
convenient form for
flattering character. It is the bestworkof thS k^d" °f 1,16 moSt
. substantially and* thoroughfv l^„^^aXed sPecial plates and
8 Y oouna m
paper.
n heavy
heavy'paper.'

SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS
153-157 Fifth Avenue

SELECTED CZERNY'
STUDIES

New York

A. O. COMINGS, Publisher and Music Healer, OBERLIN, O.

THEODORE PRESSER,

PUBLISHER

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TH E

THE

ETUDE

ETUDE
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50

PRACTICAL

TEACHING HELPS

Cent

VIodem Studies
SENT ON INSPECTION To
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

STANDARD GRADED COURSE
OF STUDIES FOR THE
PIANOFORTE
W. S. B. MATHEWS

PIANO
and ORGAN

COLLECTIONS
Music of the better class, although po
dry, uninteresting piece in an;

attractive

substantial

WBM
(Grades V and VI.)

SCHOOL OF TECHNIC. By ISIDOR PHILIPP
The Latest Technical Work

::

Thoroughly Up-to-date

*1 A compendium embodying the
best and most modern methods of
treatment. The product of the ri¬
pened experience of a noted contem¬
porary teacher and player. Mon¬
sieur I. Philipp, leading Professor
of Pianoforte in the Paris Conserva¬
tory, has included in this volume
all the technical exercises used in
his own classes in addition to other
materials of the highest importance
and greatest practical benefit.

::

Comprehensive

::

Exhaustive

f All phases of technic and mechan¬
ism are fully exemplified, including:
Two-finger Exercises
Five-finger Work
Holding Notes
Contraction and Expansion
Crossing Exercises
Scales and Arpeggios in all
Forms
Double Notes
Octaves and Chords
Bravura Passages
Virtuosity

Prict, $1.00

CHORDS AND ARPEGGIOS

iff

CJ The various exercises are all written out in full, many of them being carried out chromatically or diatonically through the keys.
C[ Copious directions are given for the practice of the exercises in various rhythms and with a variety of touches, all in ac¬
cordance with the best usages of the present day.
<| A large, handsome volume, substantially bound, an addition to any musical library.
<1 It should be in the hands of all progressive teachers, students and pianists.
<1 Indispensable for daily practice

S2

Advance
Publication Offer • Until the work appears we will accept orders at 50 cents each, postpaid, if cash is sent.
-charged, postage will be additional.

SELECTED
STUDIES
A. L0ESCHH0RN

If

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
CARSE TECHNIC FOR PIANOFORTE

NOVELLO PUBLICATIONS

IltoV.) Two

STUDIES AND STUDY PIECES

LXUSTRATED BY PHOTOGRAPHS and accurate),
described. Endorsed by many of the greatest concer
pianists. Price $2.00 postpaid to any address
CARSE TECHNIC PUB. CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

GOUNOD’S “FAUST”
for Concert Performance.

A Selection Edited and Arranged by

JOHN POINTER.

wm
SCALES, ARPEGGIOS AND
CADENCES

It has long been felt that concert performances of “Faust” in its
entirety are unsatisfactory in more than one respect. In the present
selection, which includes most of the lyrical portions of the work, former
difficulties, especially those arising from the absence of action and stage
accessories, have been avoided. The sequence of the numbers has been
decided with a view to musical rather than dramatic effect, and the
slight changes necessary in the nature of connecting passages, etc., are
very few. The selection occupies about fifty minutes in performance.
Sample Copies Sent on Selection.

Price 50c.

i The
rpms qi

Dolls’ Musical Festival i

musicale given ir
dolls and tlieir friends, at thi
:s. Crosby Adams, will posseh
4 -g alike. Children r
always interested in what concerns dolls, and will
therefore be delighted with the book, telling as it
does_ of the happenings of the occasion. The

Anthem Magazines for Volunteer Choirs

each mailed to those mentioning The Etude.
THE LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
narrative, finding therein many help* uTsuggSions

A NEW WORK By Sir C. Hubert Parry.

“BEYOND THESE VOICES THERE IS PEACE”
CANTATA, Composed for the V

JUST PUBLISHED!

Price, 35 cts.

BACH'S INVENTIONS
H. Hadley in E
J. Ireland in F
H. Blair in Eb;

andFreT"

M. Andrews in F;
H. E. Button in Eb;
Alan Gray in G;

G. J. E
C. Mac
W.H.C

“PRACTICAL
HINTS AND HELPS
PERFECTION
IN SINGING”

St!
Price, $1.00_

"■SSItSH—"'

. W. GRAY CO., 21 East

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher

THEO. PRESSER,
1712

Chestnut St.,

PubUsher

PHILADEPHU

NOVELLO TCO.:

Street, New York

LONDON

LEO. FEIST CTT8K.’ NEW YC

Arthur P. Schmidt
Boston
120 Boylston St.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Rudolf Friml
Op. 35. Suite Mignon.ne.
No. 1. Solitude .
No. 2. Morning Song.
No. 3. Valse Romantlque.
No. 4. A Little Story.
No. 5. Danse Bohemienne.
No. G. Contemplation .
Complete. (Edition Schmidt No. 129)

. (2b) .30
. (3a) .30
. (3a) .30
. (3a) .30
. (3a) .30
. (2c) .40
.75

..(lc)
..(lc)
.. (2a)
.. (2a)
,.(1b)
..(2a)

.30
.40
.40
.40
.40
.40

Ernest Newton
Pictures.
In the Wood.)
A Two-part Song. . . (.
Woodland Echoes.
Rustic Dance.
Spring Song.
Minuet .

Op. 28. Two Mazurkas.
. . 50
No. 1. Mazurka Fantastique.>)5
No. 2. Mazurka Brillante.(4c> -bt>
Op. 30. Three Sketches.
40
No. 1. Amourette de Pierrot.(4AJ •
No. 2. Autumn Leaves.• Q
No. 3. By the Brookside.(3c)
Georg Eggeling
Op. 136. Capricietto .
Op. 138. Rococco. Menuet.

Arthur Foote
Before Sunrise. C (db-f).
Once at the Angelus. A (a-b).
Dew in the Heart of the Rose. 2 keys.
Love Guides the Roses. A (c3-f£) F (a-d)..
Requiem.
(Under the Wide and Starry
Sky.) A (c-f) G (bb-eb).
The Milkmaid’s Song. D (a-d).

THt:C!KCl!S
■? * '■ -

f'
i

,r '

Pl/\A'orORTE

u
..(lc)
.. (2a)
..(2a)
..(lc)

.. (1b)
..(lc)
,.(2n)
.. (2a)

Walter Niemann
Op. 6. Dresden China. Little Suite in
Ancient Style.
No. 1. Praeludium .(3b)
No. 2. Sarabande .(3b)
No. 3. Gavotte .(3b)
No. 4. Air .(3b)
No. 5. Rigaudon .(3b)

.30
.30
.40
.30

> ,

.

Harvest Cantata
■

.

-

By F. W. Peace
Price
...
50 Cents
A sacred Cantata intended especially for Church
use at Harvest-tide. It is planned for the usual
quartet of soloists and chorus, with organ or
pianoforte accompaniment.
The choruses are a distinctive feature of the
work, in each of which big choral effects are pro¬
duced by simple means. Sufficient variety is given
by solos for soprano, tenor and bass and one duet
for soprano and tenor. Some Harvest Hymns, set
to familiar tunes, are interspersed between the
numbers, and in the singing of these Hymns the
congregation may be asked to join.
Like Handel’s oratorios (the style of which this
work in some ways resembles) it would be partic¬
ularly effective when performed by a large body
of singers, but small choirs will also find ample
reward for the labor spent upon its production.

*
—^

.30
.30
.30
.30

Scenes
.40
.30
.40
.40
.50

Christmas Cantata
THE NEW BORN KING

Al.lCE"AVONDEI?LAI!i)
‘tePttANomrm

By Hugh Blair
Price
- . 35 Cenls
This little Christmas Cantata is sure to find ex¬
tensive favor for church use by reason of Its very
devotional character. Occupying only about thirty
minutes in performance, it may be recommended
particularly for use at special Christmas services,
or in place of the regular anthem.
It is planned for Soprano and Tenor Solo, Chorus
and Organ.
The music throughout is strong, dignified and
thoroughly straightforward in character; a marked
feature being the effective use made of the fine old
Hymn “Of the Father’s Love Begotten” with its
stately traditional melody.
The composer has used his material so skillfully
that a choir of average ability would be well able
to secure the desired effects, and thoroughly enjoy
rehearsing to obtain them.
The work is equally suitable for small as well as
large choirs.

v

FrankLynes

SENT FREE! Novelty List and Complete Cata¬
logues containing portraits of American and for¬
eign composers. No. 1, Piano; No. 2, Vocal; No.
3a, Anthems and Part-songs for Mixed Voices; No.
3b, Women’s Voices; No. 4, Violin; No. 5, Organ.

SEND FOR LIST OF
New Harvest and Thanksgiving
Anthems and New Christmas
Anthems.

Selections for Teachers and Schools a Soecialtv
Please mention THE ETUDE

Vol. XXVI.
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PHILADELPHIA, PA., OCTOBER, 1908.

No. 10.

EDITORIAL

Songs
J. W. Bischoff
Forever and a Day. Eb (d-f) C (b-d).
A Hidden Thorn. G (d-g) Eb (bb-eb).
Cast Thy
Bread Upon the Waters.
(Sacred.) C (c-g) G (g-d).

A SONG OF THANKSGIVING

Jos. Chwatal
Op. 31. The Whirlwind. Etude.
Op. 36. In Happy Youth.
No. 1. On to Victory..
No. 2. Sailor’s Song.
No. 3. ’Neath Sunny Skies. .
No. 4. The Fearless Rider..

0pB™74IO’N°. 5- The victors Return- March.. .50
Op! 785. Pleasures of Spring.
No 1 Approach of Spring.40
No'. 2. ’Neath Swaying Boughs.40
No. 3. Under the Linden.40
SchyttIs, Ludvig
Op. 76. No. 1. Allegro
Moderato
from
Sonatina .50
Sochting, Emit.
Op 63 Three Bohemian Dances.
No 1 No. 2, No. 3.each .60

Sigismond Stojowski

Op. 3G. Three Compositions.
No. 1. At Dawn.(3c) .40
No. 2. Twilight .(3b) .40
No. 3. Melodie Sentimentale.(3a) .40

Op. 3G2. Musical Miscellany.
No. 7. Vacation Time.
No. 8. Gracefulness.
No. 9. Prom the Tyrol.
No. 10. Arm in Arm.
No. 11. Sounds from the Ball..
No. 12. My Favorite.

Pianoforte Duets

Pianoforte Solos

Pianoforte Solos

Village
No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
No. G.

New York
11 W. 36th St.

LEIPZIG

“He who combines the useful with the agreeable, carries off the prize”—Horace.

T

HERE died in August a singer and composer
who in his day was doubtless better known
than any of the great masters of music who
hive passed away this year. Ira D. Sankey, evan¬
gelist and long the associate of Dwight L. Moody,
reached one of the largest audiences ever known.
He is said to have sung personally before 50,000,000
people.
Hundreds of his gospel hymns were sold and sung
for every sacred masterpiece of a famous composer
published in this country. His works’were exactly
suited in musical conception, sentiment and theologi¬
cal thought to thousands of church communities
scattered throughout our land. People to whom the
music of Bach, Chopin and Wagner would probably
seem cacophonous monstrosities worshipped the
divine songs of Sankey as though they were particu¬
larly divine for being within their limited musical
grasp. The New York World, in speaking of Sankey,
says:
“The ‘Moody and Sankey’ songs are sung wher¬
ever the English language is spoken. Some of
them may make for themselves a permanent place.
“The music of these songs is an amateur’s lament¬
able trash. They are in this respect a sad falling
off from the noble older hymns which most of
the Protestant churches were using a generation ago,
and still use. But they go with a swing. They are
‘easy.’ There are no subtle harmonies for bunglers
lo spoil. ‘The Ninety and Nine,’ perhaps the most
successful of them, is practically a story recited to
chord accompaniment. The parable and the great
voice of the singer carried it to success.”
It is all very well to refer to the work of the
singer and exhorter as “religious ragtime,” but we
must at the same time realize that there was a need
for this music or it would never have been so
popular. The people wanted it and they wanted
it by the million copies. Sankey simply supplied the
demand. That it brought comfort and encourage¬
ment to multitudes, that it lightened the burden of
the down-hearted, that it inspired many people to
lead better lives must compensate for any musical
“\u‘its this music had. Like the crude music of
William Billings and the early American composers,
it had its purpose, and its purpose was to pave the
way for higher and better music.
Many of the
parents of children who are now reading Browning,
Stevenson and Kipling spent their leisure hours
basking in the literary delights of E. P. Roe.
the Duchess and Laura Jean Libby. The parents
created the desire to read and their children ar.e
now reaping the profits. Some day the children of
the people who are now singing Gospel Hymns will
find these musical delights in the works of Beetnoven, Bach, Chopin and possibly Strauss and Deussy or the music of the best writers of sacred

H

ERE is a telling little paragraph which re¬
cently was published in The Journal of
Education:
“A 90 per cent, woman is better than a 70 per
cent, man as a leader of boys, and when it is be¬
tween a 90 per cent, woman and a 40 per cent,
man, it is a crime to choose the man instead of the
woman. Whoever, by public discussion, or otherwise,
encourages the selection of- a little man in place of
a great woman, a narrow-gauge man instead of a
bread-gauge woman, is a little less than criminal.”
We can not endorse this emphatically enough. So
many worthy women teachers are deprived of desir¬
able pupils simply because they happen to be women.
These same pupils are often sent to ridiculously in¬
efficient men who have the effrontery to make claims
that the modest woman would disdain. But this
quotation comes from an able editorial stating the
demand for more efficient men in educational work.
The writer makes this additional statement:
“Nevertheless, there is need of more great men in
the profession, and the problem is to get them.
That is really the chief educational problem of
America. We can get brilliant, noble women, but it
is not easy to get correspondingly able men.”

H

AVE you ever been to Mickle street? Hun¬
dreds of people go there every year. Mickle
street is in Camden, New Jersey. There are
some very pretty parts of Camden, but the city is
a manufacturing town and like all manufacturing
towns near a big metropolis it is for the most part
very uninviting and uninspiring.
On Mickle street lived Walt Whitman. Mickle
street is plain, very plain. There is nothing about it
to arouse the artistic enthusiasm of the most senti¬
mental visitor. Yet, here it was that Whitman lived
and produced the literary works that have caused
him to be regarded by many critics as the greatest
poet we have yet brought forth.
Whitman was a lover of nature and his poems teem
with a kind of inspiration that does not seem to
exist in the works of any other poet, except perhaps,
Bryant or Swinburne. If Whitman had waited for
an inspiriting environment he might never have pro¬
duced the masterpieces through which he has be¬
come famous. Mickle street, commonplace and
mundane to an extreme degree, was no obstruction
to his genius.

aunuunuings iney couta do (Jh so muc!
better work.” Consider the asceticism and povert
from which some of the greatest musical master
pieces have sprung.
Few of the famous composers have enjoyed privi
leges which the ordinary little music teacher of th<
day right here in America possesses. Think of wha
Mascagni did when he was writing “Cavaleria Rus

ticana” with one hand and fighting the wolf with
the other. Think of Paderewski teaching for fifty
dollars a month in an obscure German conservatory.
If you do not already know it, it is well for you to
learn that most of the memorable creations of man
have been born of poverty and hardship. Don’t pity
yourself. Don’t postpone effort until that time
when you have reason to expect better surroundings.
The time may never come. Forget about your sur¬
roundings and work, work, work. Remember what
Walt Whitman did in plain little Mickle street.
If our great writers, composers, inventors and
statesmen had waited for affluence and congenial surroundings we would now be living in a social and
political Sahara with conditions more unsafe and
more detestable than those which prevailed in the
middle ages.

A

YOUNG teacher recently went to a suburban
town for the purpose of building up a teach¬
ing practice. During her first walk through
the comfortably shaded streets of the village she
spied upon the front porch of one of the houses an
oid kitchen hot-water “boiler” that had been cut in
half and given a coat of red metallic paint. It had
then been filled with earth and some scrawny gera¬
niums had been coaxed to exist in the uninviting
thing.
A few steps further she found another similar at¬
tempt at floral decoration and thereafter noted that'
nearly every house in the district had its discarded
and decorated hot water boiler adorning the front .
of the house. Now, it is hard to conceive of any¬
thing less beautiful than a hot water boiler. When
these galvanized monuments of the plumber’s skill
stand in their rightful places in the kitchen the util¬
itarian purpose they serve compensates for their
appearance,- but when they stand upon the front
porch of a home, with their hideousness emphasized
by the contrast with beautiful flowers, they are
unpardonable.

——anj/uuc ue successiui witn music in a
community like this? What hope is there for the in¬
troduction of good music? Must I spend my days
teaching yellow* music
The little teacher was mistaken. Such a con¬
dition as we have described indicates that there is
sore need for a good teacher. For a time her work
may be that of the missionary, but she will be repaid
m the end. She mistook the crude means of expres¬
sion for a lack of the desire for artistic better¬
ment. She found that by directing this desire good
results always followed.
It may take years for
the people to realize that a hot water boiler is c. disfigurement rather than an adornment, but the work
of the teacher will bring them to that realization.
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THE FIRST PIECE OF THE SEAS©
WHEN TO PRACTICE.
BY LOUIS G. HEINZE.
It has been said that the best time to practice is
“when you feel like it.”
Without a doubt the most progress is made when
we feel like working—when all the conditions are
just right—when we feel physically and mentally
just fit and filled with enthusiasm. Is it wise to wait
until that propitious time arrives? Decidedly not,
for many a day would pass and the piano would
remain intouched.
,
Every student desires, or ought to desire, to ac¬
complish as much as possible. The best rule to
follow is the one mapped out for you by your
teacher, who has made your particular case a careful
study. Nevertheless, it may interest the student to
ponder over the following suggestions.
To begin with, try to have a fixed period for your
practice. If possible, let it be at the same time
every day. One hour a day is better than two or
three hours every second or third day. I think I
can safely say that half an hour before school is
almost, if not quite, equal to an hour after school.
The mind is wonderfully clear at that time of the
day and grasps things with an ease that is something
surprising.
Have a Fixed Time.
Having the time fixed for your daily practice, it
is necessary that you never allow anything to inter¬
fere with the performance of that duty. In fact,
let it become a habit, for a good habit will stick as
long as a bad one. Let no one, if possible, be in
the room unless it be some one who superintends
your work, but if you cannot have the room to your¬
self, any conversation should be discouraged, for it
is utterly impossible for you to concentrate ^ your
mind on your work under such conditions. “With
the youthful mind a trifling word may make an
impression upon it,” and for that reason anything
foreign to the subject on hand can only work harm.
The ear does not hear when when the mind does not
hear.
.....
As you might lose too much time waiting until
you feel like practicing, you had better begin at once
to form the habit of “feeling like it” at all times; for
if you can’t always do what you like, you can, with
a little will power, learn to like what you have or
ought to do. When the spell of not feeling like
practicing comes over you, pick up a copy of
The Etude, glance over the subjects and read and
ponder over an article or two that appeals to you
and keep at it till your enthusiasm is aroused. If
The Etude cannot do that for you I fear your case
to be almost hopeless.
If you love music you should strive to love prac¬
tice, for it is that alone that can fit you for the
full'enjoyment of music in the coming years. Never
idle away your time. “Mind, body, soul, all alike
suffer and rust out by idleness; the idler is a source
of mental and moral offense to everybody around.”

BY FAY SIMMONS DAVIS.
The first piece of the season^ How^mu ^ ^
crimination and judgmen
. , jjas been on a
selection of it! The pup
;ch have been runvacation and his lit e leg ,
0ds, will find it
ning wild on thc -ch o
jo^ ’piano
The
hard enough at best to sit sun
^ ^ close of
concentration which marked H d 0 has ours, for
last year’s term has vanished gnd
nd to his
that matter). He returns t
jan__with his
music somewhat upon the instalment pi
a few
full payment of interest wse t
times he
weeks of work. He is brimful of
good ^ ^
has had and it is hard wor
.
t^e conquering
first thing to the practice of salts °
ined tastes,

Through such music a teacher not only preservej
,
musical feeling, but he often creates it
where the child does not possess it.
rtiildren are impressionists,
lhey are sensitive
and responsive to illustrations that appeal to their
■Jrmtions
Each child’s temperament studied
‘“frately gives a “cue,” and the teacher of resource
ulness can cater to its needs, to the even develop.
t of its musical tendencies. And upon the
Zlrher of every advancing grade devolves the great
responsibility of cultivating these promises to full

PROFITABLE PHYSICAL EXERCISES
FOR PIANO STUDENTS
By W. R. C. LATSON, M.D.
Editor “Health Culture Magazine,” Author “Common Disorders,” “Practical Dietetics,”
“A Physiologic System of Bodily Development,’ etc., etc.

maThe love of sweet sounds, combined with the
„rlv understanding of the rudiments of musical
notation, enlarges equally the hearts and minds of
children. When there is musical ability in a child,
such sowing of musical seeds strikes deep roots.
Tn the even grades of progress, later, these seeds
develop into a beautiful plant, which, unfolding it,
beauty to the sun, leaves an impression of loveliness,
upon all who come in contact with its fragrance.
There is a strange and subtle sympathy between
a pupil and music teacher who understands hearts
as well as he understands music. He touches the
deepest emotions, so his power is kept not only
during the poetic period of his hie.
ng—pieces
Children love pieces that
sonrethi B P ^
through association, but preserved through sepa¬
that they can imagine stories about. A who<
y
ration, and leaves a lasting and beautiful influence
work may often be made successful by t
for good in the memories which “make the heart
selection of the season’s first piece—and vice ve
grow fonder.”
The teacher’s aim is to teach in the most delight¬
Children’s Tastes.
ful and thorough way possible. The best ideals are
those that bring out the best results tn the largist
number of people. And these results are not seen
nevv'piece'1’
“cw V“=“. «
to-day, nor to-morrow, nor next week. But, looking
into the future, we find them not only in the concert
halls, but in the home-life, where musical influence
see my mind won’t work good yet.” I . tried not to
is the most keenly felt, keeping the girls and boys
smile as I asked:
„ ,
by their own firesides, enjoying their music with their
“What kind of a piece do you want?
Well, sne
friends in the loveliest place on earth—the home God
answered, “I’d like one that I’d feel like humming,
gave them to bless and to make happy by their gifts.
and that would make my feet step!”
The dear child! I was not so old but that I could
remember when I wanted just that kind of a piece!
So I gave her a pretty one (“Mermaid Waltz
by
KEY-NOTES.
Krogman), and I feel sure that the realization of her

Z\‘

Suggestions.

These illustrations are given simply to show in
what direction a child’s imagination and tastes lie
Waste No Opportunity.
Boys are particularly fond of marches—and pieces
in
which they can hear sounds of battle afar off
Finally, see to it that you waste no opportunities.
Chords and octaves especially appeal to them, a;
Don’t consider ten or fifteen minutes too short a
they sound “grand.” The following pieces wer<
time to make use of. and therefore let those precious
favorites of some of my boys last season, and ar<
moments slip away forever. Always have some
full of melody and rhythm, and of excellent musii
special work for those short periods. For example,
also. I taught them the more classical music late
some technical exercise or some difficult passage in
in the year.
a piece that has given yoh trouble. You will find
“Hunting Song” Munro; “Hunting Scene,” Op
some wonderful results from the judicious use of
632, No. 3, Behr; “Up Grade March,” Geibel; Chor
these odds and ends of time.
Studies, Op. 75, Book 9, Schytte.
(I gave eac'
Remember! Train yourself to feel like practicing
study a “piece name.”) “Skating,” Klein; “Caprice,
at any or all times, and then you will need no one to
King; “Song Without Words,” Holzel.
tell you when to practice. .
Girls are partial to waltzes and music that sup
gests fairies, flowers, etc., and they will work wit
STUDIO APHORISMS.
as much delight on scale passages that suggest th
babbling brook as the boys will on the chords th:
BY C. W. FULLW00D.
sound like thunder (in more ways than one).
The girls favored these:
Your success as a teacher is not so much the result
of what you teach, but of the spirit of your teaching;
“The Fountain,” Bohm; “Gretchen at Spinning
not so much of the methods or scope of your in¬
Harmston; Waltz in G, Borowski; “Spinning Song
struction, but of your earnestness, enthusiasm and
Bohm,
A la Polka,” Streletzki; “Fairy Tales
Thorne; “Village Clock,” Heins.
Y
68
sympathy.
I like to select several pieces—not too difficultLost—One music lesson. No reward offered, for
for a pupil (any one of which I am willing he she,,
it can never be recovered.
choose) and then play them all to him
I ha
always found that he works twice as hard on
Enthusiasm is contagious. The teacher must stim¬
“favorite” which I make sure contains some need.
ulate the pupil so that he will express his individu¬
b no o,'htT,'y.
1 W h' '“"‘O «»<£
ality.

BY P. J. VARGAS.
Fingering is a master who conquers difficulty.
When “memory goes walking” she leaves the
little “pieces” at home.
A “soft touch” does not mean “a soft blow.'
A waving of the hands, crashes, thunder, anil the
splitting of ear-drums docs not necessarily mean the
“classics.”
If the music could play itself, what would be the
use of the piano?
Harmony must be to the player what grammar is
to the reader.
First look; then think; then play.
Ivory will stand much wearing, so do not fen
for the keys.
All eyes and no ears accomplishes very little.
Chords and chord-passages arc very unpleasant
acquaintances in exercises: but how they charm
in a masterpiece. Yet they are the same little mips
dressed up in different clothes, and colors.
The keyboard is like a new house: we must know
every nook and corner before we can feel at home
Don’t jump at the poor notes; they will tneke
out from the ends of the fingers, very willingly,1
you give them more than a passing attention.
Small, but good compositions have the same stt
in them of which the greater works are made: they
are chips from a more costly gem.
The ways of the black keys arc the ways of sW
thing else: we soon learn to pick out the smootnt
and easiest roads, while the familiar signs a°
the way help us to avoid bad and dangerous Pw
We cannot play until after we have studied.
Play melodies as you would play fePa ,
thoughts, each having its distinctive rhetorical ^
consequent emotional interest; each ocupyins j
place of importance in the composition, either
bold principle, or as a plaintive accessory, accor
to the character of the construction.
, ot
A horseman (pianist) does not always s**1*
the stirrups (pedals). He uses them only '
necessary.
. • e
To play allegro, when it is marked adagio. ^
foolish as trying to converse while running atj,eI.e.
The most essential thing in music is time,
fore, take time.
.... their
If the fingers are allowed slipshod habit*,
work will become just as careless and faulty-

ing the breath, stretch firmly upward. (See Fig. 1.)
After about ten seconds exhale the breath, lower
the arms and return to original position.
This exercise is valuable in many ways. First
of all it uplifts and expands the trunk, lifting each
of the vital organs into its proper place. Thus it
has a most beneficial effect upon the health. Then
it develops every important muscle in the body.
And finally the effect of this most valuable exercise
is to fairly draw the entire body upward into the
correct position for standing and walking.

The Secret of Health.

Exercise No. 2.

The laws of health, although generally unknown
and disregarded are, in reality, very simple, very
easily followed and occasion no real deprivation.
No one who is a faddist or an extremist, or a crank,
has found the secret of health; for such people are
always fanatical and immoderate, and the keynote
of health is moderation. In via media sapientia est.
Perhaps the most important conditions affecting
health are food and feeding. It is not so much
what you eat that counts as how much and how
often and how. One who eats plain, simple food
at long intervals (two meals a day preferably) who
eats slowly and in a positive and contented state
of mind—such a man or woman is following the

Stand as for preceding exercise.
Now inhale
slowly, at the same time raising the arms straight
up in front of the body. Then, without holding
the breath, exhale at once, sweeping the arms down¬
ward and backward (see Fig. 2) until they are again
hanging at the sides.
This exercise is especially valuable in developing
the muscles of the arms, back and shoulders, and
in stimulating the action of all the vital organs,
especially the heart and lungs.
'

%

pleasure was equal to her anticipation.
I once had a smart, but queer, little boy pupil.
He was very musical, but, like all owners of “tem¬
perament,” he disliked to practice “homely things.’
So, for a time, I gave him all the technique I could,
in the most attractive pieces possible.
Gradually
he grew to enjoy practicing and as gradually I
taught him the scales and gave him some fingerwork. upon which he worked faithfully, after I had
explained how gyeatly they would benefit him. In
all his little pieces the phrases and sentences were
separated and studied and I tried to impress some
musical thought relative to each one as I explained
them to him. I also taught him to understand in¬
tervals and the formation of chords—and their rela¬
tion to one another.
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Exercise No. 3.
Stand easily, feet somewhat apart, arms hanging
limply at the sides. Now begin to twist, or turn,
the body easily from side to side as on a pivot,
allowing the arms to swing freely as they will. (See
Fig. 3.)
This exercise is most valuable for .several reasons.
It stimulates the operation- of every vital organ,
especially those in the lower part of the trunk. It
develops symmetrically every important muscle in
the body. And, more important than all to the
pianist, it imparts the power of moving the body in
the most graceful, effortless and powerful manner.
Exercise No. 4.

To be a great pianist one must be not only a
thorough musician: he must also be a thorough
athlete.
The pianist an athlete! It is perhaps a new idea
to some; but as a matter of fact all the great
pianists of the present day are men of remarkable
muscular development, as well as of consummate
muscular control. Rosenthal, D’Albert, Pachman,
Paderewski, Hofmann—all these are men of superb
strength. A mere glance at the stalwart Rosenthal,
the burly D’Albert, the stocky, broad-shouldered
Pachman is enough to prove to any close observer
that these men are of exceptionally powerful
physique. In the case .of that greatest master,
Paderewski, his tigrish grace and subtlety of move¬
ment conceal his immense strength; and yet the
story is told on good authority that, in a friendly
test of purely muscular power with Eugen Sandow,
Paderewski easily defeated the famous strong man.
Physique and Success.
In my professional capacity I have been consulted
by many aspiring pianists as to their prospects of
success. Most of them have been of the physical
type commonly seen—flat chested, round shouldered,
under weight, deficient in vitality. To such I have
explained that vigorous, radiant vitality, great mus¬
cular force and perfect bodily control are as essential
to a successful pianist as they are to a successful
prize-fighter.
Some of those who consulted me—the majority
of them, I am glad to state—were capable of gain¬
ing the proper degree of health, vitality and
muscular control by carefully following certain
methods of development. To briefly outline these
methods is the purpose of the present article.
Basic Factors of Piano Technique.
The fundamental conditions for the development
of the highest technical virtuosity. are first of all
health, second that muscular development and power
which are possible only through health, and third,
precise control of the entire body.
And how shall these be gained? First health.
Health is the sine qua non—“the without which
nothing—” to success in piano playing or in any
serious task of life.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

most important physical law of health. At meals
little or no fluid should be taken; but between the
meals, on rising and on retiring, one should drink
freely of pure cold water. Get enough sleep and
avoid overwork. Bathe frequently, attend to the
excretions and get much exercise in the open air
and such other special exercise as may be necessary.
Above all don’t worry. Worry disturbs every
function, depletes the strength and stiffens the
muscles. Moreover, worry makes clear thought im¬
possible. The pianist who is worried about his
performance or his appearance or his audience is
practically sure to fail. So, if you would be healthy,
happy or successful, avoid worry.

Stand with heels together, arms hanging. Now,
exhale the breath in a gentle sigh and at the same
time let the head fall limply on the breast. Then
slowly let the body follow, bending farther and
farther toward the floor, the knees unbent, the arms
hanging loosely downward. (See Fig. 4.) Then
without pause, rise slowly to position.
Exercises three and four are of particular benefit
to the piano student because they develop the habit
of muscular coordination. That is, the muscles
learn to act together in such a manner that they
assist instead of impeding each other. It is this
faculty of perfect coordination which gives to
Paderewski his marvelous combination of power and
delicacy. Paderewski’s body is always in perfect
equilibrium; and whether rendering those soft, ex¬
quisite, whispering tones for which he is famous,
or in his broadest and most majestic fortissimo

How to Achieve Strength.
And then the pianist must, as I have said, be
strong of muscle. Now muscular power is the re¬
sult of several physical factors. First comes health:
this we have discussed. Second, good nerve service:
and this is simply the result of health and proper
mental conditions. Third, size and power of the
muscle itself.
Practical Exercises.
The movements described herewith are the re¬
sult of many years’ study of the physical require¬
ments of those studying piano technique. Their
careful and persistent practice will not only develop
the size and power of the muscles themselves, but
will add immensely to the general health, and will
impart an exact and delicate power of bodily control.

easily at the sides. Now inhale the breath easi
at the same time swinging the arms straight up
the sides and turning the face upward, Then hoi

X ueneve,
i
-t
ducrcwsKi s power t
A0}any means, the greatest musician I ev
heard; but he is by far the most skillful acrob
(using that word in its highest sense) that I ev
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Exercise No. 5.
Stand easily, and hold the forearms horizontally
at the sides. Now relax all the muscles (see Fig.
S) and shake the arms up and down from the
shoulders, allowing the forearms; wrists and hands
to remain as loose and inert as possible.
This should be done sometimes very gently, some¬
times vigorously, and again with a moderate degree
of force. Its object is to free the muscles of the
arms and shoulders, and to bring them into that
freedom and coordinated action of which I have
just spoken.
Now for a few exercises to show the practical
application of the foregoing movements. Exercises
Nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 should be done sitting as well
as standing. Then, still seated and holding the arms
as shown in Fig. 5, turn or pivot the body as di¬
rected in No. 4. These should be practiced until
all of them can be done as easily sitting as stand¬
ing. While doing them seated try to feel the body
as balanced between its three points of support—
the two feet upon the floor and the body resting
upon the piano bench.
Now, coming back to Exercise 5 seated, raise the
arms, shake them gently for a few moments, and
then let the hands drop easily and gently but rapidly
to a level just sufficient to make the keys speak,
bringing the hands up again with a rapid but not
hard jerk. I need not say, of course, that you are
to strike the keys with the very end, not the palmar
surface of the fingers. A little careful practice of
this simple exercise will give you a new idea as to
how the masters can play through a long, heavy
program without noticeable fatigue.
Another good practical exercise is the following:
Seated at the keyboard practice No. 5, save that
instead of shaking both arms up and down at the
same time you raise and lower them alternately,
one coming up as the other goes down. Then, as
the left goes down, strike the first C in the base
and run the arpeggio in that key hand over hand.
Think only of ease and swing. Never mind how
inaccurate you are at first. With practice you will
find it possible to fairly fling your hands at the
keyboard, confident that each finger will drop into
its proper place.
Some of the exercises and devices described herein
may seem unique, iconoclastic even. As to their
value, however, there is one supreme test—a fair
trial. Spend an hour, or even a half hour each day
for a month in this practice; and I am confident
that the result will be a notable increase in technical
ability.
EXPERIENCE.
BY PHILIP DAVIESON.
We hear so much about experience in the con¬
versation of teachers that the question naturally
arises: What is experience? It seems, perhaps, that
a tnan or woman who has taught ten, twenty or
thirty years is necessarily experienced. “A person
who has taught that long,” says the general patron,
“must be a fine teacher because he is experienced.
Such a person must necessarily know more than
your young teacher fresh from the conservatories.”
Then another man may say of the same teacher,
“I don’t want him; he is a ‘back number.'” Which
are we to believe?
It never occurs to the average person that ex¬
perience does not necessarily mean length of years
or that length of years does not necessarily mean
experience. True, oftentimes, a man who has
taught twenty years may have more experience than
one who has taught two years, but on the other
hand, in some exceptional cases he may not.
The word experience, means trial, or the repeated
trial cfr the instruction gained from trial; also knowl¬
edge obtained by practice, but the word trial implies
examination, experimentation and attempt. There¬
fore, a man who continues to teach the self-same
things in the self-same way, never deviating, may
become mechanically practiced as a teacher, but
he cannot have it said of him that he is experienced.
An experienced man must be one who has made
mistakes, and a teacher who is getting experience
must occasionally lose a pupil through his own ef¬
forts to learn and perhaps through his own mis¬
takes. Once a teacher had to teach a little girl
to play the piano, whose home influence was not
what could be desired. In fact, he never would have
accepted such a pupil if he had not had the honest
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motive of doing . little good. But how
to do the good? He wanted to take the child some
good books in the second lesson and SP
to her, and also lectured “her on the subl.me ana
the beautiful” of musical art. The r^su
lesson number three he was informed (not very
politely) by the mother that he spoke to
and that his services were no longer needed This
teacher might have listened to ten kctwes 0
teacher adapting himself to his pup'k bu
,
t
lesson taught him more and in a shorter ti
a teacher’s duty in suiting himself to conditions
than all the lectures and books in the worm.

beat, at several speeds, m good time, it should be
used almost constantly. However. I can think of
nothing more injurious to the sense of time th
have the metronome ticking while a dif
tempo is being played.
The saying that a too-constant employment oi
absolute time in study is productive of mechanica|
playing is as ridiculous as it is ungrounded. I have
never known a person, having either a natural or
acquired positive sense of time, to have difficulty i„
executing the most delightfully regular ritards anj
accelerandos; on the other hand an artistic per.
formance of these effects is almost impossible in the
hands of a deficient time-keeper.

The Value of Adversity.
Financial loss is the best cure for lack of business
method and ungrateful pupils the best cure tor tne
teacher who does too much for careless and wortnless parents. A person, however, who will not
admit to himself that he makes mistakes cannot
get experience, and the teacher who teaches what
he has been taught without suiting himself to his
pupil might teach a century without getting any
better than he was after the first day. The means
and ways used to teach one person may not do at
all to teach another. One serious fault with some
music teachers is that they put every pupil through
the- same material “regardless of color, race or
previous condition of servitude.”
By way of example,. I saw some children once,
after a long pleasant game in the swing which con¬
sisted of a single rope, attempt to give a cat a
swing. The poor animal objected strenuously and
suffered no small pain, so if we put every pupil
through a certain book of pet pieces or studies the
results are sure to be just as ridiculous. Besides,
the more pieces and books of different exercises a
teacher uses, the greater will be his experience.
Of course, there are some pieces like those of
Bach, Beethoven and Mozart that are indispensable,
but that does not mean that the teacher should shut
the door in the face of anything new and put his
pupil through a musical tread mill as they do in
some musical colleges. Some pupils who are fresh
from school have no originality. They are merely
echos of a code of text books and musical principles.
A teacher must have a personality and an in¬
dividuality in order to succeed. What is to succeed?
It is to fill a place, be it large or small, and to fill
it adequately. But in order to do this it is neces¬
sary to have experience, and in order to have
experience a man must be capable of having ex¬
perience, and in order to be capable of having
experience a man must be active and wide-awake,
continually improving himself by reading and by
study and by active attempt to learn from himself,
his surroundings and his pupils.

ABOUT THE METRONOME.

It is essentially important for the beginner t0
acquire a clear and thorough understanding 0f the
metronome. If one is well acquainted with its cor.
rect use. it cannot fail but be an immense help. an(j
even an incentive for good study.
There are three important functions of the met¬
ronome :
1. To aid in attaining perfect and even time keep,
ing.
2. To ascertain the exact speed that the composer
wishes to be employed in his work.
3. To determine and record the amount of speed
possessed in various forms of technic or etudes.
The first two uses are generally accepted and
understood.
Of the third, however, many do not
yet realize the value and convenience; for we are
able to measure quite accurately the speeds that we
can reach and keep a record of them to be broken
from time to time as progress is made. For instanfce play the C major scale and the various
arpeggios, using four notes to a beat at the highest
speed that can be reached with clearness and evenness. Do this also with other forms of technic 15
chords, octaves, etc. In the case of the trill keep a
separate record of the strong fingers and of the weak
pairs. Now, a little later in the course of studies,
come back to the same forms and see how much
higher you can raise the speed over the old record,
thus forming a new series of speed records. Is
this way you not only have a definite knowledge
of your technic, but also a positive means of knowing whether progress is being made or not. and just
how much improvement there is from the technical
point of view.

si:: rules for pianists.
by I. J. PADEREWSKI.
The famous Polish virtuoso, Paderewski, was n
cently asked to give what he considered six indi:
pensable rules for pianistic success. In replv 1
gave the following:
1. You must have the gift,
blindly^°U mUSt clloose a good master and obey hit
3- You must practice exercises four hours dail
and give one hour to digital agility,
nnt

The use of the metronome for time keeping i<
general nowadays, but there still remain many
who apparently entertain some doubts as to the real
value of the business-like little pyramid that ticks
so sturdily over our keyboards.
One of our best pianists, when questioned con¬
cerning the use of the metronome, said that it wa<
not necessary to use it in learning to play piano
and that one should learn to depend on the sense oi
time and rhythm within himself. But the pianist
goes no further and the thoughtful person migh
ask: “Suppose one has little or no sense of ti
within?” When a splendid artist comes forward and
makes such a statement his word is pretty ant to
go with many people. However, can a person
who has had only the schooling and perfecting of
himself to account for, be quite as capable trf *

«

ESftiSrs.Sfh""

T?hf“Vf' “lyS”b“^“
unnecessary.

On the other hand in tt,

°L*
might be

plnlcfTense of SmeTs^t g^
portion to one’s etime-k°eepSg ability. ^UnlSs^h'
pupd can count or play one, two and four notes to a

Yt£U mUSt remember that agility alone doe
suttice; you must also possess rhythm, pre
cision and practice the pedals.
c-.5, You ™Y,st exercise the five fingers equall;
l.
especially the passing of the thumb under th
hand and the passing of the hand over the thural
dpenlir °U Ylust,strike the notes with assurance an
octave; to give
make,USe
octaves
color. of the P^al in the centr:
grandT,^MVRN iTT" rePeated himself, neither di
vided an *
ku* Mendelssohn and Gounod pre
comnodti lnexhaustible field of mannerism. In th
raPS S ,tnS
Mendelssohn there was a peculia
he wrote TL
whiJh croPPcd up in every wot
in that r»c^°Un0d. fan Mendelssohn a good secon
copied th«PeCu Whllc Vagner and Schumann ha
more triw Purases no,e bV note. Gounod wrot
Mozart nurS
,a” .the composers put togethe
tain oassao-p6 an,d. £ assical as his style is, used cei
indeed thev S Whlch aPPear very often in his works
llth 70thpeayrt°c^s° o^en that it looks as if he wet
which are
Ith tbem-. Handel had mannerism
than to h1mSUelfm0re to the Period in which he live

”^5

right 'assimul rnitritiou8 to the body unless there i
unless assimilated’ in^b^16^6 ’S n0t eduCati°'
power when nut inti th<? ™,nd; and knowledge 1
power.
P
lnto Practice. Action brings mor
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PAUL WACHS
A French Composer Whose Drawing Room Pieces Have Been

PIECES SOMEWHAT MORE DIFFICULT.

Exceptionally Successful

There is an impression among many uninformed
students of music that the men who have produced
compositions that have become popular drawing
room or “Salon" pieces are composers whose train¬
ing in the art of music has been limited or defective.
Quite the contrary is true. The skill required to
make a popular composition deserving something
more than mere transient favor is peculiar and is
frequently the outcome of years of serious study.
Cornelius Gurlitt, for instance, has an excellent
musical education, and became a Royal Musical
Director. Carl Bohm was a pupil of Loeschborn,
Reissman and Geyer. Ethelbert Nevin pursued a
long course of .study and had been a pupil of Lang,
Emery, Klindworth and Yon Bulow. Theo. Lack
is a graduate of the Paris Conservatory and an
officer of the French Academy. Other writers of
music in lighter vein have had excellent educational
advantages. Sir Arthur Sullivan, it must be remem¬
bered, was a graduate of the Leipzig Conservatory,
as is our own Victor Herbert. De Koven is an
Oxford graduate and he pursued an extensive musi¬
cal course in Germany and France.
The full name of the subject of our sketch is
Paul Etienne Victor Wachs. He was born in Paris,
September 18, 1851. He entered the famous con¬
servatory of that city and became a pupil of Marmontel, Cesar Franck, Duprato and Victor Masse.
While at the conservatory he showed very pro¬
nounced ability as an organist, and carried off the
first prize for organ playing. I Hereafter he became
the “organiste accompagnateur” at the famous
church of St. Sulpice and then organist of the great
organ at the church of St. Merry, as the successor
of Saint-Saens, Chauvet and Tissot. In the mean¬
time he had written numerous compositions for
piano, voice, violin and orchestra, and had published
treatises upon “Harmony,” “Counterpoint,” “Im¬
provisation” and “Plain Song.”
In 1900 he was
named officer of the French Academie, and in March
of this year he received the coveted appointment of
“Officer of Public Instruction.” Of his many - . pular _ drawing room pieces M. Wachs feels that
“Pluie d’ etoilles” or “Shower of Stars” has been
the most successful.
The characteristics of M. Wachs’ music which
have brought it such exceptional popularity have
been melody grace, interesting harmonic structure
and what might be termed “playableness.” Aside
from his ability to make pieces that have great at¬
tractiveness, he also knows the secrets of the key¬
board so well that all of his pieces “fit the fingers,”
and are therefore easy to play. Schumann and
Brahms are often difficult to play for the reason
that they apparently disregard the mechanical ob¬
stacles which the keyboard presents to universal
musical expression.
One lamentable affliction of the composer whose
lighter music becomes popular is the fact that his
more serious compositions often remain unrecog¬
nized. This was the case with Raff, whose popular
piano pieces often made many unwilling to believe
him capable of more serious work. It is difficult
for the humorist to induce others to take him ser¬
iously. Perhaps that is the reason why our own
Mark Twain published his remarkable biography of
Jean d’Arc under an assumed name. Almost all of
the writers of lighter music have written serious
works and M. Paul Wachs is no exception, although
he is unquestionably best known through his fascinating and facile piano pieces.
Some Successful Pieces by Paul Wachs.
PIECES OF MODERATE DIFFICULTY.
ETUDES MIGNONNESL
This is a series of thirteen charming little studies
for pupils in the second grade. Each study is one
page in length. They are written in the keys of
C, G, F, with one simple study in B flat Major.
If you are not familiar with this inviting and varied
collection of juvenile pieces it would be well to
investigate them. Little folks are invariably de¬
lighted with them.
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VALSE ETUDE (Five pages. Keys G and C
Major. Grade 4).
A taking valse study with much individual charm.
It would make a very good recital piece for the
young pupil. It embraces octaves and chords, how¬
ever, that could not be played by a very small hand.

SONG OF THE SPINNING WHEEL (Four
pages. Key of G.).
A very happy piece of imitative writing giving
splendid practice in broken chords. About grade 4
in difficulty.
OUR NEIGHBOR’S HENS (Four pages in length.
Keys B flat and E flat Major).
Here Wachs follows in the paths of some of the
French composers of centuries ago who tried to
make music depict things.
This piece may be
‘ classed in grade 3^, and will be found valuable with
little pupils whose imaginations are stimulated by
pieces of this kind.
MUSETTE AND TAMBOURINE (Four pages.
Keys A Major and D Major. Grade 2j4).
A very original and suggestive composition. The
idea of the antique instrument, the Musette, with
its droning bass is very cleverly indicated. A good
piece for an encore number.
LA CATANERA (Five pages. Keys of G and C.
Grade 4).
A Sicilian dance with much characteristic charm.

NADIA (Five pages. Keys A and D Major. Grade
3-4) ■
This Mazurka de Salon is very original, both
melodically and rhythmically. It is not severely
difficult, yet it is brilliant and captivating.
THE GRACES (Three pages. Keys E flat and A
fiat. Grade 3-4).
One of the most pleasing of Wachs’ works. It
affords splendid practice in arpeggios and octaves,
and is a good piece for a teacher to give to please
unmusical parents of capable pupils who clamor for
“something they can understand.”
THE VOICE OF THE WAVES (Five pages.
Keys E flat and A-l flat Major. Grade 4-5).
A variation upon a pleasing melody. It affords
fine opportunities for left hand arpeggio study.
VALSE LEGERE (Six pages. Keys of C and F
Major. Grade ^-3).
This piece is really a study made palatable by
the writer’s exceptional ingenuity and inherent sense
of melody.
THE MARCH OF THE FLOWER GIRLS (Four
pages. Keys B flat and E flat Major. Grade 3).
This striking and graceful March, which may be
obtained both in solo and duet form, is too well
known to Etude readers to require comment.
IN A WHIRL (Six pages. Keys E flat and A flat
Major. Grade 3-4).
A valuable Valse study dedicated to the famous
French pianist Raoul Pugnc,.
LION DU MONDE (Four pages. Key E fiat.
Grade 4-5).
The best way to describe this piece is to say that
it resembles in style Thome’s famous “Simple
Aveu.” Although ivcre difficult it is none the less
interesting.
FASCINATION VALSE (Six pages. E flat, Ai
flat Major and C Minor. Grade 6).
Splendidly named. Full of fascination, dash and
sparkle. A brilliant recital piece for a pupil with
a facile execution.
FAIRY FINGERS (Five pages. Key F Major.
Grade 4).
A very captivating and useful piece for teachers
to use in promoting agility.
ECHOS DU TYROL (Five pages. E flat and A
flat Major. Grade 3-4).
A valse in which the yodling of the alpine cowherdsmen is very ingeniously indicated.
BALANCELLE (Four pages. Keys E flat and A
flat. Grade 3).

Paul Wachs.
LE PETIT TRIANON (Four pages. Keys of B
flat and E flat Major. Grade 3).
A Gavotte in the style of Louis XV. Le Petit
Trianon was a palace built by Marie Antoinette, the
extravagance of which was one of the factors in
inciting the French people to a bloody revolution.
This piece very deftly depicts the elegance of the
period.
,
MARQUISETTE (Four pages. Keys G and C.
Grade 2).
Another piece in the style of the rococo French
Court of Louis XV. Mme. Pompadour is the Mar¬
quisette referred to and her influence in French
affairs of the time was both famous and infamous.
MAY PARTY POLKA (Three pages. Keys C and
F Major. Grade 1 y2).
One of the most tuneful and helpful first grade
pieces published.
MAY PARTY WALTZES (Three pages. Keys G
and C. Grade 1).
When spring comes to France thousands of
families in the great cities form parties and go off
into the woods and the fields. It is a time of great
rejoicing and Wachs has caught much of this in
this fascinating little children’s piece.

^
wix yages. iveys A and L
Major. Grade 3-4).
A profitable and worthy valse for recital use.
NECKLACE OF GEMS (Five pages. Keys of E
and B flat Major. Grade 4).
Aside from being an interesting piece, this com¬
position is a most excellent study in broken chords
Teachers will almost invariably find that pieces of
this sort will produce far better results than barren
exercises designed to accomplish a similar purpose.
rOSY FINGERS (Four pages. Keys A flat and D
flat Major. Grade 4-5).
A valse elegante that will be found of value in
stimulating the interest of the dull pupil. The
technical difficulties are not particularly great, but
the results are very encouraging.
SHOWER OF STARS (Five pages. Keys E flat
and A flat. Grade 5).
This is the piece that M. Wachs terms his most
successful drawing room composition. It is as bril¬
liant as. the title suggests, but it presents no very
great difficulty to the pupil who has had the ad¬
vantage of careful technical training.
LES OISEAUX VOYAGEURS (Five pages Kevs
of D and G Major. Grade 4).
7
This is supposed to depict migrating birds and
the fluent recurring broken chords and scale pas¬
sages certainly do connote the idea. It is a val¬
uable piece with which all teachers should become
familiar.
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STACCATI (Four pages. Keys of D and G Major.
Grade 2-3).
This little scherzo will be found one of the most
profitable staccato studies the teacher can employ.
On the whole not enough attention is given to the
staccato touch by teachers of the day. This piece
has much of the fascination of Delibes' delightful
“Pizzicati” from “Sylvia.”
Excellent Drawing Room Pieces.
VENETIAN GONDOLAS (Five pages. Keys B
flat and E flat. Grade 3-4).
LES MYRTTLES, VALSE DE SALON (Six
pages. Keys A flat and D flat Major. Grade 5).
BLUSH ROSES (Eight pages. Keys A flat and D
flat Major. Grade 4).
THE STORY OF A LINNET (Six pages. Keys
E flat and A flat Major. Grade 354).
THE SONG OF THE BATHERS (Seven pages.
Keys C and G Major. Grade 4).
THE RETURN OF THE EXILE (Six pages.
Keys of C and F. Grade 4).
MYSTERY VALSE CAPRICE (Four pages. Keys
D Minor and D Major. Grade 3).
It will be seen from the above that the majority
of Wachs’ drawing room compositions are in simple
keys. It should also be noticed that most of these
pieces arc in the major mode. The best way to
become familiar with Wachs’ compositions is to
have the above list sent to you upon consignment
and use the annotations given as a guide or to take
this guide to some reliable music store and request
the dealer to afford you permission to examine cer¬
tain numbers. This list is representative of Wachs’
most popular works published both here and abroad.
(See composition of Paul Wachs in the Music
Section of The Etude for this month.)
BEGINNING THE SEASON UNDER PROPER
AUSPICES.
BY ERNST VON MUSSELMAN.
With the approach of the fall months teachers
and students of music will be obliged to turn their
energies from vacation’s pleasures back into the
old channels of daily routine. There are times when
one is almost loth to give it up, but that would not
be duty’s fulfillment nor life’s purpose. During the
past few weeks of rest the physical side of one’s
nature was thoroughly aroused and became a strong
claimant for the attention due it in that life of free¬
dom, but its development or nourishment will only
serve to give us the well-balanced ideas that can
come from the healthy, normal person alone. And
even if the taste of freedom was sweet to us, there
should be no reluctance in assuming the old duties
for another year. Indeed, if the worker is serious,
he will return to his studio with a buoyancy that is
born of inspiration and a zeal that affords ample
proof of heart-felt desires.
The Teacher.
When you enter your studio for the first time
after your vacation and begin your preparations
for the season’s work, it should be with a great
gladness in your heart rather than with the feel¬
ing of one preparing for martyrdom. And when
you stand erect and strong with the new-born life
that rest has supplied you, surveying the chaos that
departing classes have left behind and looking upon
the walls that will soon tingle with renewed industry,
make your resolutions then and there to be some¬
thing more than a mere automatic dispenser of
answers to questions. Since the days of Pythagoras,
when music was placed along with mathematics and
astronomy in point of importance, we have risen
to a sphere of greater possibilities, and by reason
of the underlying principles of our culture the pro¬
fession of the pedagogue attains serious proportions.
Therefore, the teacher should realize the weight of
his position and at the very beginning give his work
the impetus of his personality and the stamp of his
peculiar genius.
Just how the teacher may start his season is a
matter depending largely upon his personality. Cre¬
ating interest and enthusiasm, however. Is the first,
great essential, since the past vacation’s pleasures
may still strongly dominate in the pupil’s mind.
We know of no means quite so efficient in stimulating
interest as a good musical program presented by
finished musicians. Even the smallest child has,
upon hearing a good artist, expressed a desire to
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be “just like that.” And after all,renewed zeal
who cannot return to his P‘a"°
after having heard an ad°r.ed loof {rom their pupils,
Teachers should not hold aloot ir
^ times
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their minds do not seem centered P ^
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or if they seem wearied by ext
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^ even
cises form hands for Bach and B
tovJ,ard overso, the trend of modern instruction
° nt means,
coming technical defects by various P
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use
struction is distinguished at all time.. yach new
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0„-ress will
In summary, the teacher’s measure of s^ces*
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If a crisp enthusiasm is displayed at the very
he
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pupils, and likewise, whatever of inspiratio
.
tested, it will spread to his followers like contagio .
The Pupil.
We believe that with the average pupil the very
start of the musical season is the most important
epoch of the year. So much may happen at this
particular time causing the mind to be d*ver{-ed °l
even the entire course changed. With the breath
of vacation still strongly persuasive and the call
of freedom tugging at the heart of youth, dissatis¬
faction is apt to become rife, even to the extent ot
separating a pupil from the one teacher that he should
have above all others. There are, or should be,
periods of rest and work alike, and here is where
the supervision of the parents should be expected.
No reputable teacher is so unwise as to crowd the
capacity of a child’s learning, and no credence should
be allowed as a cause for discontent. And when
such conditions arise, parents should more often
look to the pupil for an explanation rather than to
the teacher.
Another evil that is prevalent at this time of year
among that class of students who' imagine they are
never doing well is the constant changing of in¬
structors. Such pupils, as a rule, accredit their
non-advancement to the teacher, and hearing that
some other instructor is producing some brilliant
pupils, they straightway seek his aid. Advancement
is a matter that rests solely with the pupil, and they
who imagine that the reputation of a teacher will
MAKE them musicians will ha're a great disappoint¬
ment in store for themselves. The person with
genuine musical mettle, whatever the odds, and no
matter if his teacher is an unknown factor, is sure
to succeed. It has been our experience, thus far,
that the reputation of any certain teacher is a fickle
thing to base one’s faith upon. Indeed, it is often
that such men are so very egotistic and erratic that
the pupil’s life is one of misery. There are, too,
many teachers in this wide, wide world whose
kindly attitude toward their pupils forms a binding
link of endearment between them and makes it un¬
necessary for the enduring of arrogance; best of all,
such teachers are just as capable, just as much
sought after.
When the pupil starts in his year’s work, it should
be with the resolve to devote himself to each mi
nutest detail. If the teacher sees fit to spend a term
to Czerny or Cramer, then accept your task with all
your
1
vn,,r heart, ""t
complaining about the drvness of the
text, but happy
— i
the thought that Czerny and
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HOW THE MASTERS WAITED AND WORKED
FOR SUCCESS
Tales of Persistence and Patience that Paid in the End
By CARL G. SCHMIDT

THE POETRY OF THE PEDAL.
BY FRANCIS LINCOLN.
Very few students of this day employ the damp,, 1
0edal solely as a means of increasing the tone. \\(
all no doubt remember how, when we were lit,|, ft
tots we always put down this pedal at every cres, ft
cendo • sign.
Did you ever stop to think of tll
poetry of the pedal? Paderewski was one of k I
first to show us how a study of the pedal could ft
make the interpreters work more beautiful. It js I
said that he spends months at a time trying t, I
discover new effects
The damper pedal tones down the playing [, |
tends to blend in its own peculiar manner the whok
tonal picture. It softens the melodic outlines and 1
makes the harmonies more ethereal. For instant I
take the Chopin Nocturne in G minor. Opus ,■ I
No. 1, and turn to the middle passage. Now fe I
play this, sustaining the top note of each chord as: 1
making the other notes staccato. This brings« I
the melody so as to impress it upon your memory I
Now play the same passage as legato as possible I
binding the chords one to another as well as p,, ft
sible with the fingers.
Note how inefficient tie I
fingers are to make these connections effectives I
Now play the same passage with a syncope:,, i
pedaling—that is, put the pedal down after the bl
or between the chords instead of pressing the peii H
down with the chords. See how soft and sot: I
the effect is. Note the dreamy character that i ll
once pervades the whole passage. 1 have ever it
heard a famous pianist play this passage very soft I
with the pedal held down during the entire passage ft
The hammers struck the wires so lightly that th I
vibrations died out in a comparatively infinhesia ft
time and the effect was to shade one harmony ml
the next without making any of the certain discs:: I
which would have arisen had the chords bn ft
struck with force.
The great teacher, Kullak, used to give particula; j
attention to the pedal, and when a pupil pedate 1
badly he was declared to be no pianist at aU Si |j
matter how great the pupil’s finger dexterity 1# I
be Kullak was not satisfied unless the pedal dene: r
ity was corrcspondinly great. 11c said, “The pedsi It
draws a cloud like a veil, a deeply romantic dinuess over the tone picture. The effect will be mote H
certain if not applied too often. The camfc I
(singing melody) will thus sound grander its I
loftier, and therefore the pedal may be used m [
frequently in singing passages.
If, however, th I
stretching power of the hand admits the omission 0: J|
the pedal, the tone itself will gain a particular etas ft;
by its purity and clearness.”
.Dr. Mason in the last book of ‘Touch and Tes I
nic
devotes much space to an exposition oi - if
method of pedaling approved by most of the c- if
artists of the day. Friends of Dr. Mason fc-1
what a master he was at the pedal. His one Si® H
melody study upon "Home. Sweet Home” is»I
of the most ingenious and helpful exercises of i’1 j;
kmd yet devised. In the thousand word introdu: I
tion to this little piece, which is really a lessonK
Dr Mason on pedal study, the renowned tea* I
said:
‘It is not too much to say that the dan1?'I
pedal is the very life and soul of the instrument,fc"ft
in its absence or in case of its being out of 0* ■
ie most skillful virtuoso would be helpless J' ||
unable to produce genuinely musical effects' Tt> B
,,ason ROCS on to show how it is pori*'-!
P-y Home, Sweet Home" with an acceptable 1 |E
compamment entirely with one finger if the
,
r]a/,pcr ,pcdaling is employed. It is safe to say * »
„ , student who makes a study of this little;••••
wilt fniploys !t in b>s practice for a month or’ I
ernol
& respcct for the pedal and a skill in * It
employment that he could not have acquired by* |
other means.
J‘Lhe.°ffice of Music is to warm and enliven * |
mXuPrS1°V"d idea of the poem: and above 4U
music ought to be. like poetry, and like all that ;■
oue-htSrnVnC ,and Brand: simple and unaffected
of feeHng-l^Lr^' t"* 3"d
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One of the most frequently urged objections to
the study of music is the woeful lack of financial
success attending it.
Few men nowadays, however, are willing to
make sacrifices for the sake of music, few have the
strength and earnestness of purpose necessary for
the accomplishment of great ends and fewer still
have this end in view. This is the time when men
of ideas, not ideals, are in demand, and yet what
the world needs to-day in all its professional and
business relationships is idealism.
The man of
affairs is prone to sneer at the idealist, since this
busy world of ours and the spirit of the age de¬
mand money, strenuousness and deeds accom¬
plished, yet the men who really accomplish most
along these very lines are the men whose ideal of
strength of will and purpose is the highest. He
who proclaims himself the apostle of right and
purity and lives up to his claims must be prepared
to meet every description of raillery and encounter
unexpected defeat, still in the long run he will win
and the world will be better because he has lived.
A musician needs determination and strength of
character. He must not permit himself to be
swerved from his purpose by any event, great or
small. No one has ever yet accomplished his aim
who has been influenced by the unjust criticisms
of his generation. The man who is right and who
knows he is right can well afford to stand the buffet¬
ing which every one is bound to receive who pro¬
claims a hitherto unknown principle and adheres
to it. Immediate success has very seldom been
won, but it is equally certain that in time his work
will receive recognition.
From a monetary standpoint then the outlook is
not encouraging; but who are the men who have
achieved eminence in any art? Are they those who
sought personal financial success or those who for¬
got self in the great effort to give to the world
something of their innermost thoughts and feelings?
Those who had a message to deliver and who in
spite of all opposition and the sneers of their fel¬
low-countrymen continued to strive and work along
their lines of thought until they had the satisfaction
of seeing their work finished, if not universally
recognized?
The efforts of such men as Berlioz, Wagner,
Dvorak, Elgar, MacDowell, Paderewski and numer¬
ous others read like impossible histories, and yet
we all know that these are men who have ac¬
complished and whose work will influence music
forever. How many among us would be willing to
undergo disappointment, sorrow, yes and even hun- .
ger, for the sake of an ideal? How long would the
average American labor at music if he had to forego
food so that he could purchase music paper? How
many men are willing to face defeat and ridicule,
hoping against hope, watching each mail, striving,
struggling, fearing, only to meet one cruel disap¬
pointment after another, until at last, like a battered
ship, they lie crushed and to all appearances
defeated?
Do we wonder that the men who have the mental
and physical strength to overcome such obstacles
really create and leave a legacy for all future? The
story of their lives should prove a constant lesson
for those who become disheartened and surrender
their best simply because it makes life easier and
adds to a temporary reputation.
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easily understand. He was judged an egotist and
the kindest word said for him was that he idealized,
was not practical. The world had no use for him,
still he did not despair; for months and years he
labored on, perfecting every detail of his work,
writing his own poetry and dreaming of the day
when his fancies would become real and the world
would recognize his greatness. His, too, was a
gradual growtk. “The Flying Dutchman” was the
first of kis efforts to mark a great advance in the
operatic world. “Rienzi” was filled with scenic beauty
and grand orchestral effects, although on a much
larger scale than any opera heretofore attempted;
it was in a line’with the later successes of Weber
and at once became very popular. In “The Flying
Dutchman” he depicts his characters without regard
to popular stage effects, the music and scenery is
somber in character, the weird story of the Dutch¬
man who was eventually saved through the redeem¬
ing power of true love called for no spectacular
display, and the public stood aghast at the audacity
of the man who dared to inflict anything so nearly
true to life; they wished to be amused, not educated,
and so the public and the critics universally con¬
demned the work. But Wagner did not for that
reason give up his ideal; instead he went right to
work and composed other works. “Lohengrin,”
“Tannhauser,” “Tristan,” “The Nibelungen Ring,”
and “Parsifal” follow each other in succession, and
with them came gradual recognition and success
fairly wrung from the arms of an adverse world.
The man who had starved and worried and then
been driven from his country lived to see his ideal con¬
summated and an enlightened public kneeling at the
shrine of Bayreuth.
Dvorak’s Mission.
Dvorak has done more than any other man to call
the attention of the world to the peculiar character¬
istics of Bohemian music. As a young man he was
forced to abandon the study of music and work in
a butcher shop and spend most valuable years in all
kinds of drudgery. His first compositions were
ridiculed. Every assistance was denied him. He
even went hungry so as to purchase music paper or
to attend a concert. But he kept on trying and
finally found the correct way of expressing his
thoughts.
People often imagine that men like Beethoven,
Schumann, Berlioz, Dv6rak, MacDowell and Elgar
obtained all their facility in expressing thoughts
through inspiration and had comparatively little
studying to do. There never was a greater mistake.
Beethoven wrote hundreds of exercises. He was
not satisfied with a theme until he had written and
rewritten it and it had become a thing of vitality
and beauty. Imagine what time and thought he
spent on his immortal symphonies. How incom¬
plete to him his first sketch, and how brave to
continue in spite of illness and continued deafness
and disappointment! There is hardly a name in all
the history of music which has earned a place for
itself without enormous effort and untiring deter¬
mination to succeed. These lives are open history
anyone who wishes mnv read, and everyone in¬
terested in music should know of the trials and
struggles of the men whose names are now familiar
in the homes of culture throughout the world.

How Wagner Worked.

The Talent for Hard Work.

Richard Wagner was ridiculed and scoffed at by
almost the entire musical press. Few critics ever
had a kind word for him, he was compelled to com¬
pose light music, to even spend days at the drudgery
of copying, and he made a miserable pittance by
poorly paid newspaper articles. He was reduced to
the extremity of pawning his goods to obtain
enough money to purchase food. Men whom he
often befriended had no kind word for him. And
all because he would not compose music that was
agreeable to the masses, something they could

The greatest talent in the world is the talent for
hard work, incessant study, untiring zeal, unwaver¬
ing sacrifice, and he who possesses these is in line
for success.
It is not only the composer who has to struggle
to obtain recognition, for few nowadays are striv¬
ing for that goal, whereas many are endeavoring to
attain fame through the concert stage; here again
one needs untiring zeal and courage; years must
be spent in serious preparation and often through
failure success is eventually achieved.

It is said of Paderewski that he stopped teaching
at the Strasburg Conservatory of Mxsic and de¬
termined to try his future as a concert pianist be¬
cause he was refused a raise in salary of ten dollars
a month, that is from fifty to sixty dollars. It
happened to be the good fortune of the writer to
attend Paderewski’s debut in Paris in the fall of
1889. About five hundred invitations were sent but
by the firm of Erard Co. t© musicians of Paris to
attend a Pianoforte Recital to be given in Salle
Erard by a Polish pianist named Paderewski; not
more than three hundred attended that concert.
I shall never forget the thin, pale, almost cadaverous
looking young man who stepped upon the platform
of that little hall. At first he awakened only an
admiring interest, although everyone recognized the
beauty of his tone coloring, but when he finished
playing Beethoven’s “Appassionata Sonata” the au¬
dience rose as one man and cheered themselves
hoarse. Here at last was deserved recognition, and
from that moment Paderewski’s suceess was as¬
sured. The follewing week he played at one of the
Lasneroux concerts to an audience of three thousand
people, and the same scenes @f excitement followed.
His success is now world history, and he is prob¬
ably one of the greatest pianists the world has ever
seen, and he became so because he had the courage
to throw over Kis employment and, secure in the
knowledge of his art and earnest in his convictions,
he went ahead and earned success.
Lillian Nordica traveled all through Europe sing¬
ing to small audiences, renting her own halls, often
not meeting expenses and yet gaining experience
and fame until now she is ranked as one of the
world’s greatest dramatic sopranos.
Every artist of note has had some great upward
struggle, but would they have succeeded if they
had simply folded their hands and despaired or
waited until success came their way? Never! The
young student should remember that nothing worth
while comes without effort. It is only those men
who fight on and who hold themselves erect, un¬
abashed at failure, who succeed.
It is worth while to go hungry if you can enforce
your ideal. It is worth while to suffer defeat if you
make that failure a stepping stone to success. It
is worth while to be ridiculed if You are certain
through years of preparation that you have a truth
to proclaim, and, above all, forget the almighty dol¬
lar. Work on and on! Keep your ideal before you,
and certain as night follows day just so certain will
success eventually crown your efforts.

BY MARY SNYDER.
Pupils very often have much difficulty in remem¬
bering what the musical terms and marks of ex¬
pression mean. Young pupils as a rule have this
great trouble.
I have often found, after very carefully explaining
the time, marks of expression, value cf various
notes, of rests, etc., of a new selection that the
pupil would forget all such careful explanations be¬
fore his or her next lesson. This caused poor Work
on the part of the pupil and great discouragement
The idea of note-books occurred, and have thus
proved my salvation. I sent for a number of the
neat little books, with pencils attached. Each pupil
was presented with one, and I impressed upon them
the fact that these books were of great importance
in so far as they were to be much used in the com¬
ing lessons and that they were not to be lost or
misused.
Whenever there are -occasions for- explanations
and definitions which so easily slip the child mind
they are written in note-books to be taken home
and studied.
At the end of each month I give an examination
relating to the month’s work in their note-books
I have found that this plan works beautifully for
the children not only take pride in standing a good
examination, but in trying to learn as many new
terms as possible.
A few days ago I overheard one of my little girls
say to another: “Oh, how much have you in your
note-book? Mine is half-full, and I know them too
tion'”aCher gaVC me 95 Pef C6nt' in my laSt examina’
Does that not show far more interest in the work
tion"?”"6 CO“M 6Ver gai” by mere “talk exP,ana-
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Probably the majority of pupils, in the course of
their continued or fitfui study, have received count¬
less injunctions, ranging from gentlest coaxings to
most exasperated commands to “go slowly.” It is
a safe estimate that hardly one of these pupils in
two hundred has really done so.
On the other hand, many, pupils have been put
through a process intended as a speed hastener.
“She’s such a pusher,” says a pupil in referring to a
former teacher. “She would hum with me and beat
time furiously, and she would even strike the notes
for me. I couldn’t stand it.”
A very careful analysis of these two seemingly
contrary conditions, namely, that of going too fast
and that of going too slowly, reveals the fact that in
both cases the fundamental difficulty is the same.
In the case of the too hasty pupil, perhaps the
conscientious teacher, unwilling to trust to admon¬
ishment alone, has bound him to a rigid metronome
tempo and then has found with surprise that there
was no improvement.
Had he investigated far
enough he would probably have found that the
practice had been done with a wandering mind.
And just here is the point. It is not the slow prac¬
tice which does the work. The slow practice is
merely incidental to clear and conscious effort,
which we call concentration.
Where a pupil is very slow and at every effort to
increase the speed stumbles painfully, a little careful
investigation of his thought processes always de¬
velops the fact that his mind is greatly confused.
To hurry and to harry him only adds to the con¬
fusion. The more bewildered he becomes the slower
he thinks.
If we find then that the errors both of too great
rapidity and of too great hesitation arise from the
same cause, namely, lack of clearness and direct¬
ness of thought, it becomes our duty to get back
of correcting the mistakes to directing the thought
processes.
Awakening a Sense of Responsibility.
Our first effort should be to awaken in the pupil
his consciousness of his own responsibility for
thinking straight. This one thing accomplished the
goal may be said to be won. Teach him: “In
studying this new piece you must pause after every
motion to see that what you are going to do next
is right in all particulars. Think: ‘Notes, fingering,
count, touch.’ If you make any kind of mistake it is
because you have gone faster than you could think
clearly. Now, your fingers will not play correctly
faster than your mind can think correctly. Velocity
in playing is simply rapid thinking. I play faster
than you because I can think faster. I can see far
ahead and analyze and group the notes before I
reach them, and I can direct my muscles so fast
that I am unconscious of the directions I am giving.
You must do these things one at a time yet. But
you will find that when your thought has once trav¬
eled through all these details with absolute clear¬
ness, it will, at the next repetition, travel through
the same details with far greater rapidity.”
To insure ourselves that our pbpils are thinking
entirely to the point, we should frequently have
them do their thinking aloud. For example, the
pupil pauses before a note.
“Well, what are you thinking about?” the teacher
“I’m thinking about that note."
“Now, tell me exactly how are you thinking about
that note?”
The answer here may be very vague.
“Where is the note placed?” the teacher asks; and
if the pupil’s answer is unsatisfactory she continues
to ply her questions until she has received the clear
reply:
“It is on the third line above the treble staff.”

_

“Now what are the lines above the treble staff?
You recited them for me a'few minutes ago.
■
After a few such lessons the teacher genera. y
finds that the pupil comes to his lesson
notes clearly thought out.
We force the pupil to make use of whate
knowledge he has already gained if we lead
discover his own mistakes. For instance, s pp
that he strikes a false note.
,
“There is something wrong there,
the teacner
A long pause.

“I don’t find anything the matter,

“Well, because you don’t find something the mat¬
ter now is no reason you won’t a minute from now.
He looks again, a long, long time.
But the
teacher waits. She has learned how to be patient.
“Well, I can’t find it,” he says at last.
“Now, let’s see if you can’t find it. What is the
first thing you are to look at?”
“The notes.”
“And which note first?”
“The lowest one.”
“Have you counted them all up?”
“Yes.”
) look at?”
“What is the next thing you a
“The finger-marks.”
“i, 2, 4, s.” (Naming from the bottom.)
“Did you have them right?”
“Yes.”
“What do j'ou think of next?”
“The count.”
“And next?”
“The touch.”
“Were they right?”
“Yes.”
He looks at the teacher with the air of having
completely convicted her. But notwithstanding his
sense of injustice she begins over again.
“Now, are you sure the notes were right?”
“Yes,” he says hopelessly, “I counted them all up.”
“Well, let’s see if you have thought of everything
you should in regard to those notes. You say you
have counted them up. You have, then, thought of
their position on the staff. Now, is there anything
else you should think of that might make any
difference with those notes?”
After a protracted deliberation, he says doubt¬
fully: “The sharps and flats?”
“The signature, yes. Well, have you played them
all correctly according to the signature?”
“Yes, I flatted the B and the A.”
“Is there anything else you should think of?”
“No.”
“There is nothing which can change those notes
but their position and the signature?”
“The accidentals in the measure—” he begins, and
then his face lights up with the satisfaction of dis
covery.
“I should have played B natural” he laughs
Time? Why, of course it takes time and a great
deal of time. But it will not be necessary every
lesson. The pupil will learn to solve such problems
as these before he comes to the teacher
If we consider things in a definite order we can
see them faster than if we consider them indiscrim
inately. The average pupil takes a general view of
a chord and then comes to detail only a
•
— the notes,
by happen-so,
r. recognized
' ■ form
_ take
_
in his coni
sciousness. For instance, the chord is Bb F F r1
gets hold of that
of next prominence.
in his consciousness the pupil grabs a key or ♦
in the center and goes ahead. No wonder he h °
tates and fumbles over his chords!
h hesi‘
To give him a definite order to follow have f
earn to read every chord from the bottom h"?
logically have the bass precede the treble ’n”?’
take it for granted he is thinking straight
cD°n *

“
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How to Play Chopin

y7ff hav1inegnietft‘band C and right hand E, he pllys
i ft hand E and right hand C, we have proof flj
hi is not thinking to the point. It is well then to
fake some little exercise and have the note, sp0ken
flofd! bass note first, treble note with the stroke of

By VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN
The Famous Chopin Specialist

thMuchS’time is saved if pupils are taught to observe
all signatures before beginning a piece. To i„surt
the observation some such form of recitation as tfc
mav be followed: "Bass clef, treble clef; two ^
ST Fh scale, Bb; two-four time, two counts in,

The necessary technique for playing Chopin
could never be acquired by reading anything that I
or another might write on the subject, but it is pos¬
sible in an article like this to draw attention to note¬
worthy points in connection with specific pieces,
and with this end in view I will run through a few
of Chopin’s works that are most familiar to amateurs.
The mazurkas I will dismiss in a few words. In
them Chopin displays some of his most changeable
moods. When playing them one seems to be danc¬
ing with, so to speak, the tears in one’s eyes all the
time, for there is often an underlying note of sadness
throughout the theme. Occasionally they break off
into utter gaiety and wild, inconsequent joy. Sad¬
ness and joy are, indeed, strangely mixed up in them.

Mental Agility Necessary.
Sometimes even after the pupil has learned ft
think carefully he is still slow. Then we often find
that his mind lingers on the note he has just played.
A sure evidence of this is the striking over of j
note
He must learn that when a chord has bees
struck his mind must leave it instantly. Study a
passage with him, calling to him the instant one ket
is struck: “Now, look at your next bass note,” and
so on. He will be pleased at the alertness he will
gain.
Often pupils have a habu of counting unthink¬
ingly through measures of rests or passages oi
repetition and then coming to a dead stop before
a chord at the end. This is a place to teach menial
agility. As soon as the easy place is reached tail
the pupil’s attention to the chord, saying: "fe
you have three measures in which to be thinking
ahead. Let me see how far you can think out what
comes next.” When he reaches the chord he plays
it without hesitation.
If we will consider that what counts is not the
number of pages we get over at a lesson, but that
it is the amount to which WC can stimulate the
pupil’s mental activity, we shall be able to say 1
have some pupils who are not very quick yet none
of them stumble, because all of my pupils have
learned how to think.”
BE YOURSELF.
BY CAROL SHERMAN.
Carl Phillip Emanuel Bach, the son of the
great John Sebastian Bach, suffered from the anfortunate position of being the son of a great man
That he achieved the position and celebrity he did
was surprising when we remember the other children of his famous father who died in obscurity
That he could not be successful by imitating hit
father evidently became apparent to him at an earl;
age for he said, “I was obliged to strike out a
little path of my own, or people would never have
been aware of my existence."
Pupils are always inclined to imitate. Some peopie imagine that imitation is a desirable form 3:
instruction. Experience of ages proves that this:not the case. The imitator is never successful The
creator almost always is.
Of course, in certain
details imitation does play a small part. The wit:
teacher is obliged to give some model tones ano
the piano teacher must occasionally illustrate a:
tie keyboard, but the reason why the pupils*1'
study with great virtuosi are often less successful
than those who study with men and women who
make teaching, rather than concert playing, a pro
fess.on as that the pupils of the virtuoso always
W
great player and never attempt to think
*or themselves.
The great painter, Rubens, had men v
theii
these time making
, Klng copies
C0P,es of
Of his great paintings.ant
paintings.m
conies^WbCCamC 50 expcrt that ,hey cocldl"a!
count-#* # • * Were to a" in‘cnts and purposes exact
thev ^ CltS' "^esc counterfeits were so good that
genuine^0 accePtctl 'h European art galleries a>
ST masterPieces of Rubens’. It has only been
“SchoolV7yr,re,Cem da,c that ‘hey have been 'ib*
this
.7‘ Kuhens.” Now, the unusual thing wni;
the farn that with few exceptions these students oi
fame ?h°US ?Utch n,aster "<-ver achieved any in*
copies*
-°f-having becn Permitted to
Pies of
ot "hi11131
his paintings.
eopyi^ts^anH
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can step in the master’s shoes?

The Preludes.
The preludes are always popular both with players
and with audiences, and this is not surprising, for
with the exception of one or two weak ones, they
are all of them exceptionally beautiful, interesting
and characteristic. The first of them is in a style
that reminds one very forcibly of Schumann. To
play it is very refreshing, like a draught of cool
spring water on a hot day, but the second is, I
think, somewhat poor, and I remember that Liszt
himself once told me he thought it a little weak.
The third, though it has not a very high meaning, is
a delightful little prelude. The melody is so smooth
that it reminds me of oil floating on water, while
a sort of zither accompaniment is running. The
fourth, though more poetical than the second, would
have been more attractive if written in the shape of a
song for a lady’s voice accompanied by a little har¬
monium. The fifth is one that is so difficult to
properly interpret that one of the great pianists of
the day once stated that he studied it for years be¬
fore he ventured to play it in public. Number six
could very well be played by a ’cello and violin, but
it is possible on the piano to get more effect than
could be got with the ’cello itself. A little curiosity
is to be found in this prelude at the end of the fifth
bar from the finish, when there comes a sort of
trumpet call announcing the conclusion. The sev¬
enth is gay, the eighth an exercise, the ninth makes
me think of returning after a funeral, and in the
tenth Chopin seems to me to point at and imitate his
master, Hummel.
Number eleven is a fine prelude. There is melody
all the time, and at this point in the preludes we
begin to get genuine Chopinism. But it should not
be played vivace! It should be allegro moderato.
Liszt thought this prelude was nonsense if played
vivace. In the twelfth Prelude, again, there is a
mistake very commonly made as to the manner of
its playing. Besides being a great tour de force,
this prelude is also exceedingly poetical. Now, if
it is played presto, all the beautiful poetical meaning
is lost, and it becomes a tour de force, only. If it is
played poco presto, however, not only does it remain
a tour de force, but all the poetry in it can be brought
I do not like the thirteenth Prelude. The four¬
teenth is all fun from beginning to end—a regular
volcano of gaiety! The fifteenth is my favorite. It is
the longest of the preludes, and reminds one of an
impromptu. The sixteenth is my great favorite! It
is la plus grande tour de force in Chopin. It is the
most difficult of all the preludes technically, pos¬
sibly excepting the nineteenth. In this case presto
is not enough. It should be played prestissimo', or,
better still, vivacissimo. Number seventeen was the
favorite of Mme. Schumann and Rubinstein. It is
very majestic, and in it Chopin introduces harmonies
not previously found in other composers. The
e-ghteenth is really a cadenza. In it Chopin never
repeats himself. From beginning to end it is brilliant
and interesting. Number nineteen is another one I
am very fond of, but I think it the most difficult
thing in the world to play.
The twentieth Prelude is a very beautiful one, but
with the twenty-first I find fault—musical fault. I
am quite sure that when he started to write this he
meant to make it a ballade for the orchestra. Appar¬
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hi“Nownt,thinky’your bass note, then your lrcbl(
note; now, wait! think your next bass note and th,„

Directing Our Pupils’ Thoughts
[The author of this essay has devoted her life to music
since her early childhood. She has had many well-known
teachers and Is now living In the Middle West, engaged In
teaching and conducting a music school which bears her
name. She has also been successful as a lecturer.]
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exercise with hands moving independently adm0nish

ently he failed to hit upon any second or third motive
for succeeding movements, so he included it in the
preludes. It is obviously written for first violin and
two ’cellos, and it is not piano music at all. It is
most poetical, I grant, but, emphatically it was not
meant for the piano. This is no decision arrived at
in a hurry, I assure you. I thought over this matter
for thirty years before I dared to express this
opinion 1
In the twenty-second Prelude, Chopin created en¬
ergetic modern octave play. It was the first prelude
of its kind in the world. In the twenty-third Prelude
pre,tty well all editions indicate short legato pas¬
sages. Chopin never played such passages. He some¬
times introduced a long legato passage, but never
short ones of a few notes only. In the twentyfourth the amateur would do well to remember that
the whole beauty of this prelude is generally spoilt
by the left-hand notes being banged. They should
be masque the whole time and should never be
allowed to drown the right-hand.
So much for the preludes. They are very beautiful
and are worthy of the closest study and pains, not
with a view of perfecting any stereotyped manner of
playing each one, but of discovering the various
methods which may be employed to bring out their
beauty. Half the attraction of a beautiful woman
lies in the various dresses she wears. She may be
in blue to-day, in gray to-morrow, and in pink the
day after, and with every change she appears more
beautiful. So it is with the preludes. Each has a
large wardrobe of different dresses. Do not, then,
always dress them in the same colors.
I have dealt- at some length with the preludes be¬
cause, while they are always popular with pianists,
most players play them in an absolutely stereotyped
and uninteresting manner which utterly hides all
their beauties. The amateur, almost without excep¬
tion, practices them through and through in order to
become technically perfect as regards the actual play¬
ing of the written notes. He or she, as the case
may be, thus produces an absolutely colorless study
almost entirely without interest and quite devoid of
meaning. We have all seen the outlined paintingbooks of which children are so fond. A drawing of
some simple subject is given in outline, and the
child, with its box of paints, sets to work to paint it.
Chopin, and, indeed, all music, is one great paintingbook full of outline drawings, and those who play the
piano are the children who attempt to color thqm.
As with children so with musicians, artistic instincts
are lacking through want of training, or because the
soul is entirely without the necessary germ of art.
The result is that the pictures are seldom more than
uninteresting daubs. The result may be symmetrical
enough, but the colors do not blend, and offend in¬
stead of please. Some are merely sketches in sepia,
lacking all brightness and beauty; others are in the
hard black and white of crude contrast. But the
real artist can make a beautiful picture out of quite
an uninteresting subject by the careful choice and
blending of his colors; he can even surround his sub¬
ject with some subtle atmosphere all its own, until his
work stands out by itself in comparison with the
crude paintings of his fellows.

Personally, although the public for some reason
regard me purely as a Chopin-player, owing to the
fact that his works figure so prominently on my
program through their being so prominent with
the public, I can play all composers equally well;
and it is this reason that makes Chopin’s works so
dear to me; for, knowing full well the beautiful
thoughts expressed by them, I can appreciate how
much, as a whole, Chopin’s works are more beautiful
than those of the other composers.
Practically every line he wrote is a line of perfect
poetry. Even his most simple pieces are among the
finest gems of our musical literature. Look at the
etudes! Their worth does not lie in their merits
from the point of view of musical construction, but
in their immense poetical beauty. The very first one
is among the harmonical wonders of the world. Yet
this was written when he was but a youth of twenty!
Whenever I play it, it always conjures up before my
mind the picture of some exquisitely beautiful little
child being bathed in a silver bath filled with milk and
wine amid brightly-colored, richly-scented flowers!
And almost every one of them brings some similar
picture before me.
Poetic Interpretation Imperative.
Yet with the etudes as with the preludes, each
will be meaningless if properly interpreted. Many of
the most beautiful pieces of poetry in literature would
seem uninteresting and flat if read by a bad reciter.
In the same way, a good reciter will make attractive
a poem whose beauties are not so apparent. A fine
painter will light up each little beauty in his pictures
until the smallest detail is attractive and strikes the
eye. It is only the mediocrity whose work is char¬
acterized by sameness and lack of interest. There
must be no mediocrity in the playing of Chopin.
Chopin was the father of modern piano technique.
He called upon all the resources of his instrument,
and, seeing that the piano of to-day is so immeas¬
urably improved from what it was in his time, there
is every reason why the player of to-day should be
able to obtain the same effect, or. even better ones
than Chopin did, with much less difficulty. For
instance, I referred just now to the accentuation of
one note in a chord, the rest of the notes being
played so lightly as to resemble the sighing of the
breeze through the strings. This effect must have
been very difficult on the old pianos, but it can be
easily accomplished on, say for instance, the Bechstein of to-day, which is the piano upon which 1
always play. Go to one of Godowsky's recitals and
you will see to what height modern technique has
come, for Godowsky is the king of the piano in this
respect, and is unquestionably the finest exponent
of technique in the world to-day. He owes his
extraordinary powers partly to Chopin, who first
showed what could be done in this direction, and
partly to the modern piano, which makes possible so
much more than Chopin could accomplish.
Present-day pianists, therefore, have everything in
their favor. They have the finest brushes and the
most beautiful outline drawings; all that they need
acquire then, is the musical insight which shall
show them how to mix the pigments upon the palette
and app y them most attractively upon the canvas —
From The Strand.

STUDIO EXPERIENCE.
BY EVA HIGGINS MARSH.
“I wish you had been my first teacher” remarked
said^ PUP‘ an<1 m reSponse t0

Chopin Study Requires Deep Thought.
Perhaps more than any other composer, Chopin
requires deep thought and study before any one of
his outline drawings is attempted, for his nature
was such that he created quite naturally particular
effects of tone and color arrived at by none of his
predecessors. These efforts cannot be merely copied
from the works of anyone else, so that Chopin-play¬
ing becomes a special study in itself, requiring spe¬
cial training and special methods of interpretation.
Of course, I do not mean to say that familiarity with
the methods of other men is not of assistance, and
the finest Chopin-players are those who have mas¬
tered all the beauties of other composers, since only
by having so done will they be able to fully see and
understand all the new and unusual beauties that
exist in Chopin, and the immense gulf which divides
him from the rest.

fluery “Why”

“She didn’t seem to care what I did. I suppose
she taught me notes, but she never cared how T
held my hands °r what fingering r
\
thing
How she asked this teacher to please cor¬
rect her if she was fingering incorrectly is the
patheuc attempt of a child to find light
Many
chi dren recognize this “don’t care” attitude but
LfebegeS hkCeUSe ** CareleSSneSS

their ^

“
K ‘Lam uic cniia to exact fro
irom mmselt t
best of which he is capable. There must be con
tinual correction, and constant impetus to get the
work required. Then should we not teach some
thing beside music for a lesson or
“
quality if you will, of doing one’s best alwavf10^
for the sake of, not to-dav or tn „
&lwa£s’ anc
time, 1^
a‘'
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LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
PRACTICAL HINTS FROM WIDE-A-WAKE
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

HOW I KEEP “THE ETUDE.”
To the Editor of The Etude:
To increase the usefulness of my Etudes I have
devised a means of binding them. The materials
are plain white paper, which can be had' at the
printing office, or wall paper with the figured sides
pasted together is a good substitute, .’trips of cot¬
ton or linen cloth for binding, strong thread and
paste or prepared glue.
When about a year’s numbers have collected I
arrange them in their order in the form of a con¬
venient sized book of six numbers.
The cover is cut in one piece from the white
paper and a strip of cloth pasted on for binding.
The front is adorned with one of the best pic¬
tures from The Etude covers and has the date and
name, Etude Music, and the table of contents for
the six numbers. I find it is very convenient to have
this index on the outside.
The cover is put on by sewing through the mid¬
dle of the book through the binding.
Thus, I have all my Etudes in nice order and
available for use. If I need music or written article
it can be found in a few moments. The time spent
in making the book is saved many times, not to
mention the annoyance of looking through a stack
of music every time you want one piece.
It is much easier to consult an encyclopedia than
to look through a pile of magazines, and thus ar¬
ranged my Etudes are as easy to use, and often a
good substitute for the encyclopedia I have not yet
attained.
Fannie Gilbert.
[Editor’s Note:—A durable Etude binder is
manufactured expressly' for our readers. This will
hold twelve copies. It is neat, convenient and very
desirable for any reader who desires a more perma¬
nent means of preserving The Etude.]
ABSURD DISCRIMINATION.
To the Editor of The Etude:
In reading Mr. William Sherwood’s comments in
the July Etude, on “Commercialism in Musical Art,”
brings to mind another phase of the subject which
recently came to my notice. A young teacher with
high recommendations and a good record applied for
a position at a conservatory in a small town in
northern Georgia. She was notified that to fill the
position one must have a foreign education.
Such nonsense as this, to be sure, keeps the walk
warm for those who have the name of studying
abroad, and without doubt adds to the thought of
the idea that a premium should be placed on study¬
ing in Europe. It also causes those who are ruled
by money to shorten the course of study in this
country that they may sooner reach this supposed
haven of musical erudition. So long as the con¬
servatories and other molders of public opinion
give preference to foreign trained teachers, just so
long will American students flock to Europe.
Yours truly,
Clarence Chandler.
FROM “THE LAND OF RAGTIME.”
To the Editor of The Etude:
I am one of the many music teachers of a South¬
western city, and find a great lack of musical cul¬
ture among the majority of the citizens and even
among some of the would-be teachers. I think your
musical journal The Etude so helpful to me I would
like to try to place it in every musical home. This
is the land of ragtime music; nearly every one
seems to have “gone daft” on that class (what I
call “dime novel” literature in music). Good, pains¬
taking teachers who try to introduce the classics or
raise the musical taste among the majority are only
criticised as cranks or left with few pupils, while
the teachers without conscience or knowledge wax
fat teaching their “yellow” music and playing it in
public. It alwavs takes with the ignorant crowd.
The uncultured taste always seeks for the primitive
colors both in music and dress. The untutored
Indian much prefers the real calico dress to the
black silk Lyons velvet.

In some of your early issues I wish ZxntaeTto
speak editorially on this subject: The a
wej]
be gained by studying the classics m music
as in literature.
.,
. prv
The “Hurrah Boys”1 quickstep is considered vy
much prettier than any of Beethovens, M°*art S’
Wagner’s, Schumann’s, Chopin’s, Mendelsso
the whole catalogue of the great masters g
compositions, etc., etc.
f
The people here have plenty of money to a
anything they want, and in the art of dress, en e
taining, drawing and painting are far ahead ot a y
place of its size in the East or Middle West. Their
schools, too, are fully equal to the best; but music¬
ally wc must take a back seat, even though we may
hold first place in everything else.
Very sincerely,
Mrs. M. G. Keefer.
THE PROPHET IN HIS OWN COUNTRY.
To the Editor of The Etude:
Why is it that musicians in general think, study
and write of composers and music belonging to past
ages, and devote so little attention to the composers
and music of our present era?
When I go to a concert my program is made up
almost entirely of music written centuries ago.
Have we no music of our own time worthy of a
good share of space upon our concert programs?
Even in The Etude I have looked in' vain for articles
on some of the composers and musicians of the
present time. There are many on the famous com¬
posers and musicians of the past, as Beethoven,
Liszt, Mozart, Chopin, Haydn, etc.; articles on their
lives, their works, their methods of teaching, and
on almost everything which in any way ever touched
them on their work. This merely goes to show, I
think, that many musicians and music lovers of to¬
day give more consideration and study to music of
the past (that is, music written in the past) than
they do to music of the present.
Many people would say, if asked as to the reason
for this preference for music of the past, “Why, the
music of the present time can in no way compare
with the music by Haydn, Mozart, Chopin or Bee¬
thoven or any of the famous composers. It is less
beautiful and far less intellectual.” But it seems to
me that in this world of progress music must have
had its share in the evolution of the world. For
instance, in the times of our famous . composers
mentioned above, the pianoforte was not the instru¬
ment it is to-day, and it seems to me that the com¬
poser of to-day should be better able to write for
an instrument whose powers he has heard and tested
than the composer of long ago who had an instrument much inferior to the cues used to-day.
Should we not find more beauty and more intel¬
lectuality in much of the music of to-day if we
studied it more and looked more keenly for its
beauties.
Many of the compositions of famous
composers were not appreciated until many years
a ter they were dead and men of later times7 had
studied them with a view to finding all the beauty
there was in them. Why may not this be true of tlv
compositions written in our own time, or -t
cf some cf them—that much of their
77
intellectual.ty lies hidden because we have not
searched long enough to find it? Why not 1 t '
appreciate the composers of our time as thev ,1?
serve and net wait until they are dead and do not'
care for cur appreciation?
not
I should like to read other people’s opinions o
the subject of the above and hope you w
1
my letter worth considering.
111 thlnk
Yours sincerely,
'• * ; t:‘y * --

A. Hood.

7 w!sh 1 could inspire every friend of
and great men in particular, with the sam* TS1C>
of sympathy and profound appreciation o U„ eP‘,h
inimitable music that I myself feel ar d ° .M°*art’s
nations would vie with each other in* tv, '°yj then
to possess such a jewel within their fro 7!deavor
Joseph Haydn (December, 1787).
ntiers.”—

Listen frequently to good orchestras or chor, I
join one or other yourself d possible.
I
Remember that any knowledge of any branch .1
music is useful.^ Undoes not pay to be M,0I
mAlwaysVhave a dictionary of musical terms hr, 1
and never pass by a word of which you cannot
curately tell the meaning
Miss no opportunity of reading new music.
Make it a rule to go to as many good concert, I
possible; hear as many of the best soloists as „ I
can. A recital by a good pianist is as beneficial i 1
two or three lessons, if properly listened to r I
YOU can find out beforehand the names of the pit[l I
to be played and learn some of them, or at 19 I
read them through, your enjoyment will be twi„ I
great, and the benefit gained will also be doubt I
After the concert, play them again and try to *
member all the little shades of expression and stv]
which were put into the pianist’s rendering-.;',
then thoroughly study the piece which suits y»,
best amongst them and add it to your repertoire
Save all your spare pennies and make a collectir
of good bound music. It is astonishing how nice, I
library of classical music can be collected by bur *
one volume at a time. Try it and see. Suck
library is always a pleasure to the musician, and
have all the classical works handy is a grea: i.
Begin with a good edition of Beethoven's son;::
then Mozart’s sonatas (those models of form fur ti
student), then get Bach’s Wohltcmpcrirte Clari
and Chopin’s complete pianoforte works, and go:
to Schubert, Schumann. Mendelssohn, Scarlatti,!
Some of these volumes arc expensive, and it t:i
time to collect a library of this sort, but the writ
has already quite a goodly number of bos.ks.anJ
still collecting and finds them most useful for
ence; besides the fact that there is always somethir
new to study and play.
Take Schumann’s advice and "Do not miss i
opportunity of practicing music in company«
others; as, for example, in duets, trios, etc.; tk
gives you a flowing and elevated style of play::
and self-possession. Frequently accompany singers
There is no better practice. Let it be your ambitic
when accompanying to have the singer feel that yo
are so much one with the song that he can for'ge
the accompanist altogether and be sure of sup
in the right places. If you have any voice at all an
it is possible for you to have a few singing ter
do so; if you sing yourself, you will be a much ben
accompanist, as you can feel more readily wk
wanted by another singer.
Always read anything and everything com
with music. If you know the history of a nmsichr,
life, and the circumstances under which he wrote
music, you will play that music with much tm
taste and feeling.
Do not over-practicc. Four hours a day are qm
as much as you can give proper thought and r:
non to; afterwards y-ur fingers begin to wort
.Pianola ~1finite mcchanicallv. and what is plan
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EVADING DIFFICULTIES.
BY GEORGE ANDERSON.
cl,f\Cr C,'cc *n a while wc hear of some new she
.
to nni>-ical success.
The new_‘‘■~l ahn)

has created!

H

Cnthus,asm of the new tea*

ThergrcnSto«°U niay’ you cannot avoid diffi*"
the hgardest to *S,erS arC the
have wo*
have been t- • 7'0mc difficulties. Because *
times is s;r.,"|1,,ed
et,ucationaI opportunities
aI1 the harder /"1 '"dication ,hal they have wo*
lively littlJ ■
u1 ’.'"'‘ter. Wagner had comply
worker and '1[lstri'c,Ion. nut he was a wonders
f^y think th\ .T* “yS’ “People are mistaken
art
No one hV ’l "° difficu,,y
««««**
composition *t?as !akcn more trouble with stud."'
brated co° J
\ There is scarcely a singlec*
mposer whom I did not earnestly study

ment to the youthful Brahms, speaking of his sonatas
as “veiled symphonies.” Wagner, too,' indulged in
much criticism, usually of the fault-finding variety.
His attack on Meyerbeer, though correct, might have
BY ARTHUR ELSON.
been left unwritten, in view of the latter’s benefits to
him. Wagner has been rated as hostile to Mendels¬
The successful revival of Rameau's early opera,
sohn also, but in reality he delighted in hearing that
“Hippolyte et Aricie,” has given rise to historical
composer's “Hebrides” overture. In France, Bruretrospects. In the days when it was brought out
neau at present heads the list of composer-critics,
the orchestra consisted of one clavecin (early piano
”
not
only for his good judgment, but because of the
or spinet) 16 violins, 12 basses, 6 “parties” (for
honesty and manliness of his character. The bril¬
interior parts), 5 oboes, 5 “fluttes,” 4 bassoons, a
liant, though sometimes partisan, critiques of Berlioz
trumpet, and a kettle-drum. The time was kept by
beating on the floor with a cane, instead of wielding
are historic.
a baton. This custom, which had been “in vogue
some time, actually caused the death of Sully, a
Siegfried Wagner and Modern Music.
generation before Rameau flourished; for he
Siegfried Wagner now also comes out in the role
pounded the cane on his gouty foot instead of on the
of
critic,
if the recent letter by him, quoted in the
floor, and inflicted a wound that caused blood pois¬
Signale, is correctly reported. He goes on record
oning. In later times the leader sat at the harpsi¬
as sneering most decidedly at the German com¬
chord, while the baton did not come into general
posers of to-day for their futile and bombastic at¬
use until near the beginning of the nineteenth cen¬
tempts to imitate the grandiose vein of his father’s
tury.
great works. This condemnation is rather too gen¬
Although oratorios played a part, the early operas
eral, in the first place, but even if wholly true, it
are really responsible for the development of- the
comes with a bad grace from one who has tried to
orchestra. The first one. Peri’s “Euridice,” (1600)
repeat the paternal successes—and failed. In one
had only harpsichord, guitar, viol da gamba, and
of the Munich Carnival processions, the composer
theorbo (large lute). Eight years later, Monteof “Der Barenhauter” was delicately caricatured as
verde’s “Orfeo” employed 2 harpsichords, 2 bass
a man in a bear-skin, striving to reach a laurel
viols, 10 tenor viols, one double harp, 2 small French
wreath that was always pulled beyond his grasp,
violins, 2 wooden organs and a smaller “regal,” 3
This
described the 'situation exactly. Now, after
viole da gamba, 4 trombones, two wood trumpets
four trials for the larger style, he turns aside, and
(cornetti), a flute, and 3 muted trumpets.
says that his next work will be in the frankly popu¬
. The first step beyond this medley of instruments,
lar style of Nicolai. Let us hope it will prove as
played in unison or simple chords, was the gradual
fresh and gay as “The Merry Wives of Windsor;”
adoption of the string band, the violin type replacing
and let us hope, also, that the composer did not
the flatter viols. Then came the use of wind instru¬
intend the letter for publication.
ments in unison with the strings. This led to more
Among the novelties to be heard at the Ber¬
varied effects, but it was left for Rameau to really
lin Opera House, in the coming season, is Leo
systematize the use of the wood-wind in free parts.
Blech’s comedy, “Versiegelt.” As it has only one
Then came the idea of using the wind instruments
act, Lapierre’s "Habanera” will probably be imported
to alternate and contrast with the strings. Before
to fill out the evening. Goldmark’s “Gotz” is being
this, if strings began a number, they had to com¬
remodeled, and his “Winter's Tale” will probably
plete it, any change (called “broken music”) being
appear also. Schjelderup’s “Fruhlingnacht” proved
against the strict rules. The use of wood-wind and
rather tempestuous, for two lovers who are forced
brass, both to support and contrast with the strings,
to
part decide to die instead. Gotzl’s “Zierpuppen”
brought the orchestra into shape for Mozart and the
is a one-act adaptation of “Les Precieuses Ridicules,”
classical period—the string quartet as at present, a
while Dorn’s “Schone Mtillerin” makes a pretty
wood-wind quartet of flute, oboe, clarinet and bas¬
pastoral.
soon, and for brasses, horns and trumpets, all sup¬
In the depths of a potash mine near Stassfurt a
ported by the contrabass and reinforced by the
concert hall has now been cut out. This leads a
kettle-drum. Such was Haydn’s orchestra also,
German paper to ask where we may take refuge in
minus the darinettes, and Beethoven’s regular band,
plus trombones.
future, and whether our airships will soon be invaded
by orchestras.
With Bach we still find many of the old instru¬
In Italy, Leoncavallo is finishing two new works,
ments in use—a high “violino piccolo,” the viola
“Maia” and “Camicia IJossa,” while Santonocito, a
d’amore with its extra steel strings for sympathetic
vibration, the viol da gamba (leg viol), a small ’cello,
Sicilian, has won a success at Venice with “La
and the lute. Among wind instruments he used the
Coccarda.” In Bohemia, Josef Suk’s symphony
old straight flute (recorders), the rich oboe d’amore,,
“Asrael” has won a prize from the Academy of
the still deeper oboe di chccia, and many sizes of
$.rts and Sciences.
Rimsky-Korsakoff’s opera,
trombones. Many of these are decidedly attractive,
“Sadko,” will probably be put on at Paris, while a
and when the old music is revived on the old instru¬
suite from his “Christmas Eve Revels” is to be
ments, as is now done by Arnold Dolmetsch and
heard at Sheffield.
others, the effect is most pleasing.
In France, Fevrier's “Monna Vanna” is held up
because Maeterlinck refuses to let the Opera use
Jris text unless the prima donna of his choice is em¬
Composers as Critics,
ployed. Maeterlinck is evidently of a pugnacious
In the Monthly Musical Record we find a brief
disposition. It is not many years since he was re¬
paragraph on composers as critics. The subject is
viling Debussy for making some necessary altera¬
tempting; it is suggestive of the excitements of a
tions in setting “Pelleas et Melisande.” When that
Donnybrook fair, or the celebrated debate between
composer shortened one or two scenes, for stage
the pot and the kettle as to whetfier the color line
purposes, the enraged author said he would wash
should be drawn.
his hands of such jargon. But let us not blame
Bach did little criticising; as father of a large
Maeterlinck too much for objecting to “cuts;” since
family he was doubtless kept busy receiving criti¬
sometimes, in his works, there are places where
cisms rather than giving them. We find Handel,
even the author’s version, seems to have too few
however, paying his respects to Gluck, on the latter’s
words to make sense.
London trip, by saying that the newcomer knew no
Novelties for Queen’s Hall are a symphony by
more of counterpoint than his cook. But it may be
Balfour Gardiner, a 'cello concerto by Percy H.
remembered that Handel’s cook was a composer.
Niles, another for piano by York Bowen, “A Vil¬
Later on Handel dealt a few solar plexus blows to
lage Suite” by Luard Selby, a prelude to “Agamem¬
his rival Buononcini; while across the channel Gluck
non” by W. H. Bell, and two orchestral pieces, “Age
performed similar evolutions with Piccini. Haydn,
and Youth,” by Dr. Herbert Brewer. Granville
teaching Beethoven at twenty cents an hour, grew
Bantock’s three-part “Rubaiyat” receives the high
sarcastic over the latter’s musical independence, and
praise that is always won by his marked originality.
called him “The Great Mogul.” Beethoven, by his
Ethel Smyth’s “Wreckers” comes in for decidedly
bold and free use of the instruments, became a target
adverse criticism, because of its lurid libretto. Colefor the wit and- satire of Weber, and could only
ridge-Taylor is at work on incidental music for a
shake hji fist and swear in return.
production of “Faust.” It was doubtless a new re¬
Schumann, as founder of the Neue Zeitschrift
porter, on a London paper, who described the partial
fiir Musik, made criticism a part of his profession.
unroofing of a cathedral in a storm, and added that
Usually a composer is too biased by his own style
the rain filled the organ pipes. Possibly he rea¬
to be a good critic, but Schumann showed a breadth
soned that they were stopped pipes! This is probably
of vision and a sympathetic insight that deserve all
the cathedral where the guide stated that the organ
praise. It was he who gave enthusiastic encourage¬
was “run by hydraulic water!”
IMPORTANT MUSICAL ACTIVITIES
ABROAD.
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HOW TO LEARN QUICKLY.
BY MADAME A. PUPIN.
Many piano students complain that it takes such a
long time to practice a piece so that it can be played
passably. They say that it is discouraging to work
so long on a piece that they get sick of it, and there¬
fore, they seldom play a piece satisfactorily.
A great many students practice into their music
from the beginning errors of different kinds uncer¬
tain fingering, false notes, inexact and un-uniform
technique and other things which are as stumbling
blocks and prevent the perfecting of a piece.
Those who have had a rigid finger drill and have
acquired a positive technique, do not have the diffi¬
culty that those do who undertake to learn pieces
which require what they have, not had—a drill which
equalizes the fingers.
To attempt to learn a piece by playing it through
from beginning to end would be about as difficult as
trying to learn a chapter of the Proverbs of Solomon
by reading the chapter through from beginning to
end.
It would be well if students would condescend to
practice as an artist does. He takes a short passage
—one or two measures—and practices it with one
hand. The first thing he aims at is to play it with
perfect exactness. He watches his fingers carefully
to see that they play exactly the same way each
time. When he has succeeded in making them, by
his will and by his careful watching, play exactly the
same way each time, he continues to repeat the
passage until the fingers do it of their own accord.
This may be accomplished in twenty, forty or sixty
repetitions.
The average student shudders at the idea of such
practice, but the artist has attained to-day, in sixty
repetitions, what the average student does “not gain
in six months’ practice,- because the average student
does not insist on certainty in her practice, and has
never been willing to repeat a passage right often
enough to make it a habit.
The Love of Practice,
Artists are not in such a hurry as some amateurs,
or as most students, to hear how the piece is going
to sound. They love to practice in this careful way,
for they know the time will come when they can say,
“Fingers, I want you to play this piece and I am
going to listen.” Then the fingers play without any
direction, and the artist puts whatever expression
he desires into the piece.
The artist practices short passages, each hand
separately and then together; he aims first at
absolute certainty and repeats till the fingers execute
the passage of themselves.
The secret then seenis to be to make the first day’s
practice tell, to see something accomplished and
know that by this kind of practice the next day will
show an advance, and each succeeding day will put
the student so much ahead.
Beginners should also practice in this way. I once
heard a lady—said to be a fine teacher—give a
lesson. It was something like this:
“Emma, why do you always make the same mis¬
take in the same place? Emma, don’t you know
better than to put that finger there? Now, Emma,
you have made that mistake again. Have you really
practiced this piece? I don’t see how you are going
to play it in the musicale next week;” and so on for
half an hour. What Emma was trying to do was to
read a piece, both hands together, a piece that was
too difficult for her. She had not got to the stage
of practice, neither had she been told how to prac¬
tice. How I wanted that teacher to go away and let
me make it easy for the unhappy Emma to learri, at
least, three lines of that piece that afternoon! By
that time she would have learned how to study the
rest.
I should have made her play the first measure and
first note of next measure four, eight or tw.elve times
with right hand alone, until it was as easy to do as
saying A B C D. Then second measure, ending on
first note of third, the same way; and so continuing
for perhaps sixteen measures. Then we would take
up the left hand part and memorize it. I would tell
her to practice thus for two days before putting the
hands together.
If beginners and other students would see them¬
selves doing something, practice would be a delight;
and if artists are willing to practice short passages
slowly and carefully, why should not young students
be willing to do the same?
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that they will sometimes insist on clinging to m0aft
after month, are often inconceivably awkward
unnatural? You should surely insist oni your pupi
doing what you know is right. That should be 4
reason why you are employed.
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The Teachers’ Round Table

Speed.

CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY

“How can I learn to play faster and mf
evenly? The best answer I have Ix-eu able to m
for this is more practice, but It does not seem tr
hold good in my case.”

Individual Responsibility.
i like
question—Can teachers give a lesson while reading
a book or newspaper, making out accounts, or
attention to'tHe1''8 themselves, and ^Ive the needed
Just such a teacher, and sometimes when I would
turn to ask him a question the blank look of
Inquiry on his fuce would betray the fact that he
knew nothing of what I was doing. Ami vet b» ««»
reputed to be an artist teacher.
i
er. I one day passed
the studio of a not 'd
teacher, and although
his most talented in
yet the teacher was reading a ‘newspaper. Should
not conscientious
undivided
“ “Why" cannoTu
tin—?
““ «<«**ence during a musical perform8
Festival, and a woman sat at mv side who chattered
Incessantly with her companion throughout the
about: the hall. Silence* ls° enforced”hi a pubUc
library, why not In a concert?"
There could hardly be two answers to your first
question. It is not a question that can be settled
through the columns of The Etude, however. It is
purely an individual matter between pupil and
teacher. If I found that my teacher was not giving
me his attention, I should cancel the agreement as
to lessons a once. A pupil does not pay a teacher
for his time in order that . he can spend it in
some other occupation. The time stipulated for
belongs to the pupil and if the teacher is unable to
give it where it belongs he should himself decline
to receive the pupil. The teacher has no right to
the time which another has paid for.
Silence should be enforced at a concert for the
protection of those who wish to listen. It is a great
mystery why people should pay for seats in which
to visit in a public place, when they could do that
visiting in their own homes at no cost to themselves.
It is also one of the curiosities of human experience
that many people go to a concert, talk throughout
the performance and then really believe that they
have heard the music. This question should be
argued locally, however, for no reader of The Etude
would ever talk during a musical performance.
Children Beginning.
“Will you kindly inform me how to start
thm8the flrstnfew lessons*16 J!'ian? ’ what:
teac?
method would
Beginners should first be taught how to make
correct finger motions. This can best be done upon
a table. If you can keep your pupils for three or
four weeks practicing preliminary exercises in this,
way, it will be much to their advantage. The
fingers should first be thoroughly drilled in making
the up and down motions, beginning very slowly
(and the word “slowly” should be apprehended about
four times slower than is usually the case), and in
order to bring this about the teacher should insist
on from two to four counts being made on each up
motion and the same on down motions. The number
of counts can be reduced, finally adding two or more
motions to each count, as facility is gained. If you
take the pupil immediately to the keyboard, the
attention will be enirely devoted to the sound pro¬
duced, and to deciphering the notes, and it will
be almost impossible to induce hin) to observe
whether he is making the correct motions with his
fingers, or indeed any motions whatever. But if he
learns the motions first, the whole matter is much
simplified.
Then take up the “First Steps in Pianoforte Study ”
compiled by Presser. Work into this very gradually
and thoroughly, leaving no point until it is under¬
stood. and the exercises and pieces can be played.
It is a most excellent drill to have the pupil learn
them by heart, and after they are committed to
memory let him fix his mind on playing them with
the correct motions. A pupil can often learn more
about making proper motions after a piece is com¬
mitted than at any other time. Such practice con¬
duces very materially to freedom and flexibility.

A better answer would be, look to the manner i„
which you practice. You need, first, plenty of SI0*
practice. - Practice the progressive trill with each
pair of fingers, 1, 2—2, 3 3 4 and 4, 5( wjttl
metronome. Set the metronome at 60 to begin «itj
Play one, two, four and eight notes on a beat, grad
nally advancing the metronome notch by notch as"
more facility is gained. This is on the assumption
that you are using correct linger motions ior j
you are not your work will do little for you. Trent
the scales in the same manner. If you find it impossible to play eight notes on a beat, omit the eighth
form, and work up the four note form ui

When a pupil is first learning a piece or etude, there
is great danger of a condition of constraint in the
hand, which condition can only be overcome after
the piece is learned. After your pupil has progressed
a little, the interest may be awakened by giving little
pieces in sheet music. Do not give too many at
first, however, but let the little mind think it is some¬
thing very special, permitted because of good work
in the book. This will carry you through the first
Self-Instruction.

Technic.” The same treatment ma*- be applied to
your velocity etudes, and in a measure to T01lr
pieces that is, such as call for rapid execution

flip piano, using different methods, hut with little
success. I am thinking of using Mathews’ Standard
(haded Course for a final effort, with the graded
pieces for supplementary work. I do not care to
take up theoretical work, hut Simply wish to learn
to read fairly well at sight. Will the above course
meet my requirements ? Will 1 need Mason’s ‘Touch
and Technic,’ in addition to the above ? Will I need
Czerny or Kohlac velocity studies In order to reach
the fourth grade?”

Indistinctness.
“IIow shall I correct the liahlt of playing Inilb
tinctly? I have a pupil who does this eonaimilr
1 have used Masons Touch and Technic, Sr 1111,a,r1
Melody and Technic and Duvcrnoy s studies t™]..!
pieces. I always insist on slow practice and correct
fingering. Ain 1 wrong, and If so what shall I d„r

The foregoing letter would lead one to infer that
you are trying to learn to play without the assistance
of a teacher, as a teacher would assign your exer¬
cises and pieces in accordance with your needs.
Your suggested program is a good one, but I fear
lest the cause. of your lack of success is due to
your practice being done in a faulty manner, and I
can only recommend that you employ the best
teacher at your command, at least until you find out
if there is anything wrong in your method of prac¬
tice, application of principles, selection of exercises,
etudes and pieces, or use of your hands and fingers.
If a teacher is out of the question, I should suggest
that you give the very closest and most analytical
attention to the principles laid down in Mason’s
“Touch and Technic.” You will certainly need to
practice scales, arpeggios and other exercises, and
you can do no better than to try to follow Mason’s
directions most faithfully. The trouble with most
pupils who try to. teach themselves, aside from fail- '
ing to completely understand principles, is that they
go too rapidly from one exercise to another They
are very likely to try and skim over in a few months
what was intended to be material for years of prac¬
tice. Take a certain senes of exercises and practice
them with the metronome, but do not attempt to
reach the indicated speed. Then return to the same
set after a few months, and see how much nearer you
can approximate the required speed.
Try what
this will do for you. The Czerny Studies selected
by L.ieblmg will provide you wih all the velocity
studies you will need.
velocity

Are you sure that your pupil is using a correct
finger touch?
Everything depends upon this
Devise accentual treatment for all finger passage
work in etudes and pieces. Practice with a strong
accent on every other note
Exaggerate the accent}
for a time. When the piece or etude is learned, drop
die unnecessary accents, but insist on the measure
accents, and those for the grouped notes in passage
work, being made very distinctly.
Indistinctness
sometimes comes from shiggi-li «.r la/-,
the fingers, in which case the entire physical system
of the pupil may need reorganizing.
Necessity cf Technic.
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care of a teacher whom you know is thoroughly
competent. Do not select such teachar on mere
hearsay, however, as is the common American
custom, but take every pains to find out the exact
ability and standing of- the teacher. In other words,
keep her in your own care, unless you are absolutely
certain you can put her witlj someone who is far
more experienced in modern piano work than you
are yourself.
Pronunciation of Foreign Words.
_i) Table I write in regard t<
been troubling several of us. W
to gain information as to the cor
of the names of pieces, and nlst
posers. The pieces under discussl

the second is to be played staccato. Mild staccato
touch is used when a less degree of staccato is indi¬
cated. The down arm touch is the best to teach
beginners for chords at first, although the other
touches will have to follow soon. A knowledge- mj,
the correct form of touch to .be used in all cases can
only be acquired by a thorough and systematic
musical education and experience. Modern piano
playing is so complicated a process that it is impos¬
sible to make a categorical list of touches that can
be made applicable to all cases.

find it difficult
t pronunciation
f musical eom-

To the village student of music there is no other
The first title is pronounced as if it were spelled,
single source of information of as great value as
Lays A-twal Dor, the first A in the second word
the musical magazine. Usually the village teacher,
having, the same sound as in “Lays.’' The second
at her best, is a talented and conscientious beginner.
title, La-vaunt Gard, the first A as in father, and the
Without experience in teaching, without breadth of
T in vaunt silent. Tile best book for you to get is f, knowledge, her instruction must necessarily omit
Musical Dictionary, by Hugh A. Clarke. It has much
many of the essentials of thorough training, even
supplementary information in regard to the pronun¬
though she imparts most carefully that which she
ciation of musical words which will be useful for
possesses.
you.
Doubtless there are occasional country communi¬
ties with resident musicians of liberal education and
Forgery of Beethoven’s Name.
artistic
ability. But that state of affairs, as well as
“A.—Did Beethoven aompose much easy music
like the charming waltz T.a Jtoulrui-.' ill I-' aiinm- ;
the audience of finely discriminating musical taste,
•Farewell to the Piano,’ ’Webster’s Funeral March,’
is an exceptional condition in the small village and
etc. If so, where can a complete list be found?
“B.-—What is the ’vigorous little sonata in F
not to be considered under this heading.
minor from the Bonn days.’ referred to by Mathews
The average village pupil responds nobly to his
in an article on Beethoven? I cannot find it in
any catalogue and should like to get It.”
teaching. Often a child of parents who must make
sacrifices in order that he may be taught, he under¬
All the compositions referred to in the first ques¬
stands
the circumstances and appreciates them by
tion are forgeries. Beethoven did not compose them.
intelligent, faithful application.
Their authorship has been attributed to Reissiger,
Neither teacher ’nor pupil is to blame, generally,although this is uncertain. They were gotten out
that'his development is narrow and one-sided. She
in the heyday of Beethoven’s popularity by some
teaches what she knows and he learns what he secs
enterprising publisher possessing more greed than
to learn, but both are probably blind and deaf music¬
honesty. How could Beethoven, the German, who
ally; more often the latter, although few young
died in 1827, be likely to write the funeral march of
teachers
realize the helpfulness of the printed page,
the American who died in 1852? The sonata referred
and so ignore it.
to is the familiar Opus. 2, No. 1.
The deafness is still more excusable, for frequently
A Phrasing Sign.
the only available supply of musical interpretation is
‘‘the band” struggling with execrable marches and
two-steps, and the church choirs shouting out gospel
songs. As for the pianists, they are praised or
blamed wholly for 'their agility or' lack of it. upon
the supposition that the higher the rate of ’speed
ere is q dot over
e last c
the greater the excellence of the performance. Is
e apparently tied?’1
it surprising that technic, and senseless technic only,
As . general rule the
the foregoing
is the standard of merit in such environment?
examples should be interpreted as phrasing signs,
Little theory, less of history, still less of real
in which case the second note would receive a stroke,
music, reaches the village aspirant by the way of
although there are exceptions which can only be
teaching or hearing.
determined by the context. The first example is
. Imagine the advent of an up-to-date musical maga¬
sometimes included as one of the parts, or voices, in
zine into this stunted growth of one-sided achieve¬
a chord, the dot then indicating that the second note
ment. What an amazing difference is offered to the
is to be released promptly with the other notes of
student from the dead level of speed practice and
the chord. In the case of the second example, there
tum-i-tum tune! Charmingly written biographies of
would, always be a stroke.
great men who are dimly recognized as the originals
t]le grst page 0f half-comprehended
A Poor Timest.
studies. Introductions
the great contempora¬
“I am taking lessons on the piano and can suc¬
neous musicians, with p’rograms showing the style of
ceed very well in getting the notes, but cannot
music those '.worthy of the name delight to play.
understand the time. My teacher has explained it
td me several times, and I can play a piece after
Items telling the progress of the musical world, fa¬
I have heard it, but I can neither understand the
miliarizing the student with the methods and ac¬
time nor count while playing. Can you give me anv
advice on the subject, or suggest a hook that will
complishment-of instructors and schools. All these
help me?”
are to be found there, but still better are printed
Get a copy of “Gibbon’s Catechism of Music,” and
suggestions from the greatest teachers of the land,
make a thorough study of the elements of music.
careful teaching that can be preserved and referred
to as often as required.
Do not leave one question until you are sure you
understand it. Make a special study of the questions
It is as impossible for any but the experienced to
on time.^ Then get a copy of “Studies in Musical
appreciate the worth of such instruction as it is
Rhythm,” by Edgar L. Justus, and practice them
for those who have never known hunger to appre¬
until you have thoroughly assimilated the principles.
ciate wholesome food. To* illustrate:
These are so constructed that you can tap them out
A Real Case.
on the table with a pencil. I think you will find that
these will help you over your difficulties.
Thirty years ago a village maid (taught by a lady
who was graduated from a reputable conservatory,
Staccato.
without ever having discovered the meaning of
“Win you pleas.
music) learned Mendelssohn’s “Spring £ong.” She
staccato and when____
read it accurately, played it smoothly, to the entire
to use the finger elastic and when the mild stac¬
cato touch?
satisfaction of her precise and methodical teacher,
* "SAoald young pupils beginning to play chords be
and hated it with all the intensity of her sixteen
taught to use the down-arm touch entirely?”
years. Then a musical magazine came to her notice
These questions -are too comprehensive to be
—a mere germ compared with the product of to-day
answered briefly. But in general, use the finger
—and she read the words of a well-known teacherstaccato in rapid passages that a*e marked staccato,
“The ‘Spring Song’ must rejoice. It is the spirit of
and which otherwise would be played with legato
freedom escaping the bondage of winter.”
finger touch. Use the wrist staccato in octaves and
What a revelation! Leaving the animate words
light chord work that is to be played rapidly. Use
to he lgnominiously upon the floor, she ran to the
the finger elastic when of two notes slurred together,
piano. Beginning to practice, there came, little by
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little, through her finger tips, the bursting of the
buds, the ripple of- the ice-freed stream, bird carols,
whispering breezes, and over all the sensuous
warmth and delight of burgeoning nature.
It was heaven, the awakening of her dormant
musical soul. Without other lessons there gradually
crept into her inner consciousness a mysterious
sense of the place of tone; a realization of the fact
that speed, while necessary, and admirable if cor¬
rect, must ever be subservient to tone. In short,
she learned from that one brief sentence that in
the soul of die music dwells its beauty, and that the
quality of that subtle, illuminating spirit which it
possesses determines the worth of a composition.
In this twentieth century the written wisdom of
musical masters, expensive teachers, is easily
brought by the magazine to the student's observa¬
tion. The earnest, conscientious village teacher
would do well to require with each lesson a synopsis
of one of those helpful articles, thus insuring thor¬
ough reading.
The Homemakers’ Music.
But not alone to the beginner is the musical maga¬
zine of value. Think of the vast army of house¬
wives who have “given up” their music. Drudgery
hardens and stiffens the fingers. Cooking, cleaning,
sewing, social duties, caring for little ones, are in¬
exorable in their demands upon time and strength.
However, her auditors expect her to play as well as
formerly or not at all, Naturally she shrinks from
an imperfect performance, yet despairs of finding
leisure for remedying it. Worse than all else, in
the matter of musical appreciation she is often alone.'
What wonder that she becomes musically atrophied!
To such as she, suffering the extinguishment of a
beautiful, white light uppn the pathway of life, the
magazine comes with vivifying impetus. To merely
read over the pages of well-edited music is reviving,
even though the fingers refuse to do her bidding in
the old supple, responsive way, and notes have
grown strange from long neglect. Again, between
the covers of this abetting minister she finds the
old, familiar spur to aspiration. She plans, arranges
for and finally wrests a wee bit of time from the
crowded day to devote to her almost lost art. Does
she grow discouraged at the slow progress, a new
number, arriving at the moment of decision, with
its delightful suggestion and restful harmonies, urges
her on to greater effort.
The Mother’s Mission.
During the past winter one of these house-mothers;
with ten minutes’ daily practice, learned Liszt’s ar¬
rangement of “Elsa’s Dream,” besides reviewing
some of her old pieces. Her object was her own
pleasure and improvement. Her reward came as a
surprise when she heard her little children compar¬
ing and intelligently criticising inferior music. She
knew that her playing had been their only opportu¬
nity to become acquainted with the really gefod. Had
not. the music appeared upon the pages of the magazipe, she would have had no thought of learning it.
The influence of that one number upon her family,
with its educating and refining effects, can be esti¬
mated only by time.
The dweller in the midst of musical surroundings
can scarcely understand the. good to be derived from
this source in localities remote from musical centers.
It must serve in the place of concert, choral society,
historical library, and to augment the various
branches of teaching, technical or theoretical, by
the printed page. That it accomplishes all these
to a respectable degree many a country pupil can
prove, and that, too, to the shame of his more for¬
tunate city rival.

--’-1
'-j-'-o, wilu muiu, ana
with fingers. There is ever a way open for you who
will to attain, and the musical magazine brings much
of the world s best to your very doors. When you
have exhausted the possibilities of such endeavor as
sure as the earth moves, a better way can be found *
waiting to receive you.

making a parade of difficulties at the cost of clearness. I have set no value on novelty as such, unless
naturally suggested by the situation and suited to
the expression; in fact there is no rule which I have
not felt bound to. sacrifice for the sake of effect”
—Christoph Wtlibald Gluck.
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“SELF-HELP” HINTS ON “ETUDE” MUSIC
PRACTICAL EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR AMBITIOUS, PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS

By PRESTON WARE OREM

FARANDOLE—RAOUL PUGNO.
The “Farandole" is the national dance of Provence,
The word is probably derived from the Spanish, Farandula meaning a company of strolling entertainers.
The dance itself is supposed to toe of Greek origin,
a direct descendant of the “Cranes’ Dance” invented
by Theseus to celebrate his escape from the Laby¬
rinth. As danced in the south of France the “Far¬
andole” consists of a file of young people, led by
a bachelor, holding hands-or joined by ribbons, pre¬
ceded by musicians playing upon the flageolet and
tambourine. As the dance proceeds through the
streets the number of participants is constantly aug¬
mented. Under the direction of the leader various*
figures are formed. The music is always in 6-8 time,
heavily accented. This dance form has been intro¬
duced into various operas and ballets. Pugno’s vivid1
idealization of it into a brilliant pianoforte solo is
one of the best examples of the employment of its
rhythm and general character in modern composition.
It is a charming and vivacious work, full of colom
Raoul Pugno (born 1852) is one of the best-known
contemporary French pianists. At present he is *
professor in the Paris. Conservatory. His playing
is characterized by grace‘and refinement, coupled
with a commanding technic. His compositions are
full of originality, displaying true musicianship. The
description of the dance furnishes a clue to the
interpretation of the “Farandole.” It must be played
with vigor and dash, with strong color contrasts.
Think of the sinuous line of dancers, the frantic evo¬
lutions; of the rattling of the tambourines interspersed
with explosive strokes, of the squeaking flageolets and
the strumming accompaniment suggesting guitars.
This piece must be taken at a brisk pace, demanding
chiefly the non legato touch in finger work. Note
carefully all the marks of expression, the strong
contrasts, paying particular attention to the ,dynamic
signs. The pedal must be used somewhat sparingly
and with discretion.
L’ELEGANTE—P. WACHS.
In another column will be found a portrait and
biography of Paul Wachs, together with a list of
some of his important compositions. This talented
Frenchman is one of the most able and popular of
all composers of drawing-room music of the higher
class.
L’Elegante” is a very fine specimen of his
style. _ Although not really difficult to play, this
piece is capable of much brilliancy of effect when
well handled. This ability to produce striking and
rich effects with moderate technical means is one of
M. Wachs’ strong points, being one of the chief
requisites in' the making of successful drawing-room
pieces.
Although this- piece bears the sub-title
mazurka de salon, in reality the characteristic ma¬
zurka rhythm asserts itself only in the second strain
of the trio section in G flat. One of the chief distinc¬
tions between the waltz and the mazurka (both being
in 54 time) lies in the fact that, whereas in the waltz
the principal accent falls on the first beat of each
measure, in the mazurka the accent inclines towards
the second beat. This effect obtains only in the
passage mentioned above. The first portion of the
piece has more the style of a slow waltz or Tyro¬
lean, a type much affected by composers of draw¬
ing-room music. The arpeggios of this portion must
be played in a scintillating manner, with clear touch
and rising and falling inflection; the pedal accurately
employed will be of great assistance i.i this portion.
In the trio the baritone melody of the left hand must
be well sung, the bell-like effect of the right hand
being duly subordinated. The spread chords ac¬
companying the left hand melody should be played
with what is known as the “wheel-touch,” bringing
the component members of the chord as close to¬
gether as possible by means of a swift turn of the
wrist. In this portion also the pedal plays an im¬
portant part. Make the most of the characteristic
mazurka strain contrasting with the cantilena of the
left hand. This would make a very showy recital

CAPRICE ESPAGNOL—H. WEYTS.
This is another clever drawing-room piece f°“nded
on an idealized dance rhythm. In the case o this
“Spanish Caprice” the rhythm is of the bolero.
The bolero is one of the Spanish national dances
written in moderately quick 54 time, a distinctive
feature being the pair of sixteenth notes so frequently
occurring in the accompaniment on the second ha
of the first beat of the measure.
Another feature of the bolero is the use of casta¬
nets in the hands of the dancer to mark the rhythm.
This piece must be played very steadily, at a rather
moderate pace, with crisp accentuation.
All the
passages in sixteenth notes must be very distinctly
enunciated. This piece is less difficult than Wachs
“L’Elegante,” but it is likewise very brilliant in
effect when well played. It will make a very useful
third grade teaching piece.
DANCE AT AVIGNON—L. OEHMLER.
This is a recent work by a well-known composer
of educational pieces. It is a genial work, one of
the composer’s happiest inspirations. The familiar
little verse printed below the title gives the clue
to the writer’s intentions. In addition a careful
reading of the marks of expression will give the
idea of music faintly heard in the distance, gradually
growing louder as the listener approaches nearer,
and again fainter and fainter as he passes by and
away. This effect was very popular some years
ago, as employed, in pieces of the so-called “patrol”
type. The open fifths in the left hand at the opening
and close of the piece suggest the drone of bag¬
pipes. This piece should be played in a sprightly
manner, bearing in mind always the aforesaid cres¬
cendo and decrescendo effect. An excellent teaching
or recital piece of the intermediate third grade.
JOYFUL STRAINS—O. M. SCHOEBEL.
This *s an early third grade teaching piece of con¬
siderable merit. Although not a mazurka it has
occasional snatches in the mazurka rythm, hence the
composer’s tempo di mazurka at the beginning of the
piece. This piece will prove attractive to students
from a melodic standpoint! As a teaching piece it
embodies a number of useful features: running finger
work in the right hand, grace notes, chords, accents,
triplets, dotted notes. Mr. Schoebel, who is an
American composer of ability and ideas, has not been
previously represented in our Etude pages. “Joyful
Strains is one of his most recent works.
ivi/vriv-n. ur 1 ttn, ±SUGLERS—CH. STREIG.
This is a bright little processional march ’ con
taming some original features. It lies in the ad
vanced second grade and will make a capital recita
piece. It must be played in a snappy manner, with
military precision, not too fast. The triplets in six¬
teenths will afford good finger practice. They musl
be very distinctly enunciated. This will require brisk
Unger action, particularly in the up-stroke
The
staccato chords will be taken with the “un-arm'
touch. See that both hands rise and fall exactlv
ogether. The “bugle” effect is noticeable onlyIn
he trio where the melody is chiefly made up of the
tones of the major comftion chord (b flat-d-f-b flat)
As the accompaniment in the trio lies rather low the
tudd’/So.

PlWl ,iSh,ly "

The many admirers of this popular piece will ^
come its appearance in duet form. As arranged
for four hands the descriptive effects of this piece
are considerably enhanced.
I he chromatic runs in
the secondo part, suggesting the rumbling and roar
of the storm, come out parricularly well, played i„
octaves by the two hands
1 he ornamental passage
work of the primo part also adds brilliance to the
general effect. This piece should be played with
much expression and careful attention to detail.
Except where it has independent passage-work the
secondo part should be subordinated. The p,imo
part should sing the themes tastefully and with neat
.
•
will hf» miirh likpH ac o
t
ANNIVERSARY MARCH (FORTHEORGAN)J. LAWRENCE ERB.
Organists will be pleased with this new march
by an American composer and player. It will pr0Ve
useful for a variety of purposes. “Auld Lang Syne”
is very cleverly and effectively introduced, and the
opening themes are dignified and jubilant. This
march, in the judgment of the writer, would prove
particularly suitable to be played as a postlude on
Thanksgiving Day.
It might also be used for
“Harvest Homes,” for “Old Home Week” festivities
or fraternal gatherings. It should also prove avail¬
able for recital use. Play it in a stately manner, not
too fast. The pedal obligato to “Auld Lang Syne”
is not at all difficult, but it should be carefully prac¬
ticed in order to bring it out smoothly and clearly.
The composer has suggested an effective registration
scheme, well adapted to most organs of moderate
size and scope.
CAVATINA (FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO)J. RAFF.
This famous piece scarcely needs introduction. It
is perhaps the most generally popular and most
widely used of all violin solos. Joseph Joachim Raff
(1822-1882) was one of the most prolific of all com¬
posers. He had a seemingly inexhaustible flow of
melody coupled with great technical -fluency. He
wrote well in all forms and for all instruments. The
“Cavatina” is from a set of six pieces. Op. 85. The
term cavatina in vocal music is applied to a solo oi
lyric character simpler in form than an aria and
without coloratura passages, ordinarily a single
movement without change of time. Its application
to a violin piece of this type can be readily under¬
stood. The composer’s intention was to write a
piece of lyric character, expressive and with dramatic
quality, suited to the instrument and calculated to
display its best resources. How well he has suc¬
ceeded the success of this piece demonstrates. It
demands a beautiful, warm, singing tone and a tem¬
peramental interpretation. The violinist and the ac¬
companist must be in sympathetic accord.
Three songs are included in this issue, all new,
an good and of contrasting styles. Cora S. Briggs’
,°se t0 ?^iee'' ls a tender and expressive sacred
solo especially suited to be used as an offeratory at
an evening service. The refrain in 6-4 time must
tirnpUI1T't^Ith tense expression, broadly and in slow
mrit
S«ng When weI1 rendered cannot fail to
T ra fi?Te «««?»• It is one of the composer’s best.
so?v of\ Ke P,,ke’S “Not Less Than This" is a love
in mndprng \ ?FC^r* This song should be declaimed
It is a fi Sty e’ feelingly and with deep expression,
well in recItalT* ^ teachin* use and should take
pmfyn°irulHa^'i’^7ender Little Flower” is a very
unusuallv fFy\.de,lcately conceived and with an
Thu

i?l

*» *vo

A
This is a pretty and useful teaching piece of ,
eariy second grade. Although apparently in wa
time it must not be taken too fast- rather
liberately, on the contrary. Make a decided Jontr
between the two sections of the first theme ,
bt°haff
P6f Cht°rdl
tHe legato
triPIefs
follow
by half-notes.
In theand
second
portion
of the
ni<
the passages in eighth-notes, slurred together
pairs will afford good practice in two-finger "
and the rapid shifting of the hand positkfn
T
portion of the piece will require careful practi
It will prove very effective if well mastered

A COMMON PREJUDICE.
by s. t. dryant.

for her
at my stud*° one day and arranged
quested as -in nS *°- ta*ce P*ano lessons. She refrom giving tu jr’PeC'aI favor that I would refrain
music, or Beetkn ?"y ?1'that Chopping (Chopin)
what they w,.(VJ”g (Beethoven) compositionssounded brettv t, .a
sbe said’ “was music that
that sounded "likad 3 t-Une to il- and not that stuff
-/ hedged—^rtTerCiveS ” We"’ 1 did "<* Promi5e
Beethoven’s lov„i °SC -boys to-da>- like Chopin and
it, but are able
T10810’ not only like it and enjoy
listens, is prouH 7,!erpret '* themselves. The mother
d°n’t like it.
° "er sons’ ability, but declares she
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To Miss Hannah Lipman

DANCE AT AVIGNON
‘ On the bridge of Avignon
They are dancing, they are singing
All day long."

“Sur le pout d ’Avignon
^
c/ia,U0S, i’on V darner
^ gn rond „
LEO OEHMLER, Op. 133
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ETUDE
desire for freedom of expression, but
in order to become the “real thing” he
would have to make this character a
part of himself.
Everybody has a strong aversion to
all weakness and undue sentimentality,
and for fear they may err that way,
many pupils go to the other extreme
and become as stiff as a log of wood.
Don’t Imitate.

Of course, in ordinary concert or
church singing, there are no actions
involved and even facial expressions
EXPRESSION CANNOT BE
strings which every violinist is bound are usually out of order, but there is as
taught.
to hear. When we are at a proper dis¬ wide a range of expression through
There are very few statements tance from the performer everything the voice as there is through the face,
comes
to us with a certain homo¬ and yet this vocal expression must be
which are absolutely true. We can
1 “twice two are four” and thus geneity which is not as plain to the the result of the true inwardness of the
make an absolutely true statement, and ears of the performer, although, of person himself. No matter how much
yet nearly everything we say (if we course, his mental intention must be we admire other people’s voices, we
are strictly truthful) has to be quali- right in this respect or else he cannot should never in any sense be tempted
produce the .proper result.
to imitate them unless as we are en¬
;fied with an “if” or a “but,” and so,
Now, while this is more or less true couraged by their freedom of expres¬
while it seems to be true that expres¬
sion cannot be taught, yet, to make regarding players of mechanical instru¬ sion to attempt the same freedom our¬
ments, it is very much more true in selves.
ourselves plain, we have to add the
regard to a singer. Let us remember,
Now while it is difficult and in some
word “but."
when singing, that our audience hears ways impossible ' to teach expression,
The physical part of expression can
only what we communicate to the ex¬ yet all teaching should be aimed in that
be taught to a certain extent, but the
ternal air. They do not care regarding direction and we should be ver-y care¬
true inwardness of expression can only
our physical feelings. The difficulty of ful at first in making selection of songs
be taught as the pupil is encouraged to
correct breath control, voice place¬ which do not require any dramatic tone
express himself in a free and open
ment, etc., is of no interest to them, production. It is not meant by this
manner. Of course, he should be in¬
excepting as it more or less clouds and that we should select songs of an inane
structed to so develop his personality
confuses the actual sound which we character, but at first we should try
that his expression will be worth
produce. Therefore, in all correct for tenderness, freshness and lovability,
while, and yet, after all, his true ex¬
teaching it is necessary to begin with encouraging the pupil all the while to
pression will be his own individual way
the production of the physical sound approach seemingly, to him, a little too
of getting at things, and this diversity
itself. All the breath control must be near to a certain weakness of physical
of individuality is perhaps one of the
in tire body. The throat, the back part utterance, letting the matter .of power
great enjoyments of life. This is
of the mouth and the back part of the be of gradual growth and never forced.
what gives infinite variety to those
The education from childhood up
nose must not only be entirely free from
surrounding us.
obstruction, but there must not be the which most people in civilized society
For instance, if you should hear sev¬
slightest anxiety regarding tone pro¬ receive is largely against freedom of
eral people recite Longfellow’s “Psalm
duction or breath control, because to expression. Perhaps it is as well that
of Life” you might hear a great deal
the- extent that -we have the slightest this is so, and yet when a pupil com¬
of difference in the individual rendi¬
anxiety will the tone be more or less mences the study of singing, he should
tions of this poem, and yet as to which
harsh, nasal or clouded. Of course, be encouraged to carry his heart on his
was best would be largely the view¬
this is entirely from a physical stand¬ sleeve, and many a pupil with an other¬
point of different auditors. So long as
point, but haying got the physical part wise good voice, who has not learned
each reciter succeeded in bringing out
perfectly free, we can then approach to do this, makes a failure in singing
the nobility and truth of the ideas con¬
the subject of mental expression. It where others who do not necessarily
veyed in this poem they would all be
takes years to achieve perfection. As have equally good voices, from a physi¬
successful.
somebody has said, “A man never cal standpoint, achieve a much better
Now among these reciters there
sings well, because when he is young success, because they use what they
might be one or more who would feel
he does not know how, and when, he is have freely.
everything which these words conveyed
old he has lost his voice.”
and yet who would fail in expression
THE BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF
Mean What You Say!
simply because he would express him¬
DEEP BREATHING.
No matter what thought you attempt
self so crudely from the physical
Human nature is a wonderfully com¬
standpoint that others would not get to express, you must absolutely'mean
the entire and true meaning of what what you say in order to have it prop¬ plex organism. Good health is the
erly conveyed in your face and your foundation of all real success. There
he intended to convey.
^ We read much about so-called voice. The best teacher whom the is no one thing which will necessarily
“touch” on the piano. The physical writer had was wrong in one respect— cause people to have good health, but
part of this touch can, to a certain ex¬ he said that an actor should exaggerate. the writer knows of no one thing
tent, be taught. Of course, in playing It seems to the writer that this is a which will do as much towards this,
breathing properly
conducted.
the piano, the performer uses nearly mistake. There are any number of as
all of the muscles in his body from the actors who do exaggerate and for this There is an enormous amount of writ¬
waist up, and yet if the instruction is reason there are so few really good ing which has tried to make plain
something
which
ought
to
be simply
primarily based on physical actions the actors. There is a slang phrase which
music will only be a more or less me¬ fits in pretty well here, when we speak and easily understood by everybody,
chanical imitation of the real thing. of a certain person as being the “real if approached in the right way.
As a little child, you probably played
He must be taught to listen to what thing.” At the theatre, if several actors
he is doing and also be furnished with and actresses come upon the stage and with other children and exercised
In so doing, you breathed
good examples by the teacher. He go through theifi parts, they may all do freely.
down
at the bottom of your lungs.
must also be encouraged to hear other pretty well and you may be fairly well
good performers, and little by little interested, but all at once the “real Every time you breathed this way, you
he will evolve in his own mind certain thing” appears and if you are affected exhaled carbonic acid gas and other
as the writer is you get hold of the impurities which were extracted by the
standards of good playing.
fn the use of one’s voice there is chair in front of you and forget for the lungs from the blood, and every time
®“ch grater difficulty in hearing cur¬ time being where you are. Now the you inhaled some fresh air, you sup¬
ves in just the same way that it “real thing” has of course studied ex¬ plied your system with oxygen, thus
mes to the audjence that there is in pression in all its phases and yet has so keeping the blood in a red and revivi¬
aymg on mus;caj instruments. For far gone beyond the mechanics and fied condition. The average person,
as he becomes adult, gradually indulges
7ce’ an organist never gets the technics of acting that for the time
in less vigorous exercise, and unless
the ! 6^eCt as
audience because being he is living the part, and in each his attention is called to the necessity
gree
°f
"organ, in a large de- rendition will, in a great many little of deep breathing, he is apt little by
gestures and actions, vary from day to
douhH ?eS ?Ver his head- Tt is also day as he is more or less carried away little to neglect this. This is not nec¬
beaudf , Whethw a
in a
essarily a question of wearing tight
Own t,U . rendition, really, from his by his enthusiasm. Could this all have
been taught him? Absolutely no. K clothes on the part of the gentler sex.
effiovteannfLStandP°int’ g^s the keen
he should have seen any other actor m It is just as easy for a man to neglect
somT^V fi!at one does who is seated
deep breathing as for a woman. The
is not1 6 ^ls*ance from him and who this same character, he would not have writer has proven this in his own case,
thought for a moment of imitating this
Physical™^
leSS ann°yed by the
and when he began the serious study
y
scraPing of the bow on the actor. He might imitate the actor’s

1
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of singing, he began to have a differ¬
ent outlook on life.
In describing the action of breath¬
ing, it is necessary to talk about
external sensations. He who under¬
stands the matter, is always endeavor¬
ing to teach the pupil to have his dia¬
phragm descend properly, because in
this way, the bottom pari of the lungs
(which is the larger part) will have an
opportunity to become filled with air.
The difficulty in all of these explana¬
tions is that we do not seem to have
any nerves of sensation connected di¬
rectly with the diaphragm. Therefore
he who would explain it clearly, has to
talk about sensations which are only
more or less remotely connected with
the diaphragmatic movements.
Every time the diaphragm descends,
it temporarily displaces the stomach
and upper intestines, causing the
breather to have a distended sensation
in the lower part of the body. This
is undoubtedly why some people have
taught what is called “Abdominal
Breathing.”
Anybody wh'o under¬
stands the human anatomy, under¬
stands that there can really be no,such
thing as abdominal breathing, and yet
he who breathes correctly is always
bound -to feel the motion in his ab¬
domen.
Now when we attempt to sing, a
different condition of affairs presents
itself. In the ordinary act of breath¬
ing, most of the exertion is made by
inhaling the air. The breather then
“lets go” and the air practically ex¬
pels itself. Unless properly Instructed,
when the beginner attempts to sing, he
does the same thing, that is, he makes
an effort at taking in the breath and
then lets go and finds, in order to pro¬
long the tone, that he has to clutch at
his throat or pharynx. A distinction
is intentionally made here.
The
pharynx and the throat, generally
speaking, are all one, but it is possible to
contract certain muscles in "the neigh-'
borhood of the larynx, thus producing
a forced, harsh and gutteral quality of
tone. It is also possible not to make
any contraction there, but instead to
make a contraction at the pharynx in
the region of the tonsils. Th.e pharynx
may be described as the back of the
mouth or the upper part of the throat.
It is really all one passage but we have
different nerves of. sensation at differ¬
ent places.
Many an otherwise good singer, who
makes a tone free from all obstruction
n the larynx, causes the tone to become
obscure and clouded because of an un¬
conscious effort (in the region of the
pharynx) to control the breath. Some¬
times this unconscious effort is in the
neighborhood of the soft palate, caus¬
ing what is called a “nasal” quality or
tone.
One of the first exercises which
should be indulged in (in controlling
the breath) is to make oneself feel
hard in the lower part of the body
while taking in the breath, and then re¬
taining the breath by continuing to
make himself feel hard in the body, so
that as he holds the breath, he can feel
that there is no obstruction in the
region of the throat. If you ask the
ordinary person to hold his breath, he
goes through a similar action to some¬
body who would fill a bag full of wind
and then choke it off at the nozzle.
Anybody who properly controls his
breath must have this nozzle perfectly
free and unobstructed.
How the Diaphragm Works.
Now let us go back for a moment to
the subject of the diaphragm. The
diaphragm is attached to the walls of
the chest in the region of the lower or
so-called floating ribs. If you are able
to hold out those ribs so as to make a
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firm support to the diaphragm, you will
find that you can much more easily
control the breath. This means fhat
you have .to contract some muscles
which are underneath the shoulder
blades. Those muscles get their sup¬
port from the spine but serve to hold
out the chest. This is very difficult to
describe without a physical demonstra¬
tion. Perhaps the simplest description
which can be made is, that the entire
chest shall be held up firmly and in a
practically fixed and immovable condi¬
tion. At the same time there shall be
a firmness in the abdomen, but the ab¬
domen shall be movable in both inhal¬
ing and exhaling the air.
Now remember that nearly all of
your sensations are external, and there¬
fore this description has been forced
to deal with sensations which are not
directly connected with breath control.
He who learns to properly control his
breath will then find it possible to artic¬
ulate and enunciate consonants and
vowels in the front of his face. He can
then learn gradually to express every
emotion in sound, just as he pan ex¬
press. those same' emotions in his coun¬
tenance.
Now what about the subject of this
article? The old saying, “The proof
of the pudding is in the eating,” is very
true, and to every reader who has not
learned to breathe freely, the writer can
only say from a long experience, “Try
this and see what it will do for you.”
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THE NECESSITY FOR SINGING
PUPILS BECOMING BETTER
MUSICIANS.
It is a well-known fact that the
age singer is not as good a musician as
the average pianist. There is no rea¬
son for this except the unfortunate and
ignorant attitude which singers habit¬
ually. assume towards a musical career.
The average singer seems to consider
that when she has learned to produce
a good voice she has achieved the
summit of her success This is as un¬
fortunate a position for the singer to
assume as it would be for the manu¬
facturer of a piano to produce a fine
instrument and then never expect any¬
body to so study as to learn to play
upon it.
In one sense, it is necessary for a
singer to be a better musician than a
pianist. To be sure, a pianist has to
play two or more parts at the same
time, while the singer sings only one;
yet if the piano tuner has done his
work properly, the pitch is set for the
player and he can make no alteration
of this by his playing. The singer, on
the other hand, must first mentally
conceive the exact pitch before he can
produce it. To be sure, if the pianist
understands what the pitch should be
before he plays it, he will play much
more intelligently than he would if he
did not so understand. At the same
time, this is not absolutely necessary as
it is in the case of the singer.
The average singer is not a good
reader. He cannot take a new piece
of music and sit down in a chair away
from the piano and have any concep¬
tion as to how this piece should sound.
Of course, in order to do this, it is not
necessary to have the exact pitch in
mind, but by assuming any pitch which
is mentally comfortable for him he can
then go ahead and mentally follow the
melodic outline with its harmony and
rhythmical variations and form an in¬
telligent comprehension of how the
piece should sound when it is either
played or sung.
I am not sure that the average pian¬
ist can do this with a new piece, but
a much larger proportion of pianists are
proficient in this respect than singers.

DO NOT CLEAR YOUR THROAT.
To begin with, it should be said that
this article is written by one who for¬
merly cleared his throat as badly as
anybody who ever lived. It had been a
constant habit with'him to hack at his
throat until it is a wonder he has any
throat left. What would you think of
anybody who in some way had injured
the back of his hand so as to have a
•small seal} which was healing nicely,
and then, to get rid of the unsightliness
of this, should scratch it off?
It is not meant by this illustration
that those people who clear their
throats necessarily have any scabs in
their throats; at the same time, just as
it is the wisest way to forget the scab
on the back of the hand (which in the
Practical Examples.
course of time will disappear), so if
The average singer does not have
we endeavor to forget the slight irrita¬
tion in the throat' and do not con¬ any comprehension of what is meant
stantly hack at it, and thus cause the by the words “relative pitch.” In or¬
irritation to become worse, it will also der to become a good musician it is
' not at all necessary to have what is
soon disappear.
There have
The celebrated baritone, Mr. Bisp- called “absolute pitch.”
ham, said that his voice is merely a been few people who seem to have this
case of good digestion, and for those gift. Absolute pitch means that when
a
person
hears
a
certain
note
or a cer¬
who are troubled with bad throats the
writer knows of no prescription which tain chord he can tell at once just what
will do as much good as the following: notes are struck; for instance, as re¬
gards the following example:
First and Always—Breathe deeply.
Second—Eat such food as you need,
and no more. In other words, eat to
live, and not live to eat.
Third—Drink plenty of water.
Fourth—Endeavor both in speaking
Every musician will understand that
and singing to constantly articulate these chords are identical except as
and enunciate everything in the front of regards their absolute pitch. A person
having the gift of absolute pitch can
Fifth—By constantly directing your tell by the sound (without the aid of
attention to the bottom of the vocal an instrument) whether the chord is
column in deep breathing and to the made up of A, C sharp, E and G or B
top of the vocal column in clear enun¬ flat, D, F and A flat.
ciation in the front of the face, you will
A person having relative pitch may
little by little forget you have such a be just as musical and yet not be able
thing as a throat.
to do this. In • other words, to be a
good musician one must have a very
“One fallacy of students of singing keen appreciation of relative pitch,
is the slavish devotion to exercises,” which means the relation of one note
says Geraldine Farrar. "In preference to another note or of one chord to
to five hours of practice every day I another chord.
say four hours of thought and one hour
The best definition of a scale is a
of practice. You accomplish far more family of tones, each of which bears
that way, and the wear and tear on that a certain fixed relation to each other;
most delicate organ, the human voice, for instance, the following illustration
is minimized.”
will make this clear:

l ne rcitiLiuna
.with the Do or Tonic on C an

is that the relative pitch shall be the
same
This is a very simple mattei
and yet the average singer is too care¬
less and indifferent or else too lazy o
investigate this.
The writer was once asked to sing
tenor as a substitute for the regular
tenor in a church quartet, and going
home from rehearsal the bass said to
him, “I notice tfiat you are a very good
reader—can you tell me what system
you use in reading music?” If he had
asked what system I used in reading a
newspaper I should not have known
how to reply to him and neither did I
in this case. As near as I could make
cut, his system amounted to a kind of
guesswork. He had a naturally good
car and a retentive memory and, after
rehearsing sufficiently, the printed notes
would seem to suggest something ap¬
proximating their correct value, but as
to their definitely telling him anything
as they do definitely tell the ordinary
musician, he did not seem to have any
comprehension.
The object of all vocal study should
be to more clearly and intelligently re¬
produce the ideas which the composer
has attempted to represent by means
of the printed notes. He who attempts
to read intelligently before the public
has to practice until he can read
fluently. The singer must do the same,
and he can never expect to have a free
vocal delivery so long as his tone is
mentally clouded by an uncertainty re¬
garding pitch and rhythm.
DIPHTHONGS.
The meaning or definition of th<
word “Diphthong” is a union of twe
vowels in one syllable. There are fou:
principal diphthongs used in the Eng
lish language, as in the words Night
Pray, ■ Plow and Boy.
The average vocal student has n<
conception of the queer sounds he pro
duces in the enunciation of his diph
thongs.
Most beginners, instead o
singing “Last N-a-a-a-i-t the Nightin
gale woke
me,” will sing “Las
iwc1'1'1 the Nightingale woke me.’
When we pronounce the diphthong:
in speech, we go easily and naturalb
from one vowel sound to the other
So long as the words in singing an
pronounced quickly (analogous to thei
quickness m speech), the singer ha
comparatrvely little difficulty with th,
diphthong, but the mbrnent he at
tempts to prolong the diphthong, h,
should prolong the first of the tw<
n °r-mSta"Ce> let us once mor,
use the previous illustration—-the diph
thong in the word “Night” is mad,
up of two vowels. The first is that o
4athePrr”nTrd
^ ^
the ofwore
father.
The second
is that
“I1
pronounced as in the word “Meet ’
One description which was given bv
eacher to the writer seems to maki
this clearer than any other
Thi
theC^l”Sfn atha[

sh°*ld Prolog

suddenly turn upTr ‘the "“IT”

SSirZ/"srtt ,w°
long vowel “Ah ”

P rcentaSe of tin

CHURCH REPERTOIRE FOR
YOUNG SINGERS.
The average singer, in beginning
her church career, makes the mistake
of attempting music which is ah„
gether too elaborate. When a y„
singer appears before a church a
mittee she never seems to consider the
difficulty of the accompaniments. As
a rule she does not have any rehearsal
with the organist, but gives him aily
song, expecting him to read the ah
companiment at sight.
Of course, the organist should be
expected to read the average accompaniment at sight, and at the same
time no. organist (even if he be a
good musician) will play as intelligent
and sympathetic an accompaniment
(using the best stops to offset the
'quality of the singer's voice) if he has
to devote all' his attention to reading
a difficult accompaniment. There is
always apt to be a little strain on his
part, and this precludes all possibility of
sympathy between him and the singer,
Many a composer writes an accom¬
paniment which is all right for the
piano but more or less difficult or im¬
possible for the organ. Of course, the
accompaniment for the average sacred
piece will be played on an organ and
the composer should always have this
in mind in writing the accompaniment.
In choosing her songs the singer
should always
take into account
whether the accompaniment is sympa¬
thetic with the vocal part.
The main difficulty is apt to be that
the singer never considers anything ex¬
cept whether her voice will “show off'
well in a certain piece. The fact is
that she should never consider this
at all. In other words, if the piece
is suitable for the occasion and sung
in a suitable key for a given voice,
that piece can be made to show off
the voice properly, providing the
singer uses her voice in a free way,
and interprets the piece to bring out
its true meaning.
The average church committee will
be much more affected by a song
which is primarily simple and tender,
rather than one which merely makes
a show for striking effects.
The question of good taste is al¬
ways paramount. Now what consti¬
tutes good taste is almost as difficult
to define as the answer to the ques¬
tion, “What is truth?” and therefore
no rule can be laid down. It will de¬
pend entirely on the circumstances of
the. case. Even the religious sect for
which the aspirant is singing should
make some difference in the selection
of the words of the song. Of course,
the words for all sacred songs, as a
rule, are either taken from the Scrip' tures or from some more or less wellknown hymn. In order to avoid any
invidious distinctions, I will suggest
below certain solos of well-known
composers. This is by no means a
full list, but will give beginners in¬
formation both as to songs which are
truly religious and also as to music
which, in the best sense, fits the words
and helps to accentuate their meaning:
^Consider the Lilies”.Topliff
“Jesus, Lover of My Soul”.Tours
“The New Kingdom”..Tours
“Calvary” .
Rodney
“Come Unto Me”.. *.Coenen
Entreat Me Not to Leave Thee”
Gounod
Holy Night”...Adam
“One Sweetly Solemn Thought”
Ambrose
Sion” .
...Rodney
..Gounod
l‘uhere Is a Green HiH”Hosanna” .
... Granier
..Gounod
° Divine Redeemer”...
Thy King".
,.. Rodney
..Sullivan
“The Lost Chord”..... !

UNACCOMPANIED PRACTICE.

pression. These two terms, musical
and emotional, are used advisedly.
They are not necessarily the same
thing. The words have suggested to
the composer a certain melody and
harmonious and rhythmical setting, and
if it be a good song, these will serve
to accentuate the . thought and mood
of the words and to idealize them.
This is the musical expression. The
emotional-expression is essentially the
province of the singer. Many a singer
sings the words on the key and in
time and perhaps enunciates them so
that they may be understood, yet the
interpretation of the song will be only
a negative one.
It will become posi¬
tive when he feels all the poet felt
when he wrote the words and all the
composer felt when he wrote the
music. If the singer feels all this and
if he sings from his heart as well as
his mind, then providing his tone pro¬
duction is such that his voice will
thoroughly convey all this emotion to
his audience, he will have produced a
positive effect which is as different
frohi the negative one of merely sing¬
ing the words and music correctly as
daylight is from darkness.
While, the song should first be
studied in its entirety, it should after¬
wards be gone over phrase by phrase.
One phrase should be compared with
another until the most subtle distinc¬
tions and .niceties are brought out.

must always be avoided. If an accom¬
panist plays too loudly, it is not the
fault of the singer, and he should not
be compelled to bear any of the
responsibility.
Unaccompanied practice will also
enable the student to stand before a
mirror and watch himself. This will
at first show him what he does not do
with his mouth. Unless the student
can see what lie does with his mouth,
he will always feel that he has exag¬
gerated the motions of the lips and
tongue. As an illustration, you may
remember sometime when you have
discovered a little thread oil your
tongue and have taken it out and
found what a small thing it was, yet
it seemed comparatively large when
on your tongue. Whenever you- make
motions with your tongue or lips to
which you arc unaccustomed, you will
always exaggerate these unless you
look and see that you have not done
anything unusual. Remember that the
lips act as a megaphone. When the
upper , lip is properly extended and
carried up, and the lower lip extended
and carried down, the resonance of the
tone in the mouth is greatly helped.
At the same time, when you und,uly
cover the mouth aperture, the softness
and flabbiness of the lips, as compared
with the teeth, dull the tone to a certain
extent.
Many a pupil says to the teacher,
after having sung something wrong,
“Why, I know. I sang that right at
The Value of Memorizing.
home,” and then the teacher should
The song should be memorized. No ask the pupil, “If you sang it right at
singer can sing with, absolute spon¬ home, why do you not sing it right
taneity so long as he is compelled to now?” In other words, the pupil has
consult a sheet of music to see what been careless and has learned one or
comes next.
The quickest way to more notes wrong, until the printed
memorize poetry and music is line by notes seem wrong to the pupil and
line. It is astonishing how quickly a what has been learned seems right.
song can be memorized if a singer is Many a time this will be caused by the
willing to take the trouble to do this.
pupil’s having played the accompani¬
Another advantage of unaccompanied ment when singing the song and learn¬
practice is that the student is not apt ing to sing the melody of the accom¬
to force his voice in endeavoring to paniment rather than the melody of
sing over the accompaniment. Each the song. This can be likened to a
singer has his own physical limitations person who has become turned around
as to power, and the sooner he feels until North seems to be South.
what these limitations are, the more
Singing is a great art arid requires
rapid his progress. To be sure, the much careful study.
Many a singer
limitations can be most wonderfully might reach great heights if in his
enlarged and extended, but never by study he would be willing to take the
the forcing process, and if in his study, necessary pains.
he is careful never to go beyond a tone
which can be produced without strain,
his progress is sure to be rapid.
HOW FLOWERS AFFECT THE
Independent Vocal Practice.
Modern music is much more com¬
VOICE.
After this general conception of the plex in the treatment of the accom¬
In his recent valuable book on “The
paniment
than
was
music
of
former
song has been gained, the singer
Art
of
Singing,”
Sir Charles Santley
should get the key from the piano and days. It is much better music provid¬ has some curious remarks on the effect
then stand up and sing. • Do not touch ing the composer realizes the physical of flowers upon the voice in a concert
the piano except when it is necessary limitations of the voice, but on account room or salon. Many people scoff at
to verify the pitch. The advantage of of this complexity, more demands are this idea, but it is undoubtedly well
doing this is that the entire attention made on the singer. If he at first founded. Jenny Lind could never stay
will be concentrated on the singing. studies without the accompaniment, he in a room with strong smelling flow¬
Tone production, of itself, has its habituates himself to a certain degree ers, and she used to say that the odor
special difficulties, and each song- of power according to the song itself of violets was especially bad for the
presents its own individual difficulties and his own physical limitations, and voice. Madame Christine Nilsson men¬
which are bound to be somewhat dif- then when the accompaniment is tions the case of a celebrated singer
S’ent from those of any other song. played, either by himself or another, who, after “burying her nose” for a
this accompaniment must not cover up
Ihese must first be overdfcme.
moment in a wreath of tuberoses, went
As has been said above, one’s own his voice.
on the platform to find that, she could
accompaniment has advantages over
not sing a note. Emma Calve had a
Learn to Judge Your Own Voice.
that of others—it also has its disad¬
like experience with the tuberose.
Many a young singer has not learned Sims Reeves once explained to a
vantages. It has been many times truly
said that the physical difficulties of to judge his own voice. The more per¬ friend that, if the perfume from a bou¬
yoice production may be summed up fectly his voice is produced, the less is quet of flowers reached his throat, he
!" the term “breath control.”
It is he apt to feel that he is pricing- a would be “off singing form for nights.”
fnUf t,,eaS1'er t0 have a good and com¬ powerful and resonant tone, and the Clearly, the admirers of fashionable
er f l breath COntro1 when standing less will he hear his own tone, as it singers would do well not to persist
ivf “an when seated at the piano has in a sense gone away from him. in loading them with wreaths and with
with the arms thrust forward in the He is often at first apt to believe the bouquets I
act of piaying
accompaniment is proportionally louder
away from the piano and because he hears more of it than of
“A singer who is not able to recite
1UP will not only help the his own voice, and so, unless he has at
his part according to the intention of
but6^ t0W,ards a better breath control first studied the vocal part separately,
the poet cannot possibly sing it accord¬
cnLer WlU be ™eh more likely to the tendency will be to strain and force
aiH tu r-3te b's attention on the words his Voice, trying to support his part ing to the intention of the composer.”
This —Wagner.
leir musical and emotional ex- against the accompaniment.
Students of singing may be divided
into two classes—those studying for a
professional career, intending to do
public work, and those who study for
their own amusement or as a part^of
their general education.
Those who study with the intention
of singing in public will expect to have
their accompaniments played for them.
The others will have to rely largely
on their own accompaniments.
Of course all singers should study
the piano. Other things being equal,
the better the pianist, the better the
singer. He who is a good pianist is
bound to be a better musician than
one who is not. He will better appre¬
ciate the harmonies and general effect
of the accompaniment, whether he
plays it himself or has it played for
him.
It has always been considered an ac¬
complishment for a good singer to be
able to play Its own accompaniments.
From one standpoint, this is preferable
to having them played by some one
else, because when one person does
both, the entirf performance is apt to
be more homogeneous.
It is even
more creditable to be able to sing and
play from memory.
While the above is true, it is very
unwise for the student to play his ac¬
companiment when studying a song.
No matter how good a pianist he may
be, he will be apt usually to give all
his attention to the accompaniment,
often playing a piano solo and singing
an accompaniment.
When a song is studied, it is wise to
first read the words until their mood
and sentiment are well' understood. If
this were always done, 'many songs
which have foolish and weakly senti¬
mental words would never be used.
Then the words should be sung to the
melody several times and it may be
necessary for the singer to use the
piano to assist in the study of the
melody. The next step is to play the
accompaniment so that the student will
gradually gai^ a conception of the
song as a whole and be , prepared to
study it intelligently. There seems to
he an impression among students that
when they have learned the words and
music, that is all there is to it, but this
is where the real study of the song
should begin.
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1700 Broadway
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and the Art of Singing.
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I. Methodical Sight-Singing. Op. 21
Part 1. The Beginning-..
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snd U-jjfry.
sometimes near and sometimes appar
entlv far up in the spire near tne
chimes It is the sound of the tools of
the workmen engaged m rebuilding
the organ.
After two more twists, the stairs
suddenly turn and one emerges into
a little room crammed full of levers,
pipes, tubing, boxes, long rows of
seemingly useless wooden sticks, and
great bags of leather. A ladder 1
one corner leads to another room de¬
voted to a similar pile of machinery,
and as far as the visitor can see into
the gloomy blackness of the spire
above there is a confused tangle o
pipes and levers. They stretch out to
the front of the spire on Broadway,
taking up a space almost as large as
the nave of the church. All this is the
organ of Trinity Church, one of the
oldest organs in the country.
Men in overalls skip about, and the
master-builder steps out from the ruck
of tubing in answer to a question. So
far as the stranger can see, the job
resembles any other piece of mechani¬
cal work. There does not seem to be
anything artistic to it. It is a ques¬
tion of hammers and screw-drivers.
This is disappointing.
One cannot
help associating an organ-builder with
music,- but there is no music in evi-

SELECTING ANTHEMS.
The choice of services and anthems
is, however, another matter altogether,
and one in which the choirmaster will
reveal what is the real character of his
own taste. By this we do npt mean to
say his own predilections, for an an¬
them, for example, which is impec¬
cable from a musical point of view,
may nevertheless not appeal to one’s
sympathies. What we mean is that the
choice of music will show whether the
choirmaster possesses the critical judg¬
ment of the musician. If he has, then
the music he selects will not only be
Well written, but he calculated either to
deepen the spirit of devotion, or to
heighten the spirit of praise. Much of
the music that is composed nowadays
for church use should be consigned to
the bonfire, so flippant, banal, and
empty is it. This, of course, is not a
characteristic of our time in particular;
ever since we have had church music
much of it has been worthless. To
hear some people chant the praises of
the music of a by-gone age one might
almost think that in the so-called
golden age of Sacred Music there was
no rubbish, although history teaches us
that there has ever been a vast amount
of corruption and flippancy.
Everybody knows the state of church
music before the time of Palestrina,
when secularity, and even indecency,
were not uncommonly to be found in
service music, and if we take the Eng¬
lish Church • since the Reformation,
there have been many arid wastes in
its musical history. A church musician
of to-day should not pin his faith to
any particular epoch, but should be
broad-minded enough to perceive and.
to make use of the good Of all times.
In one particular he should be careful
to show his good sense, and that is in
choosing’ music which is adapted to the
capacity of his choir. It is in very bad
taste indeed to essay music which is so
difficult that failure awaits the singers.'
In the matter of performance the or¬
ganist necessarily has plenty of oppor¬
tunities of showing either his good or
his bad qualities. The services and an¬
thems, of course, have the accompani¬
ments provided, but the use of the or¬
gan and the manner in Which the regis¬
tration is carried out will reveal either
the man of taste or—the reverse.
Speaking generally, refinement should
be the characteristic feature, for the
organist who is always making his in¬
strument roar, is by way of becoming
a nuisance. The exact amount of
power that is permissible depends upon
such circumstances as the acoustic
properties of the church, the size of
the choir and of the congregation, and
even upon the state of the weather. On
a cold, depressing morning the organist
certainly should not add to the prevail¬
ing dullness.
Many players look upon the accom¬
paniment of the psalms as affording
scope for misplaced ingenuity. The or¬
ganist who tries to indulge in word
painting, regardless of the sense of the
whole passage, is not yet quite as ex¬
tinct as the dodo, but he is not to be
met with so frequently as was once the
case. True expression should be sought

rather in changes of tone-color and
dynamic force than in excessive em¬
ployment of florid accompaniments,
which are often distracting to the mem¬
bers of the congregation. Good taste
dictates that the accompaniment should
be unobstrusive, although sufficiently
prominent to support both' the choir
and the congregation.
Nothing is easier than for a player to
get into a groove of irritating little
mannerisms. For example, some peo¬
ple appear to have an aversion to a
dominant concord; they must add the
seventh to the common chord, a man¬
nerism that is particularly annoying
when every plagal cadence, as in the
final Amen, is thus preceded. Again,
why should the last line of every stanza
in a hymn have a rallentando? Such a
procedure becomes not only wearisome,
but, worse still, ineffective. Another
ridiculous mannerism is the practice of
leaving off gradually. We know that
this has the weight of precedent in its
favor, but that does not make it any
the more agreeable. The orchestra
that trembled away into silence on the
double bases pianissimo would not be
tolerated for a moment, and it is only
our innate conservatism that has en¬
abled us to put up so long with such
a practice on the organ. A clean end¬
ing as well as a clean beginning is a
useful rule in music. To hear the or¬
gan gradually dying away on every pos¬
sible occasion from the start to the
finish of a service is intensely irritating.
Of course, the custom had its origin in
a mistaken desire to copy the lingering
effect that is due to the resonant quali¬
ties of many churches, notably the
cathedrals, but two important consider¬
ations are overlooked; first, that a great
resonant building sustains the whole
chord and not merely the bass note,
and second, that the effect is an echo,
and therefore practically does not in¬
terfere with what follows, whereas in
an ordinary church with little reso¬
nance the organ simply lags superfluous
on the scene, while the clergyman is
proceeding with the. next Versicle, or
whatever it may be. The ethereal echo
effect in our cathedrals is inimitable,
and an organist of good taste will not
endeavor to copy it by mechanical
means.—The Musical News.

The master-builder informs
the
visitor that the organ was built in
1846, .by Henry Erban, and presented
several peculiar features which the
church wished preserved. The task of
rebuilding has been a long and tedious
one, taking nearly six months’ time.
The church authorities wished to pre¬
serve the unique features of the old
organ; hence, only simple repairs of
the mechanism were possible, though
many things have been done to make
it an up-to-date organ, as far as the
original scheme would permit.
When the organ was first built it
required four men to work the bel¬
lows and supply the wind necessary to
play the organ.
Now, a five-horse
power electric motor does that work
much more satisfactorily.
As the
builder took the visitor through the
various parts of the instrument, he re¬
marked: “All these levers and rods
and pipes are manipulated from the
keyboard in front. The pressure of
the player’s finger sends a small puff
of wind through these tubes and a
small valve is forced open, permitting
the compressed air to rush into -the
pipe and make it speak. Som'e of the
REBUILDING AN OLD ORGAN.
pipes are enormous, nearly forty feet
The old organ in Trinity Church, high. You can look up toward the
New York, has been recently rebuilt. roof, there, and you are not able to
This organ was originally built in 1846 make out the end of the largest pipe.”
and has for a long period been one
We passed through a narrow door¬
of the noted organs in the metropolis. way into the gallery over the main
To examine the organ one is obliged en ranee where was located the conto climb a narrow, twisting flight of
theJ Cal1 it’ wh!ch contains
steps in the thickness of the wall of
Trinity spire. At intervals along the i^okced0^^’ THtf- °rganist’s bench
is placed before this console, which
way tiny loopholes shed light on the
tnJ°U-r keyboards. Underneath
time-stained walls and the dust that ^
these thefe is another set of keys for
has settled imperceptibly into the
the feet, together with a maze of
nooks and crannies with the passage
treadles for combinations. A work
of years. The.clamor of Broadway is
UP
of the floor
left behind. Involuntarily, one forgets “J ^
and was tinkering, with an intricate
the vast bulk of sky-scrapers. Every¬
mass of small pipes or tubes which re
thing is old and plain. The walls, a
sembled a plumbing system or per
foot thick and more, seem as though
haps a water-tube boiler. The buihw
they must have always been there, and
informed us that the different iT
always grimy and dark with age.
The stairs wind around in corkscrew boards controlled different parts £
the instrument and they could Ill be

the
coupled together, bringing out the full
power of the instrument.
After some further time spent in ex¬
amining various parts of the instru¬
ment the visitor is groping his way
down the stairs again to the body of
the church, the organ overhead rum¬
bles gently, as if springing into life,
and the quavering,, long-drawn notes
echo through the building, for the
morning service. Still higher in the
spire the chimes ring out their morn¬
ing hymns.
A JUNIOR CHOIR.
BY N. H. ALLEN.
We bring to the attention of choir
directors the feasibility of organizing
and training girls’ choruses in their
respective churches; not of course for
constant use, but to occasionally appear
on special Sundays: There is hardly
a parish where twenty-five or thirty
good voices cannot be selected among
girls of ages ranging from, say, thir¬
teen to eighteen years. In these days
of public school instruction it will
be found that a majority of them read
music at sight pretty >vell, and they
are quick to catch and apply any hints
of style offered by the trainer. Their
voices are for the most part true, and,
if not forced too high, very sweet. It
will be necessary to teach them how to
breathe correctly, and faults of pro¬
nunciation will crop out; but with this
attended to, and they are shown how to
get their high notes without screaming,
the effect of their singing is charming.
At first they will have to sing mostly
in unison, but as. the work with them
matures, they will sing in two and three
parts very effectively. As they enter the
church in processional, attired in vest¬
ments, they present a most attractive
picture, besides lending a novel effect
to the music.
In churches where a
chorus choir is employed, these junior
choirs of girls can be largely depended
upon to fill vacancies, and have the
advantage of most useful training for
the promotion*.
POOR ENUNCIATION.
BY N. H. ALLEN.
How often we hear poor enunciation
in choir singing, and that, too, among
choirs in most respects well trained.
There are singers so intent on making
the most of their vowels that they ig¬
nore the clarifying consonants, and a
muddy effect ensues. This is largely
at the bottom of the complaint fre¬
quently heard, that the choir does not
make itself understood, and accounts
for the custom of providing the words
of anthems,etc.,onthe Sunday calendars,
It is a great pleasure to hear a singer
who makes every word as distinct as in
ordinary speech. This failure to enun¬
ciate perfectly som’etimes leads to
grotesque effects. Take, for example,'
the Gloria Patri. How often it comes
out: “Glory be to the Father, and to
the Son, and to the Holy goat!” Listen
where you will, and nine times out of
ten this will be what you hear. This is
not edifying, and choirmasters should
insist on the correctness of such an
abuse. A great deal of sloppy work
with words is often heard in'chanting.
For Thou shalt judge the folk
reishly’'’ is a sample of many such
sups in chanting, and in The Lord’s
Prayer, “Lead us snot ’n tem’tation”
has almost come to be an accepted
version in some quarters. A great deal
more attention, too, should be paid to
Lhe six labials than is usually the case.
These are shortcomings in American
choir singing that should be dealt
with.

-the PASTOR’S RELATION TO
T
HIS CHOIR.
by D. E. LORENZ, D.D.
The pastor owes something more than
musical cooperation in connection with
his choir. There is also a personal re¬
lation which should extend to every
individual choir member. It is the
minister’s duty to know every person in
his church as pastor and friend, but
his hold upon his musical constituency
should be even more close and vital.
For his singers form one of the most
important pillars in the effective church
organization, and the pastor can well
afford to give time and thought and
attention to those who are as his very
right hand in sustaining the value and
impressiveness of the church service.
For some reason the choir has not
been given the recognition and stand¬
ing which its place in the church would
warrant. After all, public worship is
the real function of the church, the
main warrant for its existence. In giv¬
ing public worship expression and up¬
lift, the choir performs a service which
is only less important than the spiritual
leadership which the pastor exercises
in voicing the needs of his people in
public prayer and in giving enlarge¬
ment of spiritual vision through the
Scripture reading and the sermon.
Hence the choir should receive the re¬
spect and honor of the church as one
of the essential factors of its life and
worship.
It is all too true, however, that the
choir does not often live up to its high
privilege and station. The individual
members do not always take their work
seriously. The fact that they stand be¬
tween the congregation and God in
voicing the motions of praise and love
in song, even as the minister represents
the people in petition and represents
God as speaking in appeal and exhorta¬
tion—this sense of sacred and vicarious
responsibility rarely occurs to the
singers. There is too often a lack of
reverence, a mere perfunctory perform¬
ance of duty, accompanied sometimes
by a flippant manner that would
scarcely be proper at a concert or any
secular entertainment.
The Attitude of the Congregation.
It is not strange that the congrega¬
tion will not rate the choir very high
as a spiritual asset when the choir has
so poor and paltry a view of its own
value and place. So long as members
of a choir make attendance at public
worship a matter of whim or of con¬
venience, instead of one of the most
urgent and sacred of duties; so long as
there is frivolous and irreverent con-

ine congregation by audible whispe
ings. and noisy turning of leaves in tl
music folios; so long as disagreemen
and jealousies between individual cho
members are subjects of gossip ar
scandal in a community, it is not to 1
wondered as if the choir is not give
a conspicuous place of honor. Puttir
on graceful and impressive vestmen
will not add sanctity to public w6
ship when those who wear them see
0 , e so low a conception of tl
sanctity of their office. If any minist
reated his position with the indiffe
ce and levity too often shown 1
ger® toward their work, he won
° be
disfavor in the eyes of tl
rfff11011 and of the community,
infiupn aere,tbe authority and person
theme ^ °ftthe minister should mal
the e r*felt* He should emphasi:
reveremtCd ,pl.ace. °.f the choir in tl
and inspiring worship of tl

Merely to enunciate such important
truths, either in public or in private,
will scarce accomplish the consumma¬
tion sa devoutly to be wished. The
personal equation is essential—the hold
which the pastor should have upon the
affection and respect of his choir. It
is human nature that people will do
what a man asks because they love
him, when they might be little moved
by hortatory appeals. When the min¬
ister has the personal attachment and
loyalty of the individual members of
his choir, and sets them a splendid ex¬
ample of enthusiasm and reverence in
the preparation for public worship, he
can enlist their best work and most
effective cooperation. By calling on his
choir in their homes, by going out of
his way in showing interest and sym¬
pathy in their daily lives and experi¬
ences, by being a true friend and helper
in time of need, the pastor can swing all
his singers into line and use them as
a most effective factor in church work
and worship.
The Social Position of the Choir.
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church, making it plain that nothing
car be too good or too carefully and
conscientiously prepared to serve so
holy a purpose. He should also im¬
press the fact that the noblest offering
which the singer can bring, of fidelity
to rehearsals and to public worship, of
a lofty conception of the holy service
rendered, and of the true reverent and
worshipful attitude in the service, in
which the choir should set an example
to the congregation—that such an offer¬
ing is the only one that the consecrated
choir singer should dare to bring into
the sanctuary worship.

rations, worthy of the appreciation with ORGAN RECITAL TOUR
October, November, December, 1908
which a faithful choir should be re¬
garded, ought to be made, and the choir
should be guests of honor and sit at
the head of the feast. A brief musical
famous blind composer-organist of London.
program, given in the choir’s best style, The
Soloist at the Worcester, England, Festival 1908
would give distinction to the occasion MR. WOLSTENHOLME will visit the following,
cities this fall and winter:
and enjoyment to all present.
New York
Indianapolis
Hamilton
The most important phase of this Boston
St. Louis
Toronto
Chicago
subject is the relation which a min¬ Philadelphia
ister should have to the religious life
Halifax
Cleveland
of his choir members. This deserves
Buffalo
an entire article instead of a brief
!StS’ c^er^men an^ °*bers
reference. It is a mooted question gage him to give recitals are requested to write to
THOMAS J. DONLAN, Manager
whether those who are not church
:
BOSTON. MASS.
communicants ought to be permitted to Colonial Building
be leaders of public worship. Certainly
it is little short of a scandal to have
persons in a choir simply because they
are trained singers or have good voices
who are known to be flagrantly immoral.
It lowers the whole social and religious
life of the choir, and actually jeopard¬
izes the moral welfare of younger and
impressionable members. It is not an
unheard-of thing that some debauchee,
admitted into a choir because of a de¬
sirable voice, has been the means of cor¬
rupting the character of some innocent
but easily influenced young girl. No
risk of such contamination, or of mak¬
ing the choir an occasion for gossip or
scandal, should be taken, no matter
how valuable such a singer may be in
a musical way.—The Choirleader.

W. WOLSTENHOLME

ORGANISTS AND OLD AGE.
The longevity of organists has often
been commented upon. It is indeed re¬
markable. Sir George Smart was nearly
ninety-three at his death. Dr. Child,
organist of St. George’s, Windsor, lived
to be ninety-one; Dr. Done, organist of
Winchester Cathedral, died at over
eighty; Dr. Ford, of Carlisle Cathedral,
recently celebrated the sixty-fifth anni¬
versary of his appointment to that
office, having played his first service in
the cathedral in February, 1842. Dr. W.
H. Longhurst, as choirboy and organist,
saw nearly seventy years of unbroken
service at Canterbury Cathedral. The
organists of St. Paul’s Cathedral, if we
except Sir John Stainer, have all been
long lived. But it is among the more
easy-going continentals, and especially
the Germans, that we find the record
breakers. Bach heard Johann Reinken
improvise on the chorale, “By the
waters of Babylon,” when Reinken was
ninety-nine years old!
Reinken died
shortly afterwards, having officiated as
organist in St. Catherine’s Church,
Hamburg, for nearly seventy years.
Quite recently the death was announced
of an organist at Andermatt, Columban
Russi by name, who had almost com¬
pleted his hundred and third year! He
had been an organist for seventy-six
years: but it is not stated whether at
the same church.

The pastor, however, has more than
a personal relation to his individual
singers. There should be a leadership
in the social life of the choir organiza¬
tion. The pastor recognizes that he
owes a duty toward the Sunday-school,
the Christian Endeavor, and other clubs
and organizations, and he is ever ready
to appoint and cooperate with com¬
mittees that seek to promote the social
life in the church ranks. Why is it
that the choir as a body gets so little
social recognition? Some of the singers
are not identified with other organiza¬
tions within the church, and conse¬
quently have little opportunity of com¬
ing into close personal and social re¬
lations with the congregation.
Why should not the pastor invite the
choir to his house and encourage the
singers to spend an informal evening
in social enjoyment? This would cer¬
tainly tend to establish an esprit de corps
and an atmosphere of cordiality among
the singers themselves.
Why should not the pastor make a
point, when a new singer joins his mu¬
sical forces, of being present on the
A CURIOUS OLD ORGAN.
first evening when the singer presents
himself, and ’taking occasion, cither be¬
The most curious of all of the old
fore or after rehearsal, of introducing organs is the organ of bamboo in the
the novitiate to the various choir mem¬ barrio of Las Pinas, Philippine Islands.
bers, and thus give him a fine social In this instrument. Padre Diego Cera
built himself a monument in bamboo,
send off?
Why should not the pastor bring the and no more interesting and unique
choir into prominence at various public memorial could be found. ’ When he
gatherings giving the smgers an im¬ went to the Philippines in 1785 to build
portant place in the program, and call¬ organs, there was neither metal, nor
ing for a public expression of apprecia¬ suitable wood, nor leather, nor pipe
tion that would tend to bring choir metal, nor wire, nor keys, nor anything
and congregation into closer social else with which organs were wont to
be builded.
unity?
With a genius equal to an eighteenth
Why should not the pastor see to it
that once a year the church gives a century Edison, Padre Cera rose to the
public reception to the choir, and that occasion and built an organ of bamboo.
this be done with the most effective The old pipes are of every size down
eclact possible? Every organization in the to an inch long, and the cane that has
church, including boards of trustees, stood there much over a hundred years
sessions, etc., should be represented on is as hard as iron and apparently might
such a committee, and elaborate prepa¬ last for a thousand years to come.

EMMONS HOWARD
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Violin Department
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE

THE UBIQUITOUS LABEL.
BY ROBERT BRAINE.
If a rusty looking tramp knocks at
your back door and boldly announces
that he is the “Emperor of Germany,”
and that on the strength of this he
would like a square meal or the loan of
a dollar until spring, you would natural¬
ly telephone the police that a dangerous
crazy man was at large and needed
looking after. If, however, you buy
an old violin for $5 or $10 and find a
label inside it stating that the violin
was made by Antonious Stradivarius,
in Cremona, in the year 1710, the
chances are that you will become ex¬
cited, and get a slate and pencil to
figure how old the violin is. It is also
further likely that you will write to
some musical magazine to inquire how
much Stradivarius violins are worth,
and will further ask the editor to give
you an opinion as to whether the
violin is genuine or not on the strength
of a copy of the label you send him,
and your statement that the violin is
very “ancient looking.” Of course no
one knowing much about violins would
do these things, but I am speaking
of the general public, which knows
nothing of violins.
I doubt if anything short of a surgi¬
cal operation on the brain of the
average purchaser of an old violin will
make him understand that because a
violin has a label pasted inside stating
that it was made by Stradivarius,
Guarnerius, or Amati, it is no sign that
it is genuine and worth $5,000 or $6,000.
If a man finds a bunch of stage money
in the street he does not rush to the
nearest bank to ask the cashier if it
is genuine. Let the same man buy
an old battered violin in a pawn shop,
and he is much impressed. He has
frequently read in the Sunday supple¬
ments of the sensational press of how
priceless Cremonas have been picked
up for a song in all sorts of queer
He looks his “find” over carefully.
Suddenly on the inside, begrimed by
soot and dust, an ancient label catches
his eye. With rapidly beating heart,
he spells out the mystic words, “An¬
tonious
Stradivarius,
Cremoniensis
Faciebat Anno—for so most of these
labels are worded. He becomes ex¬
cited, and writes to the music journals
about his violin. He takes the neigh¬
bors into his confidence. Most of them
congratulate him with ill-concealed
envy. He learns that a genuine Strad.
is worth from $5,000 to $10,000. He
has no doubt about the genuineness of
his fiddle, for does it not bear the
ancient label of Stradivarius?
He and his wife at once begin to
make plans for spending the thousands
that this matchless violin will bring
to them. The local newspapers hear
of the “find” and some enterprising
reporter writes a lurid account of “John
Smith’s” wonderful discovery, with a
picture of Stradivarius at the head.
Some of the neighbors who are inclined
to doubt are laughed to scorn, for does
not the violin bear the label proving
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great protection to the >Snorant a .
unwary, as there are many
which violins having an ancient _ P
pearance are sold at prices far beyond
their real value on the strength of the

. ,
.. •
it to be 187 years old? In a sad hour label.
I am often asked whether it is not
our friend John Smith shows his fiddle possible to pick up a genuine old
to some ' intelligent violinist or violin Cremona in a pawn shop, a second¬
dealer, only to be brought from the hand store, or in the possession ot a
clouds down to earth again by the private party who is ignorant ot
statement that the violin is worth only value. It is of course possible
Few
$4 or $5, label and all, as it is only things in this world are impossible, it
a cheap, clumsy imitation of a Cremona. is possible to find a $5,ooo diamond in
It is a sad day in the Smith family,
the gutter, or to win the capital prize
although Mr. Smith still has lurking S a lottery, or find a full-grown
doubts as to whether his informant is
African lion (escaped from a circus)
not “knocking” the violin in order to
roaming in your back yard. Any or
try and buy it cheap from him, and
these things are much more likely to
win the fortune for himself.
happen than for you to find a genuine
This is the sort of thing that goes
Stradivarius violin for sale for a few
on constantly all over the world.
dollars in an out-of-the-way place.
Violinists are bothered to death by peo¬
Cremona violins are so rare and
ple bringing supposed Cremonas on
the strength of bogus labels, and violin valuable that like noted paintings or
curios their location and ownership
experts and dealers have the same ex¬
perience, while the newspapers are fair¬ are pretty well known—at least this is
ly filled with stories of “finds” of old so in the case of the best violins of
and
Guarnerius.
The
fiddles supposed to be of immense Stradivarius
whole world has been raked over with
value.
a fine tooth comb for them by violin
Labels Cheap.
dealers, collectcprs and violinists, and
The bogus label has been exposed the hidden ones have practically all
and explained in the musical press been discovered. Once in a while one
hundreds of times, but to no avail. is stolen and finds its way to a pawn
The fact of the matter is that a label shop or second-hand store, but such
in a violin is of no significance what¬ a hue and cry is raised that, as one
ever. There are millions of violins in writer on violins says very truthfully,
existence
bearing the
labels
of “It is much safer to steal a child than
Stradivarius, Guarnerius, Amati, etc.
These labels can be purchased at some
of the large music houses in Europe
Valuable Violins Rarely Found.
or America in sheets like postage
stamps, ready for pasting in violins.
While it would be an all but impos¬
The labels of any of the distinguished sible piece of luck to find a violin by
old masters can be bought for a few one of the five or six greatest Cremona
cents. There are different grades of masters where it can be purchased at
these labels. Some are the crudest a nominal or even a moderate price,
sort of affairs, as regards printing and still there are thousands of excellent
paper.
The intermediate grades are old violins in existence made by lesser
better, and the highest grades are works Cremona makers or by the violin
of art, which would do credit to a makers of Germany, France and Italy
skilful counterfeiter. The paper of the (outside of Cremona) which can often
genuine old label is skilfully itnitated, be purchased far below their value.
the printing or pen work would de¬
ceive anyone but an expert, and after
To Find a Violin’s Value.
the label is finished it is put through
various processes to give it the ap¬
If one finds an old violin and suspect
pearance of extreme age.
Dust is
that
he
has a prize, it is of no use t
sometimes ground into it, and after
it is pasted in the violin it looks as send a copy of the label and a descrip
if it had been there for 200 years or tion of the violin to a music journ:
or
dealer.
Any kind of a label can b
so. Where such great care is taken
with the label it is usually done with pasted in any kind of a violin, an
the deliberate intention of deceiving the genuine labels are sometimes found i
spurious violins. The expert must se
purchaser.
the violin before he can tell its valu.
just as a banker must see a bill t
An Old Custom.
tel: if it is counterfeit. Violin teacher:
The custom of pasting labels in many of them, have considerabl
imitation Cremonas is of early origin. knowledge of violins, but few of ther
It began soon after the musical world are able to pase with authority on th
began to acknowledge the supremacy genuineness of Cremona violins. Ther
of the Cremona violins. As a rule these are very few experts in the pntir
labels are not put into the ordinary United States, and these are found onl
trade violins with the intention to de¬ in our larger cities. One firm in
ceive, but simply to state the model of large Western city, which does a lare
which the violin is a copy. I have business in old violins, charges a fe
never heard of a penalty for the of $5 for examining violins, giving i
makers placing these labels in violins. return a certificate, stating the probabl
It is a trade custom of long standing.
value of the instrument, together wit
There are occasional prosecutions, how¬ the school to which it likely belong
ever, of violin dealers and others for
selling imitation Cremonas for genu¬ the name of the maker, if that cl
ine, on the strength of the general ap¬
pearance of the violin and the label,
if the intent to deceive the customer
can be proved.

Boston .ho .ill giv,
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mem or sent by express.

know of cities in the United States
of 200,000 population where there is
not a single musician or violin dealer
who is competent to give a really
authoritative opinion in the case of a
valuable old Italian instrument. The
city of London, England, probably has
the greatest number of expert judges
of old violins, for London is the greatest violin market of the world as re¬
gards rare instruments. London has
regular monthly auction sales of old
violins to which valuable instruments
are sent from all the world for sale.
PERSPIRATION.
A long and interesting essay could
be written on “Perspiration” of the
hand and its effect on violin playing.
We are in the season just at present
when the violinist suffers greatly from
it, although some violin players are
troubled by perspiring hands the year
round. Excessive perspiration is an
affliction which seems largely con¬
stitutional. Some people .have com¬
paratively dry hands, no matter how
torrid the weather is; others have
hands which exude moisture the year
round, and seem to be unable to find
relief. This perspiration of the left
hand troubles the violinist in two ways:
in the first place when the hand is damp
and sticky it is.difficult to shift well,
as the hand clings to the neck of the
violin, and the smooth gliding of the
hand so indispensable to good shifting
is well nigh impossible. The second
difficulty arises from the strings be¬
coming damp and soggy from the
fingers, in which case they gradually
become flat, at least in the case of gut
strings. I have heard many a promis¬
ing solo all but ruined because the ex¬
cessive perspiration of the fingers
caused the violin to get out of tune to
such an extent that playing in tune
became impossible. Every teacher will
remember pupils whose hands would
be covered with large beads of per¬
spiration when they played, and who
would have to spend half their time
in tuning on account of the strings be¬
coming wet with perspiration. I once
knew a young baker who was ac¬
customed to working in very high
temperatures, and who essayed to learn
the violin. His left hand perspired so
freely that drops of water would act¬
ually fall from it on the floor. Gut
strings were an impossibility for him,
as after two minutes playing the finger¬
board of his violin would be as wet as
if it had been dipped in a bucket of
water. Silk strings were not much bet¬
ter, so he was obliged to use wire
strings.
Many different remedies have been
prescribed to overcome the moisture of
the left hand.
I know one violinist
who carries a large piece of alum
around in his violin case with which he
rubs his hand when he is about to play.
He claims to get excellent results from
it. Rubbing the hand with alcohol or
cologne water just before playing is
also prescribed.
Alcohol evaporates
very rapidly, drying up the moisture of
the hand. Still another remedy, is to
rufi the hand and fingers with a sponge
dipped in a little sugar of lead or milk,
applied before going to bed at night.
Quite a number of preparations are on
the market for overcoming perspiration
pf the hand; one. “Palmaline.” enjoy¬
ing quite a sale in London and through¬
out. England.
Some violinists «se
various kinds of powder on their
fingers, and one pupil from the country
I instructed, invariably carried a jar
of corn starch around in his box to rub
on the fingers of his left hand. Pul¬
verized alum is another favorite remedy
with some people.

g0AveSyrfew rthefe^tehavlmuch
effect in stopping the evil
I believe,
however, that it is an excellent plan to
such cases to apply a little almond oil
strings where the greater amount
If fingering is done, say commencing
„ ?h not cl tta violin half
,h«
length ofAestrmg.
^application
leng.
oreventn the perspiration
i-ts also apply a small amount of the
same oil to their left hand and fingers
when troubled with extreme perspiration.
.
It may comfort young violinists to
know that many
»—
.
,violin students
.
.
grow this habit of excessive perspiration, and the youth of sixteen with at.
excessively
clammy
hand
may
have
- .11
I
1 , ,t ■ ,
T
comparatively dry hand at thirty. It
_ji interesting fact to note that the
amount of perspiration differs greatly
at different times and in different states
of the body. Some players whose
hands ; 5 quite dry on ordinary ■
casions, will suffer from perspiration
of the hands when excited or nervous,
as for instance when they are about
to play an important solo, or where
great responsibility rests on them.
Violinists with naturally damp hands
can usually succeed in using gut strings,
if they apply a little oil to the strings
in the manner above described, taking
care not to oil the half of the string
“* “ the bn<tee- The best makers of
Italian gut strings usually send their
strings out to the trade covered with
a slight coating of oil: If the violinist
will examine an Italian string, fresh
from the maker, he will get an idea
of about how much oil should be used
on the string.
There are very few complaints about
too much perspiration in the case of
the right hand, as a reasonable amount
of moisture is an advantage to the right
hand in keeping a firm hold of the bow.
1 have heard viohnists complain of the
nght hand being too dry at times, causingthe hand to slip along the stick of
the bow and preventing a firm hold.
THE SCALE.
A famous Italian singing teacher on
be,ng asked what studies should form
the foundation of vocal culture, said
he would embody them in a simple
verse, which ran something as follows:
La Scala, La Scala, La Scala, La Seala;
La Scala, La Scala, La Scala.
t rcS!?’.TIia ScalaScala, La Scala ;
LA SCALA, LA SCALA, LA SCALA.

. ^be, Italian maestro not only had the
nght idea as regards voice culture, but
“Is ,verse could be applied to violin
Playing equally well. The scale is of
course the basis of technic on any ins rument, and yet it is astonishing how
uc it is neglected. Teachers negcct teaching
andILm*.
students neglect
wiracfinno.
- it.
A_
..
Practicing U
it. A
perfect mastery of? the
„.es.
a sb°rt cut to learning the
nic of any instrument, and will
save the student hundreds of hours of
P act.ce. Playing the major scales ;n
^ keys, and the minor scales in both
™«Iodic and harmonic forms is also
f ™est method of ear training that
ean be «nagit*d for the violin student.
n.,K,re,are a number of excellent works
FJ irsfced for scale practice. One of
mSe "T’cost extensively used is that of
greater Ch-ra,dieck> one of the world’s
work n V1° m Pedagogues.
In this
(in m, ,!he major and.minor scales
given e °dlC 3nd harmonic form) are
the V C,overitlg -he entire compass of
eyboard. Chromatic scales in all
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VIOLINISTS
No

More Drudgery

si’iTuf.rfJr,he iee,,°on,y ww»** ^

marked.
Scale practice can
.
v_ till be
ue begun
l
with the violin pupil from the
soon as he has learned the
—the fingers of the left hand.
Care should be taken to leave the
fingers on the strings as they are put
down, in ascending scale passages, the
fingers remaining on the string until
it is necessary to move them to the
next string or the continuation of the
passage.
__
ANSWERS TO QUERIES,
B. G. B.—The bow should: be .held in
the first’crease of the first finger a«
given in your enclosed diagram, for In
order to get the greatest freedom
wrist action the fingers should be almost at right angles to the bow The
holding of the bow in the second crease
js one of the most common and serious
mistakes In violin playing The fingers
must be held on the bow in an easy,
natural position, neither spread out nor
tightly gripped together The thumb
should be placed opposite the second
and third fingers
You speak of your
hand being somewhat abnormal in regard to the length of the thumb
It
would be impossible for us to advise
any changes in the normal manner of
holding the bow without seeing your
hand.
C. J.—If your hands perspire _ _
freely in the summer that you cannot
use gut strings, try a fine quality of
silk strings, which, while not so brilbant as the gut, give fairly satisfactory
results.
L. J. H.—You would probably find that
Danclas’ “Fifty Daily Exercises” would
answer your need for a book of easy
technical exercises for the left hand, i
develop strength and facility in finger-

Which being translated is of course:
Scale, the Scale, the Scale;
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scale^major and mtoofTe gitenln which.com.positions with certain raark‘
ings should be taken that it is impossi¬
thirds, sixths, octaves and tenths
ble to lay down a hard and fast rule
Practice of the latter gives the best
by which you could be guided. There
possible practice in double stopping
nothing
There are a
t
snipping.
..s in
... the science of music
equally good
IHs ak other works about which there is so much uncerot pract?c )0
» fU.n.y
. m regard ,o tempo
ferent forms of bowing.
vanVt
n, s . ot bowing.
A great are not given on a piece of music, the
judge from the tempo
staccato, mark considered in its relation to the
spiccato, spring bowing
This is character of the composition, or to get
killing two hi-rlo
birds with ’
stone as some musician who knows the authorthe student n<
only gets practice on itative tempo, to mark the metronome
the scales but
' the bowings as well, figures for you.
. A violinist who
complete master
the scales in all their various forms,
NEW VIOLIN STARS.
will instinctively finger a passage
^
.
6.is liul.
rectly, gjr.i-1.
although the fingering

R. D. G.—You make a great mistake
1 trying to play such works ;
Mendelssohn Concerto, when, as you
say, you have only played a short distance in Kreutzer’s “Etudes.’
concerto requires a large techni
should only be approached by a
ough violinist. It is highly injurious
to your progress to spend your ti
on works so far beyond your reach.

. C IL ,WfirY°Ur tropes with your
bow probably come from the fact that
the,haf
,w°rn out A?, a bow
used tbe balr becomes dull just as a
does- a.nd fads
take h°ld or
bite the string. It must then be rehaired.. If you look at a horsehair with
a microscope you will find that it has
httle teeth like a saw. Continued playinS wears these llttle, teeth, and tbe bo^
no lonSer takes hold of tbe stJlttg- U
You on’y practice an hour a day your
bow should be re-haired at least twice
a YearW. S. K.—There is no fixed metronome number for each of the various
Italian tempo marks, andante, adagio,
allegro, etc. The ideas of composers
vary so greatly as to the speed at
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added
person of a young Russian named
Efrem Zimbalist, a pupil of Prof.
LeoP°ld Auer of St. Petersburg. This
y°unS man has already created a great
sensation by his playing in Europe,
winning the most extravagant praise
from the greatest critics. In these days
“puffery,” it is necessary to take all
criticism with a grain of salt, and the
only way to judge is to average up the
- ' '
opinions
of....
all the critics. One thing
is certain; the criticism which Zimbalist
has received1 is equally extended and
as favorable or more favorable than
that received, by Kubelik or any violin¬
ist who has. .appeared during the past
few years, at the outset of their
careers°ne interesting point in regard to the
success of Mischa Elman and Erfrem
Zlmbalist, who are now among the
most noted of the world’s violin solists,
's that theZ were both pupils of Professor Auer, of St. Petersburg. When
KubeIik and Kocian appeared a few
years ag0’ fresh from the studio of
Sevclk- of Prague, the latter immediately accluired a tremendous following,
He was lmmediately hailed by many
^ the world’s greatest violin teacher,
and the originator of a method de¬
scribed by his admirers as unique, and
greater than anything the world had
yet known. No one will deny that
Sevcik has great merit as a teacher,
and that his method has much of value,
but the’remarkable" suecess"Tf toe' too
Auer pupils above named certainly
proves that no violin teacher in the
world holds a monopoly on the art
of turning out artist violinists.
The plain truth of the matter is that
the principal thing is the thoroughness
with which the student is taught. This
is the case with Professor Sevcik, and
his method. The method of itself cer¬
tainly cannot achieve results which cannot be. attained with other material.
^ts cb'e^ advantages lie in its logical
manner of presentment, and its wealth
of material for obtaining thoroughness
in solving the various technical prob¬
lems of violin playing.
I was once struck by the modesty
of a remark which I heard Carl Halir,
one of the most noted violinists of the
world, make to an American pupil,
"bile’he"was in America on a concert
tour. The American said he had a
great ambition to go to Berlin and
study with Mr. Halir, who at that time
was the friend and colleague of Joseph
Joachim in the Royal High School of
Music, in Berlin. “My young friend”
said Mr. Halir, “it is not necessary to
study with me alone
In BerIin
will find a large number of excellent
teachers.
I know of
twenty-five
teachers of the same school as Joachim,
any
Gf wh0m I could cheerfully
recommend to you.”
After the pupil grabbing methods so
common with many teachers, even of
the highest rank, it was refreshing to
hear a really eminent teacher talk in
this vein.

can recommend it as being of great value to beginners.
—LEOPOLD LTCHTENBERG, National Conservatory of

vioH n ptoy/ng.^fs I DO Rlf^TROOSm Y K^Professof of
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THE
FLORENCE LEONARD.

CHILDREN’S

on her twelfth birthday,
her mamma said to her, My
>
going to give you your heart
sire’ but when I have bouSht th®
piano there will be only one hundred
dollars left for lessons. This will only
pay for lessons for one year, and Y
can only have the piano on condition
that you will continue to practice after
your lessons are over.
The little girl promised gladly, and
sible ta study without a teacher, and re¬
she kept her promise. Her teacher
member that—
told me that she did three years work
“Nothing deserves reward
in
the one year that she had lessons,
Unless It gives us trouble.”
and although this little girl is now a
And by taking this trouble you are busy school teacher she is also a charm¬
using your papas’ misfortune for your
own “character-building,” just as the ing musician.
little birds used the unfortunate sheep’s Make the Best of Your Opportunities.
wool for their nest-building. And, I
What this little girl did any' little
ask you, is there anything which can
girl can do. Sometimes it is a very
better brighten a home and make it a
good thing for a little girl to know
cheery, comfortable place in which to
live, than bright music well played?
Surely there is nothing better for the
lightening of heavy hearts than the
merry music with which a little
daughter may fill the home if she will
only continue to practice after trouble
has come and lessons are stopped.
Now let us see just what will be
the best way for you to study alone. I
would suggest that for each month’s
study you select two of your old pieces
for review work, and two selections
from The Etude for new study. Four
selections a month, two new and two
old, will give you work enough along
that line. The technical part of your
practice is not so easy to manage alone,
so for this I would suggest that you
obtain assistance in either one of two
ways. Either explain to your teacher
just why it is necessary that you should
discontinue your lessons, and ask her to
make out a plan which you will be able
to follow out in your practice month
by month. Any teacher will be glad to
do this, for you, and to give you a word
of advice whenever you may need it.
Or if it is the case that you have
stopped lessons some time ago, and
are not at present in touch with your
teacher, why just write to The Etude,
telling us all about it, and we will
be very glad to help you. Tell us what
studies you have been working on, as
well as scales, and we will help you
that her lessons are only going to con¬
in every wav possible.
You will find that in this, as in every¬ tinue for a limited period, because she
thing else, there is an advantage as will then realize the need for making
well as a disadvantage. Not to be able the most of the present moment. Anil
to have lessons is certainly a great dis¬ if you did not know that your lessons
advantage, but to practice without a were going to end abruptly while you
teacher has this advantage—it makes were studying, and did net make the
you think for yourscif. That is tie most of your time, why just make up
trouble with most of us when we take for it now by working a little harder
lessons, r.e are so apt to let the by yourself, always remembering that
teacher do all the thinking for its.
The Etude is ready to help you if you
Then, too, the chance to practice will only ask.
what you like is an advantage, provided,
It will pay you well to do this. You
you like the right things, as I hope you wi.i nave the happiness which al¬
Another tiling, it gives you time ways comes of doing a difficult thing
to practice the songs that you learn in #e happiness of being papa’s little
schccd, ard it is always a good thing comforter, and the happiness of provto “plav what you sing, and sing what ng^°iy°Ur parents that the money exycu play.”
To practice “thinking pended on your lessons was money well
music.” as Mr. Lewis advises in the spent. And if you practice cheerfully
July Etude, is another thing that you and well Without lessons, it will mau
may do without a teacher. You can your father anxious to have you re¬
do this at almost any time or place, and sume your music lessons just as so™
it will help you immensely.
as possible, and perhaps the music that
So, in many way?,' you can make your you make through the dark hours w,l
papa’s misfortune your own good, and give hirn courage to make it possible
when you go back to your lessons you sooner than it otherwise would be
will apnreciate them much more for
having been obliged to struggle along
for awhile alone.
_T once knew a little girl whose papa Dimes Ot the art of playing are correct
*ty,e a,ld graceful exe^- »
died when she was a very little girl,
tion.
Philipp Emanuel Bach.

PAGE
WHAT A LITTLE CHILD CAN DO.
HELENA MAGUIRE.
This is a little talk with the children
wh*se papas have had “raeney trou¬
bles,” and so have been obliged to dis¬
continue their music lessons.
Let us begin with a little story—
Once upon a time a shepherd boy
was sent with his sheep to a pasture
where there were some thorn bushes.
The sheep would insist upon going
through the bushes instead of around
them, and every time they passed
through the thorns tore their wool.
Seeing this, and feeling sorry for his
sheep, the boy went for a hatchet,
thinking to cut the bushes down. But
as he was returning with the hatchet
he saw a bird fly out of the bushes with
a piece of the wool in his bill, and then
another, and still another, and follow¬
ing them he saw that they were lining
their nests with the bits of wool, mak¬
ing of it soft warm homes for the birdbabies. And coming back the boy put
his hatchet away saying, “The good
God permits the sheep to tear away a
little of their wool to a good and happy
purpose. I will not cut the bushes
Now let us make believe that the
sheep are your papas, and the thorny
bushes the unkind world that has torn
your papas’ money away from him,
and that you are the little singing birds
that are going to use your papas’ mis¬
fortune as a means of filling the homenest with comfort and good-cheer.
The “times” have been very hard my
children, for sometime your papas have
been very much worried and sorely
tried, and in any home where it has
been necessary to discontinue the little
daughter’s music lessons because there
is only just money enough for the
actual needs of life, there must indeed
be heavy hearts, and sad and sorry
hours.
Right here is your opportunity—your
great, big, golden
opportunity—to
practice the Spirit of Helpfulness.
“The good are better made by ill,
As odours crushed are sweeter still.”
Do not stop Practicing.
To most children, leaving off lessons
mean-, leaving off practice. Dp not let
this be so with you. As you have had
lessons, can read music and understand
the. fundamental principals, and as you
have a musical magazine coming to you
every month with, always, several in¬
teresting selections in it, there is no
reason why you should not continue
to practice. Of course I know that
it is much more difficult to practice
when you cannot look forward to play¬
ing what you have practiced to your
teacher each week, and to have to go
en always without the kind assistance
that you have been used to; but play
what you study to Father and Mother
when you have done the best that
you can with it, and they will surely
be pleased with it and find it good. It
is difficult—I realize this and sym¬
pathize with you—but it is not impos¬

wished for every time she ™?*£bone «
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USEFUL MISTAKES.

Who is discouraged over mistakes
to-day? Who couldn’t play his lesson
without stumbling, and who kept making mistakes all through that hot
half-hour of practicing, till mother
looked in at the door and asked: "Are
you playing that right?” And who
said, “It won’t go right! I make mistakes over and over again.”
How Mistakes May be Useful.
Do you know that mistakes can he
very useful things? They sh«w us all
kinds of facts that can be helps to as.
They are often danger signals, they
show us that we are or. the wrong
track, and warn us that we must stop
and go back and switch onto the right
track. They are often a sign that we
are doing something the wrong way,
and if we try to find out the right way
—presto! we can do something harder
than we expected, and do it easily.
They may even show us that we are try¬
ing to do something
which we cannot do at
all—those mistakes are
the kind we call “fail¬
ures.” But they will
not be failures if they
help us to find out what
we can do, they will be
very important steps
toward success.
Mistakes and Haste.
The mistakes that
arise merely from being
careless are not useful
ones, unless they teach
you to be watchful and
overcome the careless
habits. In fact, no mis¬
take is useful unless it
teaches you something.
If you would like to
change those bad fairies
into good fairies you
must be a sort of ma¬
gician yourself, and
this is whr.e you must
do: First of all you
must find out why yen
made the mistake. Of
course, if you are really
trying to learn to play
you arc too sensible to
practice faster than you
ought, so wc will not
tulk about faults which arise from
that cause. Only remember that the
Chinese have a proverb which says
that all mistakes come from l.aste.
The Mind Must be Quicker than the
Fingers.
_Of course, too you know that your
mind must always keep guiding your
fingers. But I don’t believe that you
know how many many mistakes occur
because your mind is not quick enough
at seeing the path or choosing the
right finger, or giving just the right
order.
Your mind must be even
quicker than your fingers, and some¬
times that means a speed so fast that
there is no way of measuring it. Do
you remember that people say “quick
as lightning?” They also say “quick
as thought.” So be sure that you keep
Y°ur thought from being a lazy person.
Make it at least as swift as a runner,
a winner in a foot race.
Some Useful Hints.

,.k you'rself “Do I know it quickly
31’
And then make your mind
en°Uf over it several times without
Ui'nl your hand on the piano; think
^ different notes and fingers and
frases Next try playing it again, at
fir,t more slowly than you thought it,
and keep watch of every point, do not
0°p thinking because you are using
vour haad> and gradually play it faster
y0t perhaps you have to play a chord
«.ith a sudden skip from a distant part
the piano. You know perfectly well
the notes are, for instance f# a cd.
“d yet you never can make your
left hand jump down to that chord
promptly!
Try this way of making your mind
help you. Put your hand behind your
back look steadily at your chord, count
21_3_and on three, as if your hands
were racing with your counts, pounce
on that chord. Try this several times,
pouncing on different octaves, and you
will really begin to know your chord.
If in correcting any mistake you find
out how to send your mind along be¬
fore your fingers, and make a habit of
practicing that way; you will have
learned the most useful habit you can
Always Follow the Fingering.
Another reason why stumbles occur
is that children, even children who do
not intend to be careless, do not make
sure that they follow the fingering
which is given them. It is the mind
here, too. which is not alert enough.
Some children think fingering is a
troublesome invention of printers and
teachers, but other children have found
out that if they do put on the right
fingers, the hard places will often sud¬
denly smooth out and become easy. It
is just because you remember to put
“3” on one note and “5” on another,
or some motion quite as simple. Tell
your fingers, quickly and early enough,
and they will not stumble over that
place. Then that mistake will have
taught you that fingerings are like
switches on a railroad, to shift the train
(our hands) into the right position on
those smooth shining black and white
tracks.
Perhaps you did follow your finger¬
ing, and did have your mind on the
alert, and yet—your fingers would not
reach the notes, and they stepped on
cracks instead of notes. Do you know
that beautiful Valse in E minor by
Grieg, or the Pieczonka Tarantelle?
There are ever so many pieces which
have the same sort of stretches in
them, stretches, rather wide for your
hand perhaps, and passages that have
to be Oh! so beautifully legato, with¬
out a break. When you stumbled
there, perhaps you were not letting
your hand roll naturally along over
the keys, with the swing of your arm.
Did you keep it stiff and not let it
follow with your fingers toward the
high notes, and back again to the low
ones? Then you were doing something
the wrong way, and your mistake
warned you. Try it the right way! Or
perhaps you were practicing a “Per¬
petual Motion” or a “Brook” and your
fingers and hand and arm ached,
when you tried to play it fast, and
finally refused to play to the end. Ask
yourself whether you were working
your horses too hard—making unecessary motions and using up their
• ren§th long before the end of their
Journey!
How to Make Mistakes Useful.

“tv yT°fselt "i^n you make a
1
W.hat 1 °«Sht to d,
p ace*. And if you do kno\i
fingering, time, phrasing, tou

thorn “ fJU nna °ut why you make
becrin an<1 contluer them, and after that
81 your next piece with care that

you do not let any of these old faults
creep in again.
The fault of carelessness was once
cured in a very simple way. There was
a girl who was very ambitious about
her music, but she was careless, too. So
after many admonitions which had little
effect, her teacher began to mark her
music. If a mistake, once noticed in
the lesson, was repeated, a red crayon
mark would descend upon the passage;
if it occurred again, a green mark
would go down, or a purple one—a new
color for every repetition of the old
mistake. Do you think that that girl
liked to take her music home with all
those rainbow-hued mistakes glaring
at her? No indeed! She would bring
a perfect piece to the next lesson, and
the marks would be rubbed out, and
she has become the most careful
student I know.
Are your mistakes going to be
useless?
THE B SHARP CLUB.
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BY NELLIE R. CAMARON.
CAGE. FADED. DAB.
One bright morning in September,
the members of the “B Sharp Club”
found in their respective mail boxes
pretty little music rolls about six inches
long. They were made of celluloid,
adorned with painted sprays of flowers,
the straps and handles being made of
stiffened ribbon.
Inside the roll was
the following song in miniature sheet
Invitation.
The “B Sharp Club,” come away, cc
At 3 o'clock sharp, a week from to
Your teacher will greet each one wi
And music and games all the !

The members of the “B Sharp Club”
were the junior pupils of Miss Starr’s
music class. They met every week, but
all understood that there was to be an
especially jolly time when they were
formally invited in this manner.
On the afternoon of the meeting.
Miss Starr’s parlor was gaily adorned
with ferns, purple asters and goldenrod. Everywhere were hung violins,
mandolins, harps, horns and guitars
made of pasteboard and covered with
tissue paper and evergreens. The chil¬
dren had helped Miss Starr to make
these the day before. Now all waited
with expectant faces for the fun they
knew would be forthcoming.
A Scale Contest

Each combination was played several
times slowly with pauses between. The
pupils said over to themselves the letter
names of the tones played, and as soon
as any pupil discovered what word these
letters spelled, he shouted the word
aloud. (It will be observed that the
letter names of each of the foregoing
tone combinations spell some short
word.) The child shouting the correct
word first was given a counter as credit
for this word, and Miss Starr spelled
the next one on the piano. The one
spelling the most words was promised
Shouts of laughter greeted Carl Swift,
the fortunate winner, as he received his
prize—a two-penny tin whistle!
Musical Stage Coach.
Next they played a game modeled
after the old-fashioned “stage coach”
game.
Each child was assigned some musi¬
cal term. Then Miss Starr told a story
bringing in these terms, each child ris¬
ing and turning about as his word was
mentioned. A failure to do so required
the payment of a forfeit, wh\ch was
only redeemed by playing a piece upon
the piano. Here is the story; the itali¬
cized words are the musical terms:

Musical Terms.
Next, all of the children who could
write were given pencils and paper and
the following list of definitions descrip¬
tive of musical terms. The one giving
the most correct answers received a
piece of sheet music as a prize. Here
are the definitions, with answers:
1. —Part of a fish. Answer—Scales.
2. —What a tight shoe does. Answer
—Press toe (presto).
3. —A fine dandy. Answer—A swell.
4. —Something to keep the cattle in
pasture. Answer—Bars.
5. —What a pair of shears should be.
Answer—Sharp.
6. —To ooen a door with. Answer—
Key.
7. —Short letters. Answer—Notes.
8. —What tired people like. Answer
—A rest.
9. —What a weather vane -does.
Answer—Turn.
10. —Three sisters of same age.
Answer—Triplets.
11. —What can a pocket do? Answer
—Hold.
12. —A vegetable. Answer—A beat
(beet).
13. —Girl up in a balloon. Answer—
“Gal up” (galop).
,14.—Month of the year. Answer—
March.
15. —A
black,
sticky
substance.
Answer—Pitch.
16. —What a tape line helps us do.
Answer—Measure.
17. —Something to wear. Answer—
A tie.
18. —Mean and low. Answer—Base
(bass).
19. —Soup without salt.
Answer—
Flat.
20. —A boy under 21. AnswerMinor.
21. —Officer in the army. Answer22. —Four times 10.
Answer—40
(Forte).
23. —A
baby
crying
at
night.
Answer—Chamber music.
24. -—Shape of an apple.
Answer—
Round.
25. —To sell fom house to house.
Answer—Peddle (pedal).
26. —Money paid for breaking a law.
Answer—Fine.
The prize was won by Ruth Petit,
who had been chosen president of the
B Sharp Club, on account of her sharp¬
ness in all games and tests.
Musical Refreshments.
As they finished this game, Miss
Starr’s sister appeared in the doorway
with a pitcher of lemonade and a plate
of ginger snaps. The ginger snaps
were homemade and cut
in the
shape of the first seven letters of the
alphabet. Great was the merriment of
all when they were told that no one
might take a cooky without first telling
the signature in sharps or flats of the
key represented by the letter cooky
chosen.
Everybody laughed when
Charlie White, the baby of the class,
triumphantly selected a cooky C. and,
waving it proudly, sang out: “Key of
C—no sharbs or flaps.”
Everyone was sorry when the happy
afternoon came to an end. They were
each given one of the pasteboard wall
ornaments as a souvenir of the after-

The afternoon began with a “scale
A Puzzle Story.
ontest.” Each child in turn played
Carl’s grandpa was an old major.
he first five major scales. They called
He
was
also
a miner (minor) by trade.
his game “Scaling the Heights.” Then
ach voted on slips of paper for the He went to the store to see (C) if there
,ne whom he thought had played the might be (B) something nice there for
cales most smoothly and correctly, Christmas gifts for Carl. He carried a
k prize was awarded to the one re- staff, as he was an old man, and had to
eiving the most votes. The prize was stop to rest often and lean against a
stamp-holder in shape of a guitar. It fence or bars. When he got to the
vas made of stiff cardboard covered store he bought a tie for Carl. He
,-ith gold and brown satin. It had gold told the merchant to measure off some
ilk strings and ribbons attached for ribbon for lines to play horse with. He
langing and a tiny pocket on one side told him to add some bars of peanut
candy and to weigh on his scales a
or stamps.
Everyone cheered when it was an- pound of caramels. He bought a top
lounced that sweet, little Kittie Dale that would turn very rapidly when
wound
with a key, a very sharp knife,
he pet of the class, was the winner of
some little miner’s tools, a lot of soldiers
he prize.
.
The children had been preparing for with captain and major, a Hat sack to
his contest for the past six weeks^. and hold his school books, a book contain¬
“Papa.” enthusiastically exclaimed
he usually dull scale practice had ac- ing rhymes for Carl to learn to repeat.
“The boy will be (B) happy,” he said. the youth as the vast audience at the
uired a new interest in consequence.
Next another contest, which Miss “I’ve heard him say, and I’ve taken note grand opera rose to its feet, applaud¬
of
it
a
score
of
times,
that
he
wanted
ing
and shouting its approval, at the
Itarr' called a “spelling match.” put in
just these things. -He was surprised final drop of the curtain, “how tickled
ractice the children^ ear-training
that the price was so low (solo) and everybody is that this thing is over.”
gave his signature to a note in payment.” —Brooklyn Eagle.
,
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until you have convinced that child
that you have thought the matte
very carefully and have discovered
We are always pleased with responsi¬ something in the plan that wi
bility,- and one of the best ways to work out right.
keep a club alive is to see that each
member is responsible for some one
The Club Library.
thing or some particular duty. This
Every club should have a library.
is especially true of children.
Chil¬
If
the
teacher
or leader does not pos¬
dren like office, but frequently there
are not offices enough to “go around.” sess such a library the little club mem¬
The teacher or leader of the club bers should be encouraged to con
should then devise duties for each child. tribute toward one. First of all there
Children are very sensitive and some¬ should be a fine pronouncing musical
times they do not indicate their sensi¬ dictionary such as that of Dr. Clarke.
tiveness nor the consequent sufferings. A work of this kind is a necessity in
They are keen to notice neglect and settling disputes regarding definitions
or pronunciation. Then there should
never forget a deliberate slight.
also be a reliable biographical dictionary, such as that of Dr. Baker or Dr.
Profitable Duties.
Riemann. If the means of the club per¬
The club leader will find it a fine mit there should be a Grove Dictionary.
plan to give each member some specific The new edition of the Grove Diction¬
task to perform. One good plan is to ary is especially fine, but is not yet
have one child take up the study of quite complete. This monumental work
seme composer. I knew of a club in would, no doubt, prove too expensive
which this plan worked finely. Each a luxury for most clubs. The Etude
member was assigned to study the life itself forms the most valuable nucleus
of a great composer. At the first meet¬ for the club library. When you re¬
ing the children brought one hundred member that during each year fifty
word sketches of the first ten years of dollars’ worth of music is included in
their composer’s life.
At the next The Etude, and that to secure the in¬
meeting they brought similar sketches formation from the great specialists
discussing the next ten years and so on. who write for The Etude would cost
One particularly bright,
ingenious an individual thousands of dollars, you
young lady undertook Mozart. When may realize the intrinsic value of the
the sessions had gone along for a few monthly musical messenger you re¬
Every copy of The Etude
weeks, she was obliged to discontinue ceive.
her biography in consequence of should be carefully preserved for club
Mozart’s early death.
Having some use. The duets will be found espe¬
literary ability and q fine imagination, cially valuable. The following books
she constructed a life of Mozart as he will also be found of use to club mem¬
“Theory Explained, to Piano
might have lived it, and instead of hav¬ bers:
ing him die in poverty, at the age of Students,” by Dr. Hugh Clarke; “De¬
thirty-five, she continued her imagi¬ scriptive Analyses of Piano Works,”
by
E.
B.
Perry; “Celebrated Pianists,
nary life until she made Mozart die in
riches, at the age of eighty. She told Past and Present,” by Erlich, and
just what composers he met in after “Pictures from the Lives of the Great
life and of some great compositions Composers.”
which he might have written. Of •
course, all this was met with laughter
Club Pictures.
and was awaited with particular interest
by the other club members. The result
The club members should be incited
was that this young lady gained an in¬ to take an interest in their club room.
sight into Mozart’s life that made her This room should be so decorated that
a real authority upon it. Her knowl¬ it will stimulate the good taste of the
edge of the composer might have pupil. Musical pictures may be secured
shamed some older musical historians. at small expense and add greatly to the
She even went so far as to play one “atmosphere” of the music room.
of his sonatas written late in life, and
when the teacher identified it as a
Keeping Up to Date.
Beethoven sonata there was much
amusement.
In a club of adult members one very
good office would be that of collecting
Don’t Make the Work Too Hard.
and compiling the musical news of the
Most club leaders make the mistake months and reading a bulletin for the
of giving children tasks that their benefit of the members. If this duty is
elders would have had difficulty in assigned to one person each month
executing. For instance, a little girl the whole club will benefit. The daily
of ten was asked to prepare a paper papers and The Etude World of Musiupon the subject of rhythm. Now Column may be used with profit
rhythm is something that is very diffi¬ After the bulletin of 'chief events has
cult to understand, and volumes have been read the club members may dis¬
been written upon it. It is better for cuss the leading occurrences in the
the teacher to handle such a subject as
LaSa’°s
^tanCe’ Ra°«<
this.
A good subject for the child J-aparras La Habanera” is just nowwould have been “The History of the making a great sensation in Eurooe
Metronome,” or “How to Use the k anVt ll^h hi'torian find out about
it and tell the other members
Metronome.”
RESPONSIBILITY IN CLUB

Ideas for Music
Club Workers
By MRS. JOHN OLIVER
(Press Secretary National Federation of
Music Clubs)
KEEPING UP MUSIC AFTER MAR¬
RIAGE.

WORK.

Members of the Chaminade Club, of
Jackson, Mississippi, are congratulat¬
ing themselves on the wonderful suc¬
cess of their Matrons’ Music Contest,
which was held at Lake Chautauqua,
Crystal Springs, Mississippi.
It is a well-known fact that very
often women who have spent half a life,
a small fortune and an abundance of
energy in the study of music, when
they enter the happy estate of matri¬
mony, in the absorbing interest of their
new duties, are inclined to neglect or
forget entirely the old-time practice
hour. This contest for the married
women of Mississippi was to' encour¬
age them to keep up their music and
not to allow the coming of the bride¬
groom to close the piano forever in
the home, for in no institution is the
ennobling influence of music of more
importance than there.
If the unmarried woman feels the ob¬
ligation to cultivate the gift of a musical
talent, as a wife and mother, that obli¬
gation, instead of dwindling, assumes
a double proportion.
Fortunate in¬
deed is the child whose musical taste
is formed before he knows it, whose
musical atmosphere is created for him
by his father and mother in the home.
Announcement was made to the effect
that prizes would be awarded the suc¬
cessful contestant, a year in advance
of the contest, and for the past year
great interest has been manifested by
musicians throughout the State. Men¬
delssohn’s “Spinning Song” and Nevin’s
“Narcissus” were the compositions
selected for the contest, and hundreds
were held under the spell of the sweet
melodies of the contestants, who, by
their splendid performance, demon¬
strated that they had not folded their
talent, but had developed and perfected
it until it had become a gem “of purest
ray serene."
There were six contestants for the
prizes, which were a handsome gold
medal and an honorary membership in
the Chaminade Club.
At the conclusion of the contest re¬
gret was expressed on all sides that
each contestant could not be the suc¬
cessful one, as, owing to the high per¬
centage obtained by every contestant,
the task of deciding which matron had
attained the highest average was by
no means an easy one.
After much deliberation it was de¬
cided by the judge that Mrs. Alleen
Howell Tye, of Pickens, Mississippi,
was entitled to the medal and the
honorary membership.
It is hoped that many other States
will follow the example of the pro¬
gressive Southern State and offer en¬
couragement of this or a like character
to the matrons of their respective
Don’t Give Too Much Help.
States. So far, the Chaminade Club
has been the only club in the National
Children like to manage their own
Federation of Musical Clubs to hold out
affairs.
If you make the error of intersuch inducement.
fering with them you may have cause
to regret it. I have never heard of a
successful child’s club which was man¬
“The player should know how to list¬ aged by a “bossy” teacher. The little
en properly to himself and to judge of ones like liberty and they will not work
his own performance with accuracy. successfully if they think that they are
He who does not possess this gift is being restrained. Encourage them to
apt, in practicing alone, to spoil all make their own plans and to work out
that he' has acquired in the presence of
their own ideas. When a child brings
his teacher.”—Carl Czerny.
a new plan to you, don’t cast it aside

‘.‘Every distinguished composer

etude

THE MARTYRDOM OF MOZART.
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HOW A VILLAGE COURT HOUSE
BECAME A TEMPLE OF MUSIC.
Years ago, on a Dakotan prairie, a
village of two hundred people gathered
on the verdant sod to build “a city.”
Winter came, and the blizzards shut
them in their crude shanties and sod
huts as effectually as Noah was sealed
into his ark, but in that little community were a few sturdy pioneers who
had come from the Middle West and
New England to found new homes
upon Dakota prairies. There was a fine
social atmosphere among those dwel¬
lers on the banks of the James, and
every day there was something on the
bulletin in “Doc’s” drug store, despite
the hungry winds that sifted in the
snow and howled through the houses
and down the ridges of snowbanks that
indicated streets and boulevards—on
the map. Cantatas and oratorios were
rendered, ballad concerts were given
alternately, with debates and literary
entertainments in the newly-built court
house, standing out alone like a beacon
light on the prairie. There was real
talent—latent and already cultivatedamong those pioneer settlers; some
there were who in early days had
studied at an Eastern conservatory of
music. True, there were few legal
transactions in that court house, but it
was utilized for the public good, and
became a veritable temple of “th- im¬
mortal Nine.” Those who attended the
winter evening rehearsals of the ora¬
torios—“The Messiah,” “Elijah,” “Bel¬
shazzar” and others—will never forget '
the happiness of those hours employed
in the preparation and rendering of
magnificent music—applauded by vocif¬
erous yells from the cowboys of the
Coteaus, as well as the hearty approba¬
tion of “home folks,” to whom, by at¬
tending frequent rehearsals, the musical
phrases had become as familiar as their
own names.—The National Magazine.

“I still recall Liszt, whom I first met
at the Schloss Itter, in the Tyrol, and
I . ^ad
privilege of playing duets
with him. He was then in his seventyfifth year, and suffered somewhat from
ennui. He acknowledged to me that he
had lived far too long, having tasted all
the pleasures of life that could be of¬
fered to any man.
“Of Tschalkowsky I also have the
pleasantest recollections.
Like most
Russians, he was somewhat morose
when he was alone, but in a drawing¬
room he was a delightful companion.
I was with him a good deal, and indeed
I accompanied him when he first visited
London. The last time I met him was,
jai.COlncidence’ at the Schloss Itter,
and he came there after the University
of. Cambridge had conferred on him the
degree of doctor of music, an honor
which he greatly appreciated. Tschal
owsky in those days—unfortunately
ms end was near—expressed to me his
lope that he would live for another
twenty-five years so that he might write
even better music than he had hitherto
composed.”—A/. Sapellnihoff.

Before setting to work I try, aboi
all, to forget that I am a musician,
sink my individuality in order to seeoa
I he characters of mv opera. It is tl
opposite method which is so fatal to ar
the poet who is unwilling to sacrifice h
own self writes verses which thoug
they contain much that is beautifu
weaken the action because they are nc
natural; the painter, anxious to surpas
nature, deviates from truth; the con
poser, trying to be brilliant, produce
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BY ARTHUR SYMONS.
Of those divine beings who have
made the happiness of the world many
have been despised and neglected; but
the crudest martyrdom on record in
the annals of art is the martyrdom of
a faultless man and faultlqss artist,
Mozart. He went through the world
like a child tortured by cruel hands,
that it might sing and dance for public
amusement. His life and death have
jeft an indelible stain on the Austrian
court, nobility and official musicians of
his time; they injured him, they in¬
sulted him, they took for nothing the
incomparable gifts for which he asked
little. His wxmld-be benefactors closed
their purse strings against him; and one
man—let his infamous name be written
in full: the wealthy Baron von Swieten
_for whom he had carried out a vast,
thankless, unpaid labor, was the man
who put down to the account of- the
penniless widow the sum of eight flor¬
ins fifty-six kreutzers for the grave and
three florins for the hearse, when the
body of Mozart was cast into an un¬
marked corner of the earth. Mozart
was the slave and spoil of kings, the
creator of supreme beauty for swine,
for whom the Gadarean steep had been
prepared by destiny. The world did its
utmost to make his life miserable, lay¬
ing pitfalls in his way, stealing from
him, betraying him, letting him die with
sixty florins of ready money to leave,
his wife and children. And this great
man, who was making the greatest mu¬
sic of the age for court theatres and
archiepiscopal halls, was reduced to
beg for appointments, of which his
best lover, Haydn, said nobly: “I find it
difficult to control my indignation when
I think that this great and wonderful
man is still searching for an appoint¬
ment and not a single prince or mon¬
arch has thought of giving one.”
When it was too late, fortune beckoned
to him. Here is his last comment on
the situation: “I am on the confines of
life. I shall die without having known
any of the delights my talent would
have brought me; and yet life is so full
of beauty and just now my prospects,
seem to shape themselves auspiciously.
Alas, one cannot alter one’s destiny.
No one on earth is master of his fate
and I must be resigned. It will be all
as Providence wills.”
Mozart’s Perfect Life.
What Providence—or the ignorant
cruelty of man—willed for Mozart I
have been reading in the two volumes
of biography translated from the
French of Victor Wilder, which have
lately been published (with useful lists
and bibliographies and portraits) by
Messrs Reeves. The book is living;
and to read it is to suffer over again
this perfect and punished life. For
Mozart was perfect, not only in his art
hut in his life. Not a virtue, not a
grace was lacking: he had a divine
purity, which is seen expressing itself
ln,. ® innocent letter to his father in
which he declares the necessity of his
marrying. But he had no conscious¬
ness of outward things; his hands—
SWI t and certain on the harpsichord—
were idle things off the notes, so that
e could not cut up his food at table
■ out cutting his fingers. He loved
velmg. A landscape seen from the
mage window set his thoughts workng toward music; only, unlike Beenoven, they_ never settled there—so
lJt WttS h!s inspiration a matter of
wl- ’
?'.ed °* sound- It began to
and
w*len ke was a bnby
a three years of age sought to

farce of a fool, the sealed unsigned let¬
ter, the mysterious demand for a
. ;
“c my dying and a r
requiem, the payment in advance: all
sage with kettledrums came back
descending on him as an omen of his
nim ou.t of his requiem.
death and being indeed the last blow
shattering mind and body.
His Precocity.
The price that Mozart paid for im¬
Music absorbed him and consumed mortality was his martyred body, his
nim a miraculous flame always burning racked mind, his interrupted soul. The
soul of genius grows in the soil of the
Diano^anH^f
f°Ur he pIayed
the’ body like a seed. With Mozart it was
piano
and at five °f
composed
four minuets and an allegro for it; he played a tiny seed with little earth about it; it
e organ; and at six he went with his grew rapidly into a flower of strange
loveliness that, having exhausted the
fat,he[ “d h« fster (five years his elder
and both of them prodigies) through little earth that was its sustenance, died
Austria, France, England, Belgium, at the root in full flower. In Beethoven
the
seed had a deep soil about it; it
Holland and Switzerland, playing be¬
fore kings and composing and publish- grew slowly and outlasted all weathers,
ing music.
He had already distin¬ flowering late and lasting long. Genius
guished a difference of an eighth of a and genius may be equal; but it is the
tone between two violins and had come affair of Providence, as Mozart said,
to feel what could be terrible in sound, whether the soul is to be given an ap¬
turning pale and almost fainting at the propriate body and the wherewithal to
sound of a trumpet. At fourteen he go on living without sorrow. Mozart
wrote down from memory Allegri’s had a nature of pure brightness; he had
“Miserere” after a single hearing of it a child’s love of glittering things, and
m the Pope’s Chapel in Rome. By the the jeweled rings which princes gave
age of eighteen he had composed two him instead of money were a moment’s
delight to him before he had to pawn
hundred and forty-two pieces!
them for food and for fire. He loved
dancing and would go to fancy dress
An Ungrateful Public.
balls as harlequin, loving to show off
an
accomplishment which he professed
Music was his heaven and he lived in
it through the whole course of his to have mastered better than music.
mortal life. And that divine world, in
The Master’s Whims.
which he walked like one of the angels,
When Mozart was in Prague, writing
never betrayed him. Men made use of
him, gave him praise, let him triumph out the score of “Don Giovanni,” he
for a moment and then set him aside would join heartily in the national game
with empty hands. He was overbur¬ of skittles, sitting at a little table in his
dened with his genius from his birth; host’s garden jind leaving the music
he found no friend, except his friendly score whenever his turn came to throw
wife, to help him to bear it. Immeas¬ the ball. He liked billiards and would
urably rich in the spirit, the world gave get some strange musical inspiration
him poverty.
The stingy emperor, from the movement of the balls. He
Giuck dying, gave him his place of im¬ was careful of his dress; and the barber
perial court composer and bade him who shaved and curled him every morn¬
pay for the compliment by taking eight ing has related that he would get up
hundred in place of two thousand from the chair and move about the
florins. Later on he asks for the place room, “stung with the splendor of a
of kapellmeister and his appeal is not sudden thought,” Oblivious of comb or
answered. At last, in despair, he offers of razor.
These little passing whims and van¬
his services as deputy kapellmeister to
the cathedral, for nothing; and is ac¬ ities take on almost a tragic air as we
cepted. No fees came to him from his read the darker and the more constant
incidents
of a life which was made care¬
publishers; a hundred ducats are
handed to him, as one tips a servant, fully on another pattern. Mozart had
at the end of the first performance of no power of resistance; and the world
“Die Zauberflote.”
And presently, and his own swift and devouring genius
when success, useless to him, has come, between them drove him incessantly
he lies on his deathbed, his watch un¬ onward, until body and soul sank into
It is the
der his pillow, counting the hours. the only possible repose.
“Now they are singing the ‘Queen of world’s curse and foul crime, repeated
age after age, that no divine being is to
the Night,’ ” he would say.
be allowed to share in this life the un¬
earned portion of the average man—
One Success.
happiness!—London Saturday Review.

Only once did Mozart have an unmit¬
igated success, a great popular out¬
burst in his honor; and that was in no
Austrian soil but in Prague, which went
wild over “Le Nozze di Figaro” and
which commissioned “Don Giovanni.”
For a week—the only week in his life,
except the many in which he was ill
and in bed—he wrote no music; he
gave himself up to the delight of for
once being loved, understood, ap¬
plauded! But rhe applause brought no
more than a moment’s gold; and we
see him, in the last year of his life, con¬
senting to beg, asking for charity that
is nowhere to be found.
The eternal publisher, putting two or
three ducats into his hand, had said:
“Compose <n a simpler and more popu¬
lar style or I will print no more of your
compositions nor will I give you an¬
other kreutzer!”
Then, while he is
writing on an urgent commission the
divine “Zauberflote,” the gayest music
in the world—hurried on by his task¬
master and already feeling the first
signs of his sickness coming upon him
—there came the monstrous malignant

PERFORMER OR TEACHER?
There is an old proverb which says,
“The man who rings the bell can not
march in the procession.” Another
says, “A milestone can not take to the
road.” Do you see the application?
The great artist is not likely to be a
good teacher; a good teacher can not
be a great artist. The necessities of
each calling prohibit great success in
the other. The artist must synthesize;
the teacher analyze. The artist must
keep his time for his own development
and his nerves from the filing process
of the class-room. The teacher deals
with the development of the perform¬
ing abilities of others, not of his own.
You may say, “Look at Liszt,” but the
fact remains that Liszt was a class¬
room poseur, not a teacher. The per¬
son who combines even a fair amount
of the opposing abilities is rare.
Hence, study with a person who is
above all things a teacher. Players
are many; good teachers are few.—
IV. Francis Gates.
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DEFINITIONS OF MUSIC BY
GREAT THINKERS.
Music is the language -poken by an¬
gels.—Longfellow.
Music is the child of prayer, the com¬
panion of religion.—Chateaubriand.
Music loosens the heart that care
has bound.—Byrd.
Music is love in search of a word.—
Sidney Lanier.
Music is the only sensual pleasure
without vice.—Samuel Johnson.
Music is as a shower-bath of the
soul, washing away all that is impure.
—6" chopenhauer.
In music all hearts are revealed to
us.—Shorthouse.
My language is understood all over
the world.—Haydn.
Music is a thing of the soul; a rose¬
lipped shell that murmurs of the eter¬
nal sea; a strange bird singing the
songs of another shore.—J. G. Holland.
What love is to man, music is to the
arts and to mankind.—Von Weber.
Music is the first, the simplest, the
most effective of all instruments of
moral instruction.—Ruskin.
It is music’s lofty mission to shed
light on the human soul.—Schumann.
Music washes away from the soul
the dust of everyday life.—Auerbach.
Music is the only sensual qualifica¬
tion mankind may indulge in to excess
without injury to their moral or reli¬
gious feelings.—Addison'.
Music is to the mind as is air to the
body.—Plato.
Music is a higher manifestation than
all wisdom and philosophy.—Beet¬
hoven.
Music is the only perfect language
of all the higher emotions.'—Abbott.
Music is the only one of all the arts
that does not corrupt the mind.—Montesquies.
Were it not for music we might in
these days say the beautiful is dead.—
DTsraeli.
We cannot imagine a complete edu¬
cation of man without music. It is the
gymnastic of the affections. In suita¬
ble connection with exercises, it is
necessary to keep body and soul in
health.—Richter.
I think sometimes could I only have
music on my own terms, could I live in
a great city, and know where I could
go whenever I wished the ablution and
inundation of musical waves, that were
a bath and a medicine.—Emerson.
That which music expresses is eter¬
nal and ideal. It does not give voice
to the passion, the love, the longing of
this or the other individual, under
these or other circumstances; but to
passion, love, longing itself.—Wagner.
It is in music, perhaps, that the soul
most nearly attains the great end for
which, when inspired by the poetic sen¬
timent, it struggles—the creation of
supernal beauty. It may be, indeed,
that here this sublime end is now and
then attained in fact. We are often
made to feel with a shivering delight,
that from an earthly harp are stricken
notes which could not have been un¬
familiar to the angels.—Edgar Allen
Poe.
“Abuse, bad taste, blunders and fail¬
ures have made programme music so
ridiculous, its adversaries may well pro¬
pose its total abolition. But if it be
right to condemn wholesale whatever is
liable to abuse it is assuredly the entire
art of music'that should be so con¬
demned, seeing that the works offered to
the public are in great part worthless
rather than valuable, absurd rather than
intellectual, devoid of taste rather than
full of new matter.”—Frans Liszt.
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CERTAINTY IN SKIPS AND LEAPS.
BY ALVIS BRAUN.
Patience must in the work be shown."
—Ooethe’s Faust.
Clean basses and long leaps of more than one
octave in either right or left hand are a source of
-considerable trouble for most piano students. It is
safe to state that a large part of the nervousness
.and uncertainty when playing in public is due to
the fear of skips. This dread frequently disturbs
-even the repose in preceding easy passages, and in
consequence there appears to be a lack of feeling
and expression which in reality does not exist.
Many a young lady has been accused of playing
■Chopin’s E flat nocturne with insufficient feeling
and poetry when in fact she was only too much
-embarrassed by the skips in the left hand to give
full sway of her feeling in the melody. In com¬
positions requiring a more rapid tempo, such as
the Rondo Capriccioso by Mendelssohn, or certain
passages in Weber’s Rondo Brillant, not to mention
the works of Liszt, Grieg, MacDowell and other
modern composers, matters grow still worse.
Most students are inclined to believe that the
•difficulty presented by long leaps can be conquered
through diligent practice as a matter of course.
This may be true in some cases, especially if one
has a large hand and a certain technical instinct
which leads one to “feel” for the keys involuntarily.
Such players conquer the most difficult skips with
comparative ease, in fact to them they never seemed
to be very difficult.
Unfortunately such individuals are exceptions, but
their very existence leads those -who are technically
less gifted to believe that only an eminent talent
can do such things well, and that' hard practice
-will do no good. Often they give up in despair:
Others again think that absolute certainty in
leaps will be attained after a piece has been memo¬
rized and the eye is free to assist. This is also
found to be true to a certain extent when the
tempo is - not too rapid and the long skips appear
■only in one hand.
The difficulties presented by leaps and skips
■demonstrate most convincingly that the eye is not
•only too slow, but also that facility and repose in
•execution can hardly be attained when the eye is
requested to pick out the key first to which the
hand must skip thereafter.
Thus it appears that a clean execution of skips
can be better achieved by developing the sense of
feeling to the utmost than by requiring the coopera¬
tion of the eye. Eminent blind pianists are a con¬
stant and effective proof of the truth of this state-

Some Sensible Exercises.
To one who has never attempted to play skips
without looking at the keyboard the following sim¬
ple passage will at first seem difficult even in slow
.tempo if the keys are to be found by guessing:
Left Hand.

If. however, the following expedient is made use
•of the difficulty will quickly disappear:
Left Hand.

The small notes in the above example, which I
shall designate as “touch-notes” in this article, for
want of a better expression, are not to be played,
•of course, but only touched so as to form a guide
in measuring the distances.
It is precisely this conscientious measuring of the
distances which produces the desired result: Abso¬
lute certainty. The one long leap is thereby re¬
duced to several easy intervals of an octave or less.
Which intervals are best adapted as “touch-notes"
will, of course, depend much on the shape of the
hand and the nature of the passage in question.
A diligent student will soon be able to decide him-
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self what to do. It will, however, be found best to
take advantage of the Octave as frequently as pos¬
sible. No player ever misses the octave, and all
the twelve keys of one system on the piano are
found within the compass of any octaves, so that the
three unoccupied fingers can easily find any desired
note to be used as next “touch-note” if necessary.
For example:

or the frequently occurring:

Slow, Patient Work Necessary.
It may be objected that this manner of attain¬
ing certainty in skips is too troublesome and slow.
It certainly requires patience, but the reward is
absolute control of key distances, a thing not to bfe
despised and well worth some extra labor. More¬
over, if a short time is devoted daily to such exer¬
cises it will be found that the hands soon do all
measuring by intuition and with repose. Only in
the beginning it appears as if rapid tempo could
never be attained because the mind is now required
to think reflectively about every leap and the brain
is sluggish when expected to work in a direction
in which it has never been required before. The
temptation to assist the work of measuring the key
distances by stealthy glances Is so great, however,
that the most persistent effort and great will power
are necessary to overcome the inclination.

AVOIDING DRUDGERY IN TEACHING.
r EDWARD 1
Who among us of normal condition really loves
work? Work for work’s sake is a curse. Mere
practice is like medicine, often bitter but tolerated
along the line of supposed duty and expected re¬
ward. Work as here implied is not really essen¬
tial to one’s development. To be employed or occu¬
pied does not necessarily include work. We must
eliminate the zvork idea as being essential in the
building up of character in our present environ¬
ments, or for preparation for, and development in
some future state. Our dislike for work, and love
for its opposite, play, is inborn.
The love for
amusement is as natural as breathing. The oppo¬
site of, this disposition is a perversion. Therefore,
our experiments should be directed toward divert
ing the mind from the task idea, that otherwise
holds sway.
Friendly contests and games of all
kinds are amusements for which we all have had
a passionate fondness from our earliest childhood.
All these may serve to effectually develop the mind
and the body.
! once taught a class of dull pupils the multipli¬
cation table by teaching it in the form of a game.
The pupil who failed first being dropped out of the
game first. Pupils detained sometimes after school
for failures were allowed to take a step toward the
door for each mistake corrected, and to take a step
backward from the door for each repeated failure.
The process was amusing and the result good for
both teacher and pupils.
Applying this mode to the piano pupil who needs
control of the fingers, a suggestion to extend the
fingers then separating any one, or two of them
from any of the others; closing one, leaving the
others open, often produces the desired result. Is
the wrist, stiff? Have the pupil make it “go dead
or limber” and if the pupil is still young, consid¬
erable amusement usually results. Apart from the
musical results aimed at, keep the game or trick
idea before the mind of the pupil whose ideals a ■
Because of the pleasure derived from contests at
golf, ball, tennis and other games, and the exhila¬
ration afforded from riding a wheel, the balancing
of which is a skillful trick, thousands of people
young and old, indulge in these pastimes until they
are weary in everything but good spirits.

Given a taste for music only in a modest degree
and the desire to hit the bull s eye is intense when
afming at notes, or to play as many ,n a g.ven time
wkh the least degree of effort as some other
friendly competitor, which competitor may indeed
be the teacher in case the stimulating efforts of
no other emulating pupil is available, lhe teacher
in a variety of ways experiment with a certain class of pupils by practicing, it may be, little
deceptions that have no immoral bearing, such as
pretending to summon all his capabilities to do a
given exercise just a little better only than the pnoil and sometimes letting the pupil have the pleas¬
ure of surpassing him at some point to-day, such
as in grace, delicacy, rapidity, or reading, so that
the teacher will apparently have to pedal a little
faster in order to win the race to-morrow.
The limits of a single essay will not permit me
to approximate the number of possible situations
whirh the music teacher will sooner or later be

Grown Up Children.
Men are but children pf larger growth, and as a
child is apt to bite off more than he can swallow,
so are adults inclined even in a greater degree, be¬
cause their comprehension is greater, to attempt
too much, and they should be taught the great
value of concentration and of advancing slowly.
Experiment with some by giving pieces with only
a few measures needing practice in order to be
played; pasting or sewing a cover over all the re¬
maining measures which are easy. In very many
cases of this class it is not that the pupils are not
willing to practice, but because they have not such
control over their wills as will keep them from
robbing the hard passages of the time necessary
for them and giving it to the easy passages.
Such experiments will not easily offend either
the young pupil, or the one more advanced in years.
Little pleasantries of this kind where the intent is
so obvious frequently lead to results highly and
mutually satisfactory. In instructing vocal pupils
I have likewise found the experimental plan very
effective. The difficulties of the staff notation and
transposition are rendered easy to the average child
by applying the phraseology made familiar to him
during his play hours. The staff is the familiar
ladder.
The key-note may be referred to as the
one that is “it” and, as in a game of tag, he is ever
conscious of whom is “it,” so does he apply the
idea in his musical game. Is the aspirant for vocal
honors a society belle, rather backward in music
but an expert at euchre parties, she may be helped
by reference to key-notes as “trumps” in her ef¬
forts at learning to read music.
By thus using such means for experiment as the
peculiarities of the individual and the circumstances
suggest, the teacher may develop an ever increas¬
ing power to instruct both rationally and effect¬
ively, and be enabled to successfully aid many who
would otherwise be doomed to disappointment and
failure.
I believe that many an honest, faithful
and successful pupil has failed as a teacher simply
because of the changed situation, the would-be
teacher not having schooled himself to turn the
efforts of the dull, the lazy, the thoughtless, the
indifferent, and the careless pupils to good account
by diverting their minds in such a manner as will
bring the desired results even in spite of them-

i the Bible that God made n
own image; ana now when man proposes to create
an instrument for the praise of God, it seems as if b«
took his own vocal organ for a model, and, in turn,
m is own image, makes the organ, vastly increased
and enlarged, however. In truth, in this giant instru¬
ment we find. ;n suitable proportion, all the elements
which constitute the human voice : the bellows repre¬
sent the lungs; the great wind-trunks which distribute
the wind to the different stops are the bronchial tubes
and the trachea; each reed represents the glottis and
each pipe the lar.iyx, many times repeated, for that
which man cannot imitate is the suppleness and the
bring instrument, which, contracting
D8’ Can ehange at will both pitch and timbre,
n
e maker of an organ must employ as many pipes
_Un^L,Ua' *en"th as he desires to have tones, and
v the forms of these pipes as often as he wishes
i difference i timbre, thus substituting quantity for
oualifer
r
■
.
suosiinning qil
Q
ty' Lav'9nac, in “Music and Musician.

A BLIND OPTIMIST.
BY ROBERT HAVEN SCHAUFFXER,
/•cUrely every teacher or student whd reads this
article recently published in The Outlook, will be
’nspired to higher and nobler efforts, when the re¬
markable achievements of this blind performer are
considered.—Ed.)
This is a story of what the blind may accomplish'
in music. Not only is Edwin Grasse the first blind
man to become a violin virtuoso, but Eugene Ysaye
olaces him among the greatest violinists of his
time. Cesar Thompson calls him the best of all
piano accompanists, and Grieg considered him one
of the most promising of American composers.
The two most important events in Edwin Grasse’s
life occurred within a month of his birth in New
York, August 13, 1884, for his violin teacher was
engaged two weeks before Tie saw this world, and
four weeks later the child ceased to see it.
At six months he showed discrimination in his
fondness for music, and at two and a half years he
began to sing. It was found then that he possessed
“absolute pitch,” that strange gift of recognizing the
exact pitch of every musical note, and being able to
sing in perfect tune. At three he learned a song
of Rubinstein, and because he could not reach the
highest note he cried softly to himself. But in
fifteen minutes he began -to sing again, and when
he reached the high part he transposed it an octave
lower.
A few months later he formed the curious tem¬
porary habit of singing “Thine Eyes So Blue and'
Tender” by Lassen, and Wagner’s “Dreams,” as
accompaniments to his own dreams. His parents
would go to his room, turn up the gas, and see the
boy sound asleep in his crib, smiling and singing like
a young cherub.
At three years his father first played a piano ar¬
rangement of the Beethoven violin concerto.
“Mamma, isn’t that lovely!” exclaimed the child.
“That’s by Beethoven.” He had never heard it be¬
fore, but recognized its similarity to some of the
Beethoven sonatas and songs.'
He stood in great awe of musical instruments, and
was afraid to touch them; but at four his father set
him on the piano stool and guided his fingers
through a melody. A year later, at his first or. chestral concert, he heard Beethoven’s Ninth Sym¬
phony. And the next day he played the most im¬
portant-parts of it, to the great astonishment of
Reinhold Herrman, the conductor of the Germania
Liederkranz; and improvised such Beethoven-like
connections between these passages that the German
musician swore they seemed to be part of the
symphony itself. Herrman tested his memory that
afternoon, playing either the first note or a random
bar of dozens of compositions which the little boy
had heard,- and Edwin always told him the name
and key correctly.
His First Violin.
In his sixth year he felt a violin for the first time
when his teacher put one into his lap, telling him
it was a musical toy. When he found what it was,
however, he jumped up in terror and let it fall. But
his awe was overcome little by little, and he began
to take regular lessons. It was a heroic task for
the blind boy to learn correct positions, but his
courage and patience were equal to the devotion
of his teacher.
At seven Edwin began to compose little pieces
for piano and organ, and Mr. Hauser started to
teach him harmony. It was quite needless. For
Edwin no sooner heard a rule than he went to the
piano and played exceptions to it taken from the
whole range of the classics. The child of seven had
been analyzing all that he had heard and developing
his own systems of harmony and counterpoint.
-n sP'te of his precocity, Edwin had a happy,
normal childhood. The boys of the neighborhood
always visited him after school, and he joined their
games on condition that they play “orchestra” with
a^erwar<l. When they were gone, he would
s 1 Play his favorite game, doing all the piano
*1‘.s
band, the cymbals with one foot,
e drum with the other, conducting with his right
and, and imitating the oboe or French horn very
anstically with his voice. Wrong notes would
ThUr’ i?S they do in the best-regulated orchestras.
brj*jn he would rap furiously with his baton and
j,
tae offending musician up with a round turn,
«
at him such genuine German Invective as
me-hound!” or “thunder-weather!” Sometimes,
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fluttering his right fingers on his upper lip* he would
imitate the vibrato of a bad soprano, and then lead
her from the stage amidst {he plaudits of the throng.
His knack of_ imitating wind instruments has
lasted and is sometimes useful. I remember that
when he was preparing the Brahms horn trio last
winter for one of his recitals, Dutschke, the hornist,
missed a rehearsal. But Grasse, while playing the
violin, supplied the horn part so perfectly with his
voice as to deceive people in the next room.
At thirteen he made his New York debut, before
going abroad.
The boy went to study with Cesar Thompson, the
great Belgian violinist, and a year later was ad¬
mitted to the Brussels Conservatory. Thompson
had never had a blind pupil, and was skeptical at
first, giving him all sorts of difficult problems in
technic, in order to prove whether the eye were
essential. But Edwin solved every one, and soon
became the master’s favorite. After a year he took
part in the first public competition for honors. Be¬
sides a flawless violin performance, he played all
the piano accompaniments for his competitors, cue¬
ing in their parts when they forgot them, improvis¬
ing accompaniments when they, in their nervous¬
ness, jumped from one etude to another, skipping
with them when they omitted whole passages, and
sticking to them in every extremity. The jury were
following the score, and they were so astonished
that they stood up and craned their necks to see
who the little fellow was, sitting there beneath the
lid of the great piano. One of them, Edgar Tinell,
the first musician in Belgium, declared it the most
magnificent exhibition of musicianship that he had
ever known. The boy won the first prize “with
distinction.”
Joachim’s Verdict.
He intended to study the classical repertoire with
some German violinist after graduation, and re¬
quested Joachim to hear him play. The old master
refused, saying that no blind person could ever
master the violin. But he relented, and Grasse, in
a vacation, went over to Berlin. Joachim sat in a
corner reading the paper and looking very bored as
Grasse tuned his wonderful Stradivarius. But after
a few measures of a Bruch concerto the paper was
lowered, at the end of the phrase it fell to the floor,
and when the movement was over the old man con¬
gratulated the blind boy with all the warmth of his
German heart, advising him not to study with any
master after Thompson, as his technic was quite
sufficient, and in further study he would only lose
his own vivid individuality.
“My dear young man,” exclaimed the master, “you
are by nature gifted far more than most musicians,
and need no further school but the school of public
performance!”
Then Grasse played Joachim’s own Variations.
The master applauded, and said: “It is the first
time I hear that played with any other conception
than my own. This is quite new. But go on, I beg,
and always play it in your own way. That is very
beautiful, also.”
For his final examination at Brussels, Grasse pre¬
pared a repertoire of sixty-four larger violin works
as well as the first violin parts of a number of string
quartets. The jury chose four of these for per¬
formance, and awarded him the Diplome de Ca¬
pacity an honor won by no one besides Grasse dur¬
ing the last ten years.
On the advice of Joachim he made his debut in
Berlin at the age of eighteen, and scored a charm¬
ing success in that cynical city. Such musical
centers as Leipsic, Munich, Vienna, and London
gave the young virtuoso a hearty welcome, and
he returned to Berlin to duplicate his former suc¬
cess in another field, appearing as a chamber
musician with the pianist Otto Hegner.
At nineteen he returned to New York and made a
brilliant debut with the Wetzler Orchestra.
His works include a quintet for piano and strings,
which has twice been warmly received at his New
York recitals, an orchestral suite, a violin concerto,
a suite' for piano and violin, and 'smaller pieces.
But his latest work, a trio-in C for piano and strings,
shows an amazing growth; and I know nothing in
the literature of American chamber music that can
compare with this trio in organic unity, in melodic
and harmonic beauty, in instrumentation, in origi¬
nality, and in the sheer joy of life. The lad of
twenty-three has already ripened into a mature
creative musician.
Just as he invented his own system of harmony,
he has created his own method of composition. At
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first his ideas came to him while improvising at the
piano, and he made notes of the principal themes
of a composition on his point print slate in a no¬
tation of his own. Then, with an occasional reference
to these, he would dictate the work to his old teacher,
while sitting at the piano and playing what he was
dictating. If it were a trio, he would do the left hand
of the piano for a page or two, then the right hand,
then the ’cello and the violin parts.
But of late he has cast aside all aids to his mar¬
velous memory. He composes now away from the
piano, and last winter he dictated his trio without
having made a single note on his slate. He is now
composing simultaneously,' and in the same inde¬
pendent way, two trios, a concerto, a suite for vio¬
lin solo, and a symphony.
His Method of Learning.
His method of learning music is almost as re¬
markable. After hearing an ordinary orchestral
work once he remembers the melody, harmony, and
instrumentation all his life, and never has to hear
any piece more than three times. In learning a
trio he has his father play the violin part through
first on the piano, then the ’cello and piano parts
together. And at a single sitting he can master
every note and every shade of expression in a work
that requires half an hour for performance—master
it so that he can play the piano part with all its
nuances and advise with the ’cellist on questions of
fingering and bowing.
Grasse’s great ambition is to be such a musician
that people will lose sight of his blindness. He will
not allow himself to be advertised as “The Blind
Violinist;” for he desires no handicap in the race,
and it is his greatest joy and pride that the critics
have almost ceased to mention his eyes.
Edwin Grasse is the happiest person I know. I
firmly believe him when he says that he has never
in his life known what it is to be annoyed. And
although he is so highly strung that he can dis¬
tinguish ten varieties of vibrato to my two, and a
hundred subtleties of tone-color to my ten, his nerves
seem perfectly normal and indifferent to the or¬
dinary irritants of genius.
“How is it that you take such a zest in life?”
I once asked him.
“Why, the mere pleasure of breathing would be
enough,” he returned. “But then, too, I revel in
music, the German language, mountain air, and
good meals—(I enjoy every mouthful!).
I love
swimming and rowing too, and horseback-riding,
the smell of the forest and the voices of birds. I
think that one of the very best things of all is for
a fellow to wake up in the morning and just feel
that he’s here. I want to live to be a hundred!”
FRANZ LISZT ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
THE PIANO.
“I consider the piano a most important instrument.
In my opinion it takes first place in the hierarchy of
the instruments. It is the instrument most used and
its usefulness is being constantly extended. The im¬
portance and popularity of the piano is due largely to
its harmonic element, which it possesses almost ex¬
clusively, and to the ease with which the whole art of
music can be encompassed and translated through the
medium of the keyboard. In fact, its seven octaves
include the entire riches of an orchestra, and the ten
fingers suffice to liberate hundreds of forms of different
musical ideas. By means of the piano it is made pos¬
sible to bring to existence thousands of compositions
for the orchestra which otherwise would never have
been heard.
“It is to the orchestra composer what the steel en¬
graving is to the painter, for by the piano the works of
great orchestral writers may be reproduced again and
again. Though it may not give the colors, it gives
instead wonderful possibilities for the control of light
and shade.”
The teacher who has permitted his business to
fall into the class of those who prepare pupils for
a kind of parlor vaudeville and who has taught
them nothing higher than the mere “entertaining”
side of music must expect to suffer from a panic,
but the teacher who has revealed to the parent and
pupil the higher educational importance of music
need have no fears. It- has been the continued pur¬
pose of this paper to present this side in the most
forceful manner possible. Parents and pupils who
read The Etude regularly know that music has a
far higher significance than as a mere means of
agreeably passing a few idle hours.
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PUBLISHERS
NOTES
Advance of Publication The Woman’s
Prices Withdrawn.
Club Collection is un¬
questionably the best collection of
part songs and choruses, sacred and
secular, ever offered for the use of
clubs, choruses and high schools.
Every piece is interesting, melodic and
•effective, price 35 cents.
Chronology of Musical History.
Almost indispensable to the student of
musical history. Every music student
-and music teacher should have a copy
near at hand. This little work con¬
tains mention of every event from the
•earliest times. Price, 25 cents.
Keyboard Chart. Already we have
heard from those who have received
this work on special offer, the best dia¬
gram of the kind ever offered, conven¬
ient, compact, substantial.
It covers
two octaves of the keyboard and fits
at right angles. A useful adjunct in ele¬
mentary teaching, and a great advan¬
tage to self-instruction.
A Professional Directory
In These Columns.

Every professional
should ad¬
vertise, but economically, and in a way
which will produce results. We have
the plan that answers, we think, all of
the above. On page
of this issue
will be found the start of a Profes¬
sional Directory. The leading teach¬
ers of every locality, every school, and
all singers and players who desire en¬
gagements should be listed under this
head.
Returns may not be large, but they
will be enough to pay the small price
that is charged, $12.00 per year, $1.00
an issue. The form is at once simple
but very'attractive, and the value of
this directory, while without doubt it
will pdy for itself if no more in direct
jreturns, will be to present one’s name
:and work to half a million musical
persons, 12 times every year, covering
the entire country from Maine to Cali¬
fornia, from Canada to Texas.
New Music on Sale.

About
13,000
teachers and
schools of music took advantage of our
On Sale plan during the last season.
The plan is original with this house, the
terms, the conditions, the rates of dis¬
count, the most liberal that .can be ob¬
tained. This note, however, is about a
supplementary plan. We will send to
every person interested, whether they
have a regular On Sale package or not,
about ten to twelve pieces, during each
of the seven busiest months of the win¬
ter, of new piano or vocal music or
both, thus keeping on hand for pupils’
use a constant supply of novelties,
something new to lighten the regular
-On Sale stock. The discounts are the
same as on regular orders, the returns
to be made at the end of the teaching
This same plan is extended to our
octavo publications.
The conditions
are slightly different. The music to be
sent out only four times a year and
any one or all of the following classes
can be ordered: Number 1—Sacred,
Mixed Voices; Number 2—Se-ular,
Mixed Voices; Number 3—Sacred and
Secular, Men’s Voices; Number 4—
Sacred and Secular, Woman’s Voices.
Our discount on octavo music is like-

A New
Kindergarten
Method.

We have in press a
complete kindergarten
method of music by
Charles W. Landon and
Daniel Batchellor. This work has been
in preparation about five years. All
the systems of kindergarten teaching
of music have been thoroughly explored
in the preparation of this work. The
authors are cohversant with the entire
field of kindergarten work. They have
had the assistance of a number of lady
teachers who have helped them in this
work. At the present time there is no
published method of kindergarten,
music. There are quite a number of
proprietary methods that are not pub¬
lished but are taught orally to those
who come under the authors direct.
There are quite a number of flourishing
schools of this kind. The expense of
attending one of these schools is quite
considerable, and they are not practi¬
cable for the average teacher. In this
method that we have now we embody
everything that is necessary for kinder¬
garten teaching of music. It will be
very exhaustive and practical. Every
teacher receives pupils before they can
read; they are not matured sufficiently
to take up a regular instruction book.
This book is intended for just that class
of pupils. This work will precede all
piano methods. It will be preparatory
to the regular instruction given by the
piano teacher and will be prepared with
a view to being used lay a regular
teacher and not a specialist on kinder¬
garten music. The work we hope to
have out some time during the fall. It
will be an expensive work to produce
and quite voluminous, therefore our
special offer is $1.00 to those who sub¬
scribe in advance. It cannot be pur¬
chased for double this amount after it
is out, and even then will be a very
reasonable work.
Anthem
With the return from the
Devotion, vacation the work of a choir
.
will be begun. This work
comes just at the opening of the church
work. This month will close the spe¬
cial offer as the work is just about
ready to send out at this writing. We
would advise those who have a choir
for the coming season to investigate
this book for its own value. It con¬
tains the most melodious, practical an¬
thems that it is possible to collect.
Those who are familiar with the vol¬
umes that have preceded it know ex¬
actly what they may expect. The suc¬
cess of these volumes has been phe¬
nomenal. The names are: “Model An¬
thems,” “Anthem Repertoire” and “An¬
them Worship.” This new volume will
equal in merit the others. It has been
the aim of the compilers to make it a
collection that can be used in almost
every church. There is a great variety
of solos and duets for the various
voices. The price for this work is $1.80
a dozen or 15 cents each postpaid.

bodying the best ideas of many able
teachers and writers. During the cur¬
rent month only the special Pj oe will
be 20 cents postpaid. If charged, post
age is additional.
A Guide for the We take
Male Voice.
announcing the most
recent edition to tne
well-known and exhaustive system of
education in singing by ■
•
’
entitled “The Technic and Art of Sing
ing.” This new volume Op. 23, ;«?■
titled “A Guide for the Male Voice is
minute in its construction as to tne
development of bass, baritone
tenor voices, providing special exercises
and songs for each voice Those hav¬
ing male pupils, especially lady teach
ers, will be enabled to understand
clearly by means of material given in
this volume how to deal with the vanous characteristics which differ from
those of the female voice. The ster¬
ling value of the preceding volumes of
this series and their unparalleled suc¬
cess is a sufficient guarantee as to the
worth of this new volume. In this con¬
nection the following letter recently re¬
ceived should prove of interest:

. . ....; truth fully that ‘Root’ : Techn.c and
lpletc
Art of Singing’ is
'—*■ ’It i
m. „„„
,,.-ivate instruction : id in
classes. I am certainly pleased wiu* wj
purchase.”
In deference to a general demand in¬
dicated by the many letters of inquiry
we have been receiving, we have in
preparation a little manual, the material
for which has been supplied by Mr.
Root, outlining a complete course in
singing, and giving the correct order
in which all the volumes included in
“The Technic and Art of Singing”
should be used, together with the
amount of time which should be spent
in the various departments of each.
This manual will also give directions
for practice and will give a suggestive
outline for a half hour’s daily work
during the entire school year. We shall
give further particulars of this manual
For introductory purposes the special
advance price on “A Guide for the Male
Voice” will be 30c. If charged, post¬
age will be additional.
Teacher’s Specialties.

In our efforts
to aid
the
teacher we have a class of publications
which in our professional price list is
headed “Teacher’s Specialties.”
Our
descriptive catalog of musical works
will give detailed information with re¬
gard to each one of them. At this
time, just at the opening of the sea¬
son, we merely want to draw attention
to the fact that we have the followingBlank music books in various sizes;
blank music paper, sheet music size in
various rulings; the same in tablet form;
the same with wide spacing and sepa¬
rate sheets; music slates; music writ¬
ing pens; time cards; chart paper; lesson record books for pupils or teach¬
First Velocity Compiled by Geza Hor- ers, bills and receipts; prize and re¬
Studies.
vath. This work is now ward cards, and linen tape or paper for
repairing
music and books.
nearly ready and this
will probably be the final month of the
special introductory offer. The compi¬ Life JfTchdg6
This is an “"usually
ite
of
a
Child.
interesting little vollation of these little studies has entailed
. . .
ume of 4-hand pieces
considerable labor and research, as the
effort has been to seek out the very the venr^
pie?e f°r each month of
best available material and to condense snirityof\beaCh Pi6C? ^bodying the
respective season of the
as much as possible in order to cover vear anH h
a considerable amount of technical The pieces areln,1
appropriate
ne pieces are all extremely
prettvtitle.
and
ground. All the studies have a ten¬
the
pnmc.part
is so easy as to lie en
dency toward the cultivation of veloc¬
ity. but the early studies in the book are
sufficiently easy to be taken up by
pupils just out of the first grade. The
b^ok then proceeds hv g’-adval stages.
The exercises are all interesting, em¬
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order this work will be more than
pleased with it. It is the best thing of
the kind we have seen for a long while.
As the work is now in press, this wilj
probably be the last month of the
special offer.
For introductory purposes the ad¬
vance price will be 15 cents postpaid.
If charged the postage is additional.
New Numbers in the
Presser Collection.

We are constantly adding
to the present
collection the more important stand¬
ard works. The Presser Collection edi¬
tion has given the best of satisfaction
wherever it has been used. The vol¬
umes are carefully revised, edited and
fingered, and are in every case the most
modern edition.
The following are being added at
the present writing, and will appear
about the time this issue reaches our
subscribers. The special offers on the
following studies will be continued,
therefore, for only one month more!
that is, until October 31st.
The special offer price is mentioned
on the following list. This low price
is made for the purpose of introduc¬
ing a copy or copies of our edition of
these standard works to the musical
public. The books will be delivered
postpaid, and no one can lose by pro¬
curing at least one copy of each.
Burgmuller, Brilliant and Melo¬
dious Studies, Op. 105 .$0.20
Concone, Studies for the Cultiva¬
tion of the Singing Tone, for the
piano, Op. 30 .20
Pacher, Octave Studies, Op. 11
.15
Moscheles, Characteristic Studies,
Op. 70, two books .Both .30
Streabbog, Melodic Studies, Op.
64.
15
All of these works will be ready for
delivery at the time they are ordered,
and will be sold at this low price only
during October.
First Lessons for This is a standard
the Pianoforte. By educational work
C. Gurlitt, Op. 117. much used by teach¬
ers of the present
day. It consists of 34 short and me¬
lodious studies arranged in comprehen¬
sive order, most of them written in the
style of pieces and bearing appropriate
titles. This work is very much liked by
pupils and as it has rare educational
value, it should be still more extensively
used.
The special offer price during the
current month will be 20 cents postpaid.
If charged the postage is additional.
School of
Technic. By
Isidor Philipp,

This important work
will be published before winter. The en¬
tire proofs are now in
the hands of the author. It is no doubt
the most complete and exhaustive
school of technic of modern times.
Isidor Philipp stands at the head of the
piano profession in Paris at the pres¬
ent day and is one of the leading teach¬
ers at the Paris Conservatoire. This
is the culmination of his technical work
for the piano. It therefore brings with
it the musical ideas of one of the most
eminent men of the profession. It is
very exhaustive covering the entire field
of piano technic with very many ori¬
ginal exercises. The opening of the
season is a good time to investigate new
ideas cf teaching and we would advise
every teacher who reads The Etude to
possess a copy of the work for their
own use and development. It is a work
that will be useful alike to the metro¬
politan or the village teacher.
Our special offer on the work is only
So cents postpaid. Works of this kind
sell for about four times the amount we
are asking. In a short time this offer
will be withdrawn.

„ Mlisic The outlook for a most
Fa re
prosperous fall business is
Supplies.
Promising. Conditions
are greatly improved since
In of last fall and winter.
lhe.
use has made preparations for
Iff 1 business rush, and is fully
* . a fmm every point of view to
TPcare of it promptly and with the
lalcare and accuracy.
make a specialty of publishing
Jching material, and supplying every,ea “ JLded in the teacher s work, no
‘ffer where published or by whom.
own catalogue is chiefly of in¬
active works, closely edited and pre¬
oared for educational use Prompt and
leurate service is our rule and no ef¬
fort is spared to strictly enforce it.*
Our discounts are the most liberal
, our urms the easiest possible. We
solicit the business of every school or
teacher, no matter how large, or how
small their orders, promising the best
service that trained- judgment and
liberal prices can give.

Editions of Standard
Works Reprinting
During September.

The Leschetizky
Method, by
Marie Prentner

Learn Piano Tuning

YOUR NAME

'TR,
PHce> $r-S0.
Th s work, illustrated, contains the A Profession that Can be Converted into
foundation of the method of Theo Les¬
Money at Any Time or Place in the Civil¬
chetizky, a system that has made more
ized World, at an Hour’s Notice.
great artists than any other. Complete,
comprehensive and practical, adapted to
the youngest pupil as well as the fin¬
ished artist. Issued with the unquali¬
fied endorsement of Leschetizky and
compded by his ablest assistant for
many years.
something fresh in ....agogy ; they afford invaluable mental ti
The Musician, by Ridley. Prentice, in
6 volumes, price, 75 cents each. A
grade to each volume.
An analysis of many of the best com¬
“Summy Edition.” Three Books. Book I,
75c. Books Hand III, each $..00.
positions by classical writers, from the
First Home Studies, by Calvin B. Cady. Book
easiest to the most difficult. Thousands
I, 75c. All teachers who are al all familiar
wiili the processes of music education as
of these works have been sold and
taught by Mr Cady will find valuable elemany editions exhausted.
Elements of Musical Fxpression, by Jessie L.
Musical Pictures for piano or organ.
Gaynor. $1.25. A manual of Ear Training.
Tunes and Rhymes by Spaulding.
For simple directness, a clear-way of ’•putStandard Graded Pieces, Vol. I, con¬
dictation work, this book certainly meets its
taining grades one and two.
tlonC E6*1!??
P^1RS0^AL6c®rfre8pJ>J!d^nc,^1,nfltdrucJ
purpose
Musical Poems by Hudson.
id Jes:
Lilts and Lyrics, by Alice C. D.Pile
L. Gaynor, $1.00. A new collec
On Sale Music. The popularity of our
These four collections, although com¬ thoro^ghl(yUoo^
_
__ >tion songs, etc., for lhe
On Sale plan is in¬ paratively new, have passed through Tuning, jVolcing, Action Kegulating,Action
kindergarten and primary grades of schools.
A book that in less than one year has won
creasing with each succeeding season. several editions. The first mentioned
wide re< o piition as a superior book of chilTo music teachers who have no ready contains compositions for about the
access to large music stores, and to all first and second grades, a, 50-cent col¬
^ JUST ISSUED
schools and colleges, the feature of lection.
Harmony and Analysis, by Kenneth M. Brad¬
ley, $1.50. An elementary work on these
sending selections On Sale, a stoex of
The second collection is the _
subjeets’
,N pRESS
music on hand and returnable if unsold popular of the series for which Spauld¬
or not used at the close of the season ing has become so well known. Little
On Plymouth Rock, a cantata for amateur per¬
formance, especially suiled to upper grades
has many advantages, not the least of pieces for the voice or piano, being
of Grammar, or High Schools. Libretto and
which is the avoidance of the bother of especially adapted for the use of young
Lyrics by Alice C. D. Riley, music by Jessie
L Gaynor.
selecting music at frequent intervals, pupils or for kindergarten or other
The Posey Bed. a children’s cantata for Pay
and the having within reach throughout class work, preferably first grade pieces.
or Sunday-schools, Primary and Intermediate
the season just the style of composition
The third mentioned has been on the
Riley, music by Jessie L. Gaynor.
or kind of studi.es most desired. It is market longer, but has been from the
always best in sending in On Sale beginning a phenomenal success. This
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
orders to give as definite an idea as work was designed to accompany the
PUBLISHERS
possible as to the style and grades of celebrated and universally used Stand¬
220 Wabaah Ave., Chicago, Ill.
half a teaspoon of Horsford’s Acid
music desired. If anyone not familiar ard Graded Course of Studies by the
Dealers in Music of the Better Close.
Phosphate in half a glass of water
with this plan will write us in advance same compiler, W. S. B. Mathews.
brings quick relief—makes digestion
full information concerning it will be These collections are not only pleasing
natural and easy.
sent them. Catalogues and circulars but formative of the best taste.
CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S.
will be promptly mailed to all teachers
A SPECIALTY
The last work. Musical Poems, is by
or schools on request.
a teacher of many years’ experience in
As an aid to prompt shipment we elementary work. A collection of orig¬ PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 675
wish to impress upon our patrons the inal melodies for the piano with ap¬ Inserted 12 Times Before Half Million Musical
People for $12.00
importance of sending in their orders, propriate text. The work has proven
especially for On Sale packages for the to be quite a success and of great value
opening of the season at the very in the first and second grades.
earliest possible date.
We are reprinting of our vocal works
two: Anthem Worship, the third of our Why not get tl;e best musical value to be liacf?
The Lyon & Healy Crenioiiatone Violin is worldMetronomes. Every teacher who de¬ series of popular collections of an¬ famous
and if you will read its history you will
THE LATEST JEWELRY NOVELTY.
sires pupils to play with ’ thems, 64 pages of bright, singable
Every Music Lover Should Have a Set.
strict regard to time appreciates the anthems of moderate difficulty, and at
THE PINS are made for either lady or gentle¬
man. Can be worn on cuffs, or collar or as a
metronome as a necessary part of a the smallest price possible, $1.80 per
students equipment; the use of this dozen, not prepaid; and our Memory
instrument lightens the teacher’s work Songs by Todd Galloway. These songs
and hastens the pupil s progress in ac¬ have already proven their popularity,
quiring correct ideas as to the various and Mr. Galloway is by no means un¬
empi indicated in musical composi- known. We recommend these songs
10ns, At this season we make a and shall be glad to send either or both
aWt EatUre oF metronomes and are of the above volumes on inspection and
*.,° °®er several makes at prices with the privilege of return if not satis¬
.l '
y below those
usually factory.
HIGH GRADE :: BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS :: SUBSTANTIALLY MADE
purged for reliable instruments. Durthe »°“th of October, 1908, we
During the teaching season it may be
supply metronomes of standard necessary for you to return music to
aealn* ,each guaranteed for one year correct an error made.or for exchange,
and it is most necessary that every
'owing rateir3niCal defeCtS’ at the fo1" package so returned to us be plainly
marked with your name and address
tached) without bell.
$200 for identification.
Returns for credit
from
special ' selections
sent for
' taTaa Metronome (door at¬
tached) with bell.
, oc Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc., must be
^French MetronomVwiihl 3°° promptly made within 30 days.

S

If Your Dinner Distresses

VIOLlN^gg

MUSICAL PINS

FROM

LYON & HEALY

LADIES’ BUCKLES

'aSV- (do°r atported French Metronome with

Mttronni^1 grade)' French ^
“J T ? °TWlthout bell. 2.75
Metronni "ghff grade) French
C°
CWlth be". 400
dude cost of? Sre net and do not in‘
ls sent with t,ranspPrtation. but if cash
"* nbo?e n? * °rder add r5 cents to
y°ur door I™ 3nd we wil1 deliver at
T^Sci5aoT°rtati0n Pu¬
ffer expires,October 31.

Orders unsigned or incompleted—a kind
we receive in every mail—are a source
of constant complaint to us and fre¬
quently cause our customers much dis¬
tress and annoyance by the delay oc¬
casioned. Always sign every order with
your name and full address; we will
supply any of our customers at any
time with printed order blanks and ad¬
dressed envelopes, also postal card
order blanks.

As premiums forgetting ETUDE subscribers
T“°' 2.' Oval,- plata!L?hnfiid’sKZ2K5t™ebv2liighh
^ 3 subscPPtlons
ea.(h
“ 3 Oval, chased. Roman finish, -.ft wide by jJS high
“ 4
“
- %a ..
“ 4. Oval, plain, high finish. 2% wide by 2 high
“ s
“
“ ito “
“ 5 Ova} upright, chased. Roman finfah. wide by 2% high “ 4
••
“ ,'fo -<
“ 7- Square, chased, Roman finish, 2% wide by ajihigh
“ 4
“
■< ' ^ “
“ 8. Square, plain, high finish, 2ji wide by 2J& high
“ 4
“
•< . A, «
“ 9- Square, chased, Roman finish, iH wide by 1% high
“ 3
“
“ , SQ *.
jo. Round, chased, Roman finish, 1* wide by 1 & hifh
« |
••
“l|o “
Samples for soliciting purposes are free. Leave one with your prospeclive customer and call again

THE ETUDE, 1712 Chesfnul Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
nention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Recital Programs
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BUSH.TEMPIE CONSERVATORY

THE LEADING SCHOOL OF

MUSIC ACTING and

HARRISON M. WILD

LANGUAGES

MR.D.A.CLIPPINGER’S

^ asjatsrass

SCHOOL if SINGING

ORGAN and PIANO
LESSONS

JUST OUT-STUDIO NOTES No. 3

TERMS ON APPLICATION
KIMBALL HALL

CHICAGO

SisSSsSr
Pric.

410 Kimball Hall,

Fifty Cent.

Chicago, Ill.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL00CF MUSIC

The Chicago Piano College

~ BURROWS COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY.
National Correspondence Schools
Of Music, Inc.
CARNEGIE HALL, N. Y. CITY

Harmony, Counterpoint, Com=
position and Instrumentation

THE
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THE SELF-ASSERTIVE PUPIL.

SHEPARD PIANO SYSTEM

BY FRANCIS HENRY MORTON.

HARMONY BY MAIL
FREE Specimen Lesson. ” Harmony Sim¬
plified," 12th edition, sent ** on approval ”
s SEC., at ORANGE, N. J., SCHOOL

TAPPER’S GRADED COURSE

Practical Correspondence Lessons
For Teachers and Students
These Lessons are prepared and conducted under the supervision of the Author
Thoroughly practical in plan and purpose
Analysis of material, questions, and Outlines for Home Study, f Written work to be sent in for
correction, also Courses in Harmony, Music Theory, Music History, etc.
For particulars address, MR. THOMAS TAPPER, in care of ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT,
120 Boylston Street, BOSTON; or, 11 West 36th Street, NEW YORK

velopment.—D'Israel

SCHOOL OF MUSIC EDUCATION
CALVIN BRAINERD CADY, Principal
For Students ai. i Tt chars of Music—Pianoforte. Vocal, Violin, Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition.
OPENS SEPTEMBER 15
ASpeciat NORMAL COURSE for Teachers of Music—Pianoforte, Vocal, Public School and
225 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

School of Music Education

use MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC ...

ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

Beethoven

Conservatory of

M,“"

Music

St. Louis-Missourl
The oldest, largest and best music school in the State. All branches
of music taught. Send for handsomely illustrated catalogue to the
BROTHERS EPSTEIN,
Directors
N.W. Corner Taylor and Olive

THE RUSSELL SYSTEMS OF
MUSIC STUDY
Bj9^KS-''K5JP|,«nl Practice Material;" “I

E NORM AT, INSTITUTE OP MUSIC, Ci

VIRGILMS

5 WEEKS’ COURSE OF PIANO INSTRUCTION IN PITTSBURG PA
beginning Tues., Oct. 6th. Opening LECTURES and RECITALS. Thurs., Oct lBt, and Sat. Oct. 3d.
adtoSfin! Aj iTviRGIL. 1002 Ftatiron Bulldfng," New York orROTT ^‘‘mORROW 4502 lith
Avenue. Pittsburg, or MISS M. P. McCRACKEN, Steubenville, Ohio
’ 4o02 Flfth

FOREST PARK SElER-0™
.3th Year, College and College Preparatory.
Certificate admits to Wellesley, Smith and. Vassar.
a. Instructors, Gym,, Eioc. Burnt part rebuilt Ap-

^^..stTou,!: UNIVERSITY

LESCHETIZKY

School ol Music
MARY LUNDY, Director
Three Able Assistants
Studio, 26 E. Third St.
Williamsport, Pa.
Write for Schedule

FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Founded 1874.

FRANCIS L. YORK, M.A., Director
530 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Unsurpassed Advantages for a COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION
OVER 1,000 STUDENTS. 50 THOROUGHLY SKILLED INSTRUCTORS
Piano, Voice Violin .Organ, Theory, Public School Music, Band Instruments’
Modern Languages, Drawing and Elocution. Students Received Daily.
FALL TERM BEGINS, MONDAY SEPTEMBER 14-08
Write for Catalogue.
JAMBS H. BELL, Secy.

“Well,” you argue, “is not selfassertion a good thing to have about
one these busy times? Can you, in jus¬
tice to this particular kind of pupil,
class her under such a caption as
Teachers’ Problems?”
Experientia Docet—I have no doubt
that teachers who have professionally
handled “Miss Self-Assertion” will
cordially agree that she is a problem
of no small importance. For you see,
to be in such a state of self-magnifica¬
tion requires a certain antagonism or
combativeness
toward
those
who
would fain teach, advise and direct.
The dignity of this kind of a pupil
is very easily touched; but her sense of
self-perfection is well nigh invulner¬
able. “Let me do it in my own way' ’
is a proper request from an advanced
student, but for the incompetent and
absolutely ignorant to prefer it, not by
word so much as by every motion, by
poise and by manner, is for an earnest
instructor verily the last straw. The
pity of it is that the self-assertive pu¬
pil is absolutely unconscious of any
distress or annoyance occasioned her
teacher. She does not mean any dis¬
respect,
any
“uncordiality.”
But
nevertheless there it -is, underlying
every moment of her lesson. She may
not recognize it and be aware of her
real attitude, but the teacher does in¬
stantly.
What is he to do?
If he uses a
sharper tone it is met by increased re¬
prisal and distraction where only at¬
traction should exist—mutual attrac¬
tion toward the music under study.
Should he seemingly acquiesce in the
behaviour underlying appearances mis¬
takes will only become more flagrant,
the music be more distorted.
Anyway, a shocking result is inevi¬
table if a teacher becomes a passive fac¬
tor in the lesson with such a pupil.
He must be aggressive, but not with the
aggression which easily becomes of¬
fensive and disturbing to the pupil’s
proper self-respect, but with a kind
bravery, a cool courage that offers in¬
stant challenge to any and every
phantom which would imperil a wellconducted and effective lesson.
To
the present writer open and undis¬
guised disobedience, to use a mild
term, is far preferable to the obedience
which disobeys; the passive but none
the less real resistance which forbids
satisfactory accomplishment of the
questions in hand and prevents a pu¬
pil reaching anything like her true pos¬
sibilities.
What can a teacher rout this unseen
foe with? What can he say that will
turn an unendurable state of things
into a pleasurable, though perhaps
bring, lesson? It seems to me that
lack of confidence in a teacher, and
doubt as to his real ability, has much
to do with the matter. If the difficult
pupil be an adult it is often a good
policy for the teacher to illustrate
some difficulty in the music under
consideration by turning to his music
cabinet and bringing forth a solo of
ffis own and playing it through in
good style. This, done without undue
haste or anxiety of manner, establishes
the teacher s ability without possibility
of doubt
the pupil’s mind, and
when this
'°> CONFIDENCE fol3 nti
natural result—also, perhaps,

TH E

A lady visiting Paderewski’s villa in
Paris recently noticed a cherry stone
on the mantlepiece.
She took possession of the sfone and
had it set in pearls and diamonds as a
relic of the master. A few weeks later
Paderewski, met this lady, who, in the
course of conversation, showed him the
cherry stone with its elegant setting.
“But, madam,” said
Paderewski,
stroking his locks, “I never eat cher¬
ries. The one you found on my mantlepiece must have been left by my serv¬
ant.”—Washington Post.
“THE PALE GIRL”
Did Not Know Coffee Was The Cause.

In cold weather some people think a
cup of hot coffee good to help keep
warm. So it is—for a short time but the
drug—caffeine—acts on the heart to
weaken the circulation and the reaction
is to cause more chilliness.
There is a hot wholesome drink which
a Dak. girl found after a time, make?
the blood warm and the heart strong.
She says:
“Having lived for five years in N.
Dak., I have used considerable coffee
owing to the cold climate. As a result
I had a dull headache regularly, suffered
from indigestion, and had no ‘life’ in
me.
“I was known as ‘the pale girl’ and
people thought I was just weakly. After
a time I had heart trouble and became
very nervous, never knew what it was
to be real well. Took medicine but it
never seemed to do any good.
“Since being married my husband and
I both have thought coffee was harming
us and we would quit, only to begin
again, although we felt it was the same
as poison to us.
“Then we .got Postum. Well, the
eifect was really wonderful. My complexion is clear now, headache gone,
and I have a great deal of energy I had
never known while drinking coffee.
I haven’t been troubled with indi¬
gestion since using Postum, am not
nervous, and need no medicine. We
have a little girl and boy who both love
Postum and thrive on it and GrapeNuts.”
“There’s a Reason.”
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read “The Road to Wellwho she1™6 rCSPeCt tOWard a master ville,” in pkgs.
n u n°w, ?ees 18 worthy of it.
Ever read the above letter? A new
Finally, if this be not enough to nut
one appears from time to time. They
a better complexion on the ‘ le<;«nn
shock the pupil with surprise by lay-’ • are genuine, true, and full ol human
interest.
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ing “straight out” that you see she
does not take kindly to your efforts
toward her improvement musically—
that you consider her capable of con¬
siderable progress in music, and you
sincerely regret to see she is not in the
mood to profit by your tuition. Of
course you are utterly unable to guess
the cause of such a state of things, but
there it is, and cannot be denied.’
Perhaps if she thinks it over she
may look at the matter differently next
week. Then close the lesson by play,
ing through all the music set for prac¬
tice and be sure to part with a cordial
grasp of the hand.
In no single case has the writer
known one or both of these solutions
of this problem to fail utterly, and the
self-assertion which had nearly broken
off further lessons may be so con¬
trolled as to become a powerful factor
in the making of a good performer,
other requirements being present.
If only for conquering nervousness,
a little self-assertion in a pupil need
not be too severely condemned.

NEW YORK SCHOOLS

Institute
of Musical Art
of the City of New York
53 FIFTH AVENUE

$400 YEAR
Including Room and

Board

Three Partial Scholarships
to Be Awarded
Teacher. Educated in Europe
Leschetizky Piano Technic
Teachers’ Courses
Elocution and Languages

FRANK DAMR0SCH, Director
Marks’ Conservalory of Music
Special Course

2 West 121 St Street

-

New York

For Supervisors of Music in
Public Schools

dail;ri>nil Srljiiul of GUfurrlj Mmstr

THOMAS TAPPER, Principal
Prospectus of Supervisors* Course Mailed on

BERT G.

WEIGESTER

Voice Culture

THE VIRTUOSO’S TRIUMPH.

tion to highest artistic finish.
Roger, the great French tenor, was
a sensitive soul, and was prone to take
offense at any slight, whether inten¬
tional or not.
On one occasion he was engaged for
twelve hundred francs to sing at the
house of a wealthy financier. Roger
1 sang his first song magnificently; but
no one paid him the slightest atten¬
tion, and the guests continued to talk
their loudest.
Presently the host thought the time
lad come for another song, and sent
for Roger. He could not be found,
and that evening was seen no more.
Next day there came a note from him,
accompanied by fifteen hundred francs.
The note ran something like this:
“I have the honor to return the
twelve hundred francs which I received
for singing at your function; and I
beg leave to add three hundred francs
thereto for having so greatly disturbed
the conversation of your guests.”—
The Sunday Magazine.

“There are many people who do not
appreciate good music.”
“But they usually do the best they
can-they applaud it.”— Brooklyn Life.

Swipps—They say Paderewski has
practiced so hard at the piano during
f. y«r that he has paralyzed two of
™ fingers.
jSwapps—That’s nothing! There’s -a
°lr living in the flat above me who
paralyzes everybody in the street when
sne Practices!
A Lady of Note.
>omUSica1’ qnite' so she made her

sheniookedeirn? beat the band'
harptrU y swell‘ and would frequently
An?' ot’coursft^R13' ?nd a11 that&10“Sh to tbide m^A flat. ^ t0 B

“Did you hear Kubelik play? They
say he has a Stradivarius.”
“Mercy!
Has he? Where did he
get it?”
“In Europe, I believe.”
“Too bad! And can’t the doctors
do anything for it?” * * *

,o° *****
S tor words,”-Success.

miSTAVl. BECKER
llll‘ltOU:il SI - I I 11:

.«

862-863 Carnegie Hall
NEW YORK
NEW YORK

“Now, here,” said the proprietor of
the musical comedy.
“What is it?” inquired the stage
manager.
“Last night you gave the last act
first. Probably nobody noticed it, but
it shows lack of system. Don’t let
this occur again.”—Washington Herald.

JSSMSS^ MEHAN

CONSERVATORY®/- MUSIC

HERWEGH VON ENDE

TRAININGS BOYS’VOICES

DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOICE AND
EXPRESSIVE SINGING
Carnegie Hall, New York
SUMMER TERM, JULY 20 to AUGUST 22 in
Denver, Colo.

181 Lenox Ave., corner 119th St.
L. G. PARMA. Director
Chartered by Special Act of Legislature, 1865
FORTY-THIRD SEASON
CATALOGUES FORWARDED

VIOLIN INSTRUCTION

Special Notices

Teacher of Kotlarsky. Soloist Metropoli¬
tan Opera Concerts. On tour with Caruso
212 West 59th Street, New York

ARTHUR de GUICHARD
t have replies directed t

TEACHER OF SINGING
for concert, oratorio and opera. Professionals
coached. Teachers prepared. Special classes In
French and English faction.
143 WEST
o
NEW YORK

Plano School, Beaver Falls. Pa._
WANTED—An expert conductor t
a musical director in cln
orx. tsaureae
... O. S., 1
The Etude.
work.
Address N.
“SCALES, KEY SIGNATURES AND RE¬
LATED KEYS,” .by Stanley T. Ke iff Com¬
prehensive—Concise—Practical — Invaluable,
nrripr dfrpri* or through dealer, wet price
cents No stamps. The Musical Press,
P O Drawn? 1602. Philadelphia._
FOR .SALE OR EXCIIANOE-Gem.ine

.V,;"

Lachmund Conservalory of Music
1 32 West 85th St., New York^

(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
EDGAR O. SILVER, President
212 W. 59th St., New York City
THE FACULTY AND EXAMINERS

Specialties
Art of Teaching
Public Perforce

VIRGIL_

JSS SSSff*

Co.. Upharns Corner, Boston.--m-priTj tATTSIG HAND EXPANDER, an aid
Carnegie Hall, New York.--83^

1

Dr. G. Edward Stubbs “w

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF APPLIED MUSIC

TZ’ ^rup^t p1LoS.trinlddhS; Augus
Gainey, Darlington. B. C._■
VIRGIL CLAVIER WANTED in good con¬
dition, full length. Address M. L. o.,
Etude Office._•---•

PIANO SCHOOL and CONSERVATORY
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director
19 West 16th Street NEW YORK

Methods of Music Study—Voice, pianoforte
brninging°raresSts S everywhere
fcaflnsmute 'UnT Car
New York.

'‘thoseV^6?’'' Sa’d ^rs- Nuvoreesh,
inv tv,.
• Pheasants came by sing-

Pupils prepared for and placed
In positions

Hall, Cathedral llclitlits, Sew Y

References,
Hall,

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

AN ADVANCED
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Frank Damrosch, Director
Incorporated
Thorough Musical Education
Catalogue on request

Address, SECRETARY,S3 Fifth Ave.

EVERY MUSIC TEACHER NEEDS THIS
NORMAL COURSE OF PIANO STUDY

Works Indispensable to Music Education
A Work Necessary to Every Musician

A Complete History of Music
560 Pages

By WM. H. SHERWOOD
It is but natural that you desire to learn how to teach music by the most approved
methods. Your pupil’s progress, under such circumstances, is more rapid than your com¬
petitor’s, and as a result you have larger classes and secure a greater remuneration for your
teaching. Your pupils would never have to UNLEARN anything you have taught them, no
matter how far they may wish to pursue their studies. Appreciating that it is impossible for many
teachers to attend a Conservatory or residence School of Music, we offer them, through the
University Extension Method, a Normal Course in music, bringing to their ve.ry doors a home
course of instruction, where a majority of the most important features can be taught, under the
greatest living teachers.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO TEACH
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, America’s distinguished piano teacher, has perfected a com¬
plete series of written, illustrated lessons embracing his method of piano study.
These lessons
william h. sherwood
ai"e accompanied by examination papers which thoroughly test your mastery of the work.
The
.
. .
questions are so cleverly framed that the answers to them enable you to receive much of the
personal supervision you need to strengthen you where you are weak and correct you when wrong.
In this way you can get in per¬
manent, systematic, orderly form much of Mr. Sherwood’s wonderfully scientific, artistic and successful principles of music study and
piano playing
His conception of a harmonious training of musical feeling, mind, muscle and every sensibility for expression, so that
carefully developed fingers, hands wrists, arms and body will readily obey the dictates of a cultured intelligence, is put in such form
Qif y°U jt0°’ c.an t.rain y°ur pupds musically, artistically, intellectually and physically, by the same principles and exercises that Mr
.w°od uses in his own practice and private teaching.
Mr. Sherwood charges $80 a term for PRIVATE instruction, and his time
you “,ake his course in ,he quiet °'your own home by d»Universi,y e—

__

«...

HARMONY

,
I rP'j P^rt ?f the couf!e ^eludes the Formation of Scales, Notations of Music, In¬
tervals, Chords Combinations, Progressions, Transposing, Harmonizing, Writing of Accom¬
paniments, Composition Thoroughbass, Counterpoint, Orchestration, etc. This harmony
work is given by means of weekly lessons with written examinations on the
same. . You are required to do original work, which is carefully corrected
or revised, and your progress is watched and you are given helpful sug¬
gestions at every step. Harmony is to music what grammar is to the
Cnglish language, and no musical education is complete without it
You
can guide your pupils through the intricacies of Harmony and Theory by
the same lessons, original work and examinations that you receive.
After taking a thorough course in harmony you can: (I) Analyze such music as you play and teach: (2) Read with greater ease any
mus-.c you have to play or sing : (3) Correct any errors which crop up in
the writing of music: (4) Judge of the quality of music: (5) Transpose

ADOLPH ROSENBECKER

e
®
Mrs. A. L.
your position

Christian, of Greensboro Alabama, sa;
m°y Vupnsrhett,U’fiC'd ‘ tand all the
i
o
^o'Jf your method.

YOU SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS GRAND OPPOPTi m,Tv
~
This normal course which we are now offering and which is being taken with great nrofit hv
UPP0^*UNITY AT ONCE
100 harmony lessons. The cost is merely nominal and within the reach of all. Easy terms canbe arranaed tT't
?mbraces 1 °° Piano lessons and
we aria
want.^e'y ‘eacher to have the benefit of this splendid “ur*it™ COn^.,tflons of al1 ^achers who are not in
we grant a handsome diploma to each graduate, entitling the holder to teach these exclusive and approved modeA
a.Sa‘,sfactoiy completion of the course,
WRITE CJS TO-DAY FOR TERMS AND FHI .

professional discount

on subsequent development, th
understanding of the growth
modem music.
Prominent names, 1

troduction to the study of PIANO PLAYING
SOME POINTS

OF INTEREST

SELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES
Revised, Edited and Fingered, with Copious Annotations, by

EMIL

Graded so carefully and beginning so simply as to be
It will take a child through the first nine months of
instruction in a most pleasing, profitable manner.
the practice among the best teacners, to change instruction
books—it gives breadth to one's knowledge, and certainly
lightens the drudgery. So give this new book a trial.

Paragraph headings.
in large type, enabling the e
Adopted by Leading Schools, Colleges and

L1EBLING

In Three Books.Price 90 cents each
A valuable and noteworthy addition to the technical literature of the pianoforte. This work represents a diligent sifting
and careful selection of material from the entire works of Czerny, including all the popular opus numbers, together with many
less known, but equally meritorious studies. Mr. Liebling's editorial work has been of the most exact and painstaking character
from both the technical and interpretative sides; the annotations are of real practical value and musical .interest. The three
volumes, which are carefully and closely graded, the studies being arranged in progressive order, range in difficulty from the
early second to the seventh grade.
Czerny's mastery of technical detail and his mastery of musical expression are truly remarkable; he was a most volum¬
inous writer. The object of this present compilation is to present his very best studies in attractive and convenient form for
general use The success of this work has been of the most flattering character. It is the best work of the kind ever offered.
It is printed from beautifully engraved special plates and substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper.

By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.

A Fevv Co,T,ments From Those Who Know
euYarW'^

Compiled by Theo. Presser
PRICE, $1.00
A concise, practical, and melodious in¬

TEACHERS AND PUPILS ARE
Arrangement in lessons of moderate length, two per
Suggestions for independent work and reading by
Review helps and subject outlines.
Reiere
icing inde

pit

-

-

-

PRICE $1.00

There has been a great need for a first-class, up-to-date dictionary, and we have had this made
by one of our most prominent musicians and theorists.
There are included many new and im¬
portant features not found in any similar publication.
No matter how many dictionaries your
library includes, it will not be complete without this one. Some of its more prominent features are:
A clear and exact definition of all musical terms.
The pronunciation of all foreign words,
The names, with pronunciation, of all the most prominent musicians of the last two centuries,
with dates of birth and death, and nationality.
A list of English terms with their Italian, French and German equivalents.

chord, i. pi.no playing ,o onri, (or ™.ll h.ndto^L'nSite
?,
ly analyze any ordinary composition: (8) Modulate from one key to another : (9) Determine the kej oHevI oU c&
m°re effectively: (7) Correctmuch more readily: (1 1) Have a better appreciation of music you hear : (12) Easily3outThe voFceZ1l,me : 0 0) Memorize
and quickly correct them; also substitute for notes that are too high or too low for the voice, other notes within the range olThe voTce^ Sln9‘n9 ,ncorreclly

JWilfamH^Stowood

PEDAGOGIC FEATURES OF GREAT VALUE TO

FIRST STEPS
IN PIANOFORTE STUDY

Let us send it to you “ON SALE,” Subject
to Return
Concise and Easily Understood
FOR CLASS ‘ OR
SELF - INSTRUCTION

A System of Teaching

HARMONY
The Standard Text-Book of Musical Theory

By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
of University of Pennsylvania

As accomplished and well-known in their field as Mr. Sherwood is in his

ts and the pedal worl
iver knew before, an
>ns, I feel now I cou
iss Virginia G. Stev

Brought up to 1906

MUSICAL DICTIONARY

UNDER

Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker and Mr. Daniel Protheroe

DANIEL PROTHEROE

By W. J. BALTZELL

A STANDARD TEXT BOOK ON THE SUBJECT
COMPREHENSIVE
CONCISE
PRACTICAL
Contributed Chapters by Dr. H. A. Clarke, University of Pennsylvania; Mr. Clarence G.
Hamilton, Wellesley College; Mr. Arthur L. Judson, Denison University; Mr. E. B. Hill and
Mr. Arthur Elson, Boston; Mr. F. S. Law and Mr. Preston Ware Orem, Philadelphia teachers
and writers of experience and authority on subjects connected with the history of music.

ALMOST A KINDERGARTEN METHOD

^

SIEGEL-MYERS SCHOOL OF HUS^ CHICAGO

THEORY EXPLAINED TO

GIBBON’S

PIANO STUDENTS,

CATECHISM OF MUSIC

or Practical Lessons in Harmony

Price,

u students to investigate tnis work, lor it
is an epoch-making book. To master its con¬
tents will place the student in possession of the
most recent ideas in musical composition, by
teaching him how to invent melodies and how to
harmonize them correctly and effectively.

KEY TO HARMON Y
Price,

By GIBBON CHAMBERS KILL0UGH

By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
PRICE 50 CENTS

PRICE, 50 CENTS POSTPAID

$1.25

THE OBJECT KEPT IN VIEW
is how to enable the pupil to grasp, in the easiest,
most interesting and comprehensible way, the
mass of facts and rules which make ud the art

50 cents

THE PEDALS OF THE
PIANOFORTE
By HANS SCHMITT

These easily understood explanations are worked out in
interesting pieces to be played on the keyboard, and in an¬
alyzing music, instead of being written in exercises — the
usual way. Pupils are interested at once in the method and
find none of the discouragement commonly associated with
the study of this indispensable subject, which is as neces-

The subject-matter of this work is arranged in the style'of
Questions and Answers, 499 in all, covering the necessary
ground of elementary instruction in notation, time values,
intervals, scales, keys, chord construction, abbreviations and
embellishments. The answers to the questions are generally
so direct and concise as to admit of their being committed to

The work is intended as an aid to the teacher in im¬
parting to the pupil the principles of harmony in the easiest

It can be used very advantageously by the student who is
educating himself, while at the same time the teacher can use
it in class-work by making it a basis for examination questions.

Translated by F. S. LAW

Price, $1.00

This is one of the most important works on the study of
the Piano. It is quite exhaustive and instructive. There are
Pedal effects pointed out in this work which are never dreamed
of by the average pianist. It will do more to stop the abuse
of the Pedal than any other agency. It is the only work in
the English language on the subject. No one is fully equipped
for the Piano unless conversant with the thought contained in
this work.

MAIL ORDERS solicited and filled to all parts o'i the United States and Canada. Any of our works sent on inspection to responsible
persons. Send for any or all of the following Special Catalogues. Musical Entertainments for Young People, Pipe Organ Compositions 50c
Collection of Piano Music, Music for Unique Combinations of Instruments, 4-6-8-12 Hand Piano Music, etc., etc. A pply for Discounts Terms
Regular Catalogues.
’

THEO. PRESSER,

1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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A medical writer says—“The use of a thoroughly reliable
preparation of cocoa should be universally encouraged, and it is
the consensus of opinion among medical men as well as laboratory
workers that the breakfast cocoa manufactured by Walter Baker
& Co., Ltd., not only meets the indications, but accomplishes even
more than is claimed for it.”

Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1780

DORCHESTER, MASS.

A TRIBUTE TO AMERICAN
PEDAGOGY

1,000,000

ivers & Pond
PIANOS
O

UR latest models
are accurately pic¬
tured and
described
in our new catalogue,
which we will mail free.
Never in our piano¬
making
experience
have we produced in¬
struments so superla¬
tively fine musically nor
so attractively cased as
these new styles.
We
invite the most critical

TOUCH AND TECHNIC
By DR. WM. MASON
In four books. Price, jSi.oo each.
A complete technic from the beginning to the finished artist.
Two-finger Exercises ; The Scales ; The Arpeggio ; Octave and
Bravura Playing.
_

THE STANDARD GRADED
COURSE OF STUDIES
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
In io grades, io books. $i.oo each.
A compilation of standard studies progressively arranged, edited,
fingered, annotated, for the cultivation of Technic, Taste and Sight
Reading.
Universally used by the leading educators of America.
American works for American teachers.
Thousands of unsolicited testimonials are being
constantly received.
Recommended by the world’s greatest musicians.
Every teacher should examine a set of these works. Sent on in¬
spection by the publisher to any responsible person.

THEO. PRESSER
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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style 310
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by
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no*sseurs and experts,
Confident that OUT pianO
will reveal a high ex¬
cellence of musical quality and an intelligence and thor¬
oughness of construction that has never been surpassed.
chaste''and beautiful casf designXt tve hav^e ve^made?

Ivers & Pond Pianos

are sold by over two hundred Piano Ho
States, but if we have no dealer neai
■ large Boston establishment. We will r

IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY,
141 Boylston Street, Boston.

evew famiIv fmoH.lt
- 55 YEARS' By our system of payments
takeofrMnstni
t
circumstances can own a VOSE piano. We
home free of
m exchMge and deliver the new piano in your
^
eV Wnte for Catalo?ue D and explanations. Y

SON PIANO CO., 159 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
VOSE & SONS

